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PREFACE.

This Publication, entitled “ Solutions of Examples in 
Algebra,” is tlie first part of a work designed as a help 

to Students of that science. The first part, complete in 

itself, was nearly finished when the Author was, after 
a painful illness, removed by death. The book will be 

found to be a useful companion, more especially to those 

Students who have not access to a living Instructor to 

explain their difficulties.

The late James Wharton, B.A., M.C.P., was a School

master, and the author of several Elementary Books. He 

was educated at St. John’s CoUege, Cambridge, and his 
name appeared the fourteenth in the list of Senior 
Optimes, in the year 1834. He was one of the origi

nators of the Royal CoUege of Preceptors, and a most 

active and zealous promoter of its success. He was also, 

for sometime, one of its Mathematical Examiners, and
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vi PBBFACE.

he continued to labour for the interests of the College as 

long as his health enabled him to do so.
The Second Part of this work it is intended to com

plete, if the First Part should be found to accomplish 

the design of the Author.

Cambridge,
April, 1863.
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SOLUTIONS
OPEXAMPLES IN ALGEBRA.

SUBSTITUTIONS.
I. (1). Find the valueBy substituting for x and a the values, ⅜ and J, we have

(2)

(3).

in

(5).
(6).

B
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2 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(O∙
(8).
(9).

(10).

(11)∙

(12).

(13)∙
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Ex. 1—4, p. 6.J EQUALITIES AND INEQUALITIES. 3

EQUALITIES AND INEQUALITIES.
∏, (1). Which is the greater, 2* or 3^ ?

ɪ 12^ > or < (greater or less than) 3’;raise both sides to the sixth power;then 2’ > or < 3’;but 3® = 9, and 2’ = 8;.∙. 3’ > 2’; and consequently 3^ > 2^
(2). Which is greater, || θɪ" ɪ*

but
(3),  Show thatMultiplying both sides by α’ύ*, a’ + ά’ > or < ab^ + a^b > oτ <ab {a δ).Dividing both sides by α + δ,

- ab ^b^ > oι <,ab∙,then - 2ab + b^, or (α - ⅛)∖ > 0,since all rational quantities when squared are positive, and therefore greater than nothing ;

(4).  Show that 6®and that
b2
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4 SOLTΓ∏ONS IN ALGEBRA.

(5).  Show that

(6).  Show that

(7).  Show that and that a”
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Ex. 8—10, p. 7.] EQUALITIES AND INEQUALITIES. 5

(8).  Show that

(9).  Show that

(10).  Show that αδc

and both sides are positive:
then we have as an illustration
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6 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.Let a be the least of the three quantities, and b~a∖x, c-a∖y,

and since (a: - is positive;

and the sum of the squares of 3 unequal quantities is greater than the sum of their products;
(11). Show thatwe have

(12). Show that

which is always true if n be not less than 3;

(13). Show that
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Ex. 14—16, p. 7.] EQUALITIES AND INEQUALITIES. 7(14).  Show that ∣

(15).  Show that

(16).  Show thatand prove it when a: = ⅜ and y ≈ i>

if
then
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8 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(17). show that either

(18). Show that <

(19). Prove that
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Ex. 1—6, p. 8.] GREATEST COMMON MEASURE. 9

9 G. C. M. & L. C. M.
S III. Find the Greatest Common Measure of—(1)·

(2).

(3) .

(4) .

(5) ,

B 5
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]0 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(ɪ).

(8).

(9).

(10).

(11).

(12).

(13).
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Ex. 14—21, p. 8.] LEAST common multiple. 11

and by reduction

Find the Least Common Multiple of—

(14).

(15).

(16).
(17) .
(18) .
(19) .
(20) .
(21).
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12 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(22).

.∙. L.c.M. of all the quantities ■ 
(23).

In the preceding examples the method of inspection has been used throughout, but if a factor cannot thus be easily found, it is requisite to divide one quantity by the other, and the first divisor by the remainder, till a divisor be found which leaves no remainder, and this last divisor will be the G.c.M.; thus, to find the G.C.M. of 9x≡ + 53a;* - 9x - 18 and + Ila: + 30,

227 not being a common divisor of the two proposed quantities may be neglected.
www.rcin.org.pl



Ex. 1, p. 9.] INVOLUTION AND EVOLUTION. 13

Then, dividing the x* ∣- Ila: + 30 by a: + 6, we have

and a: + 6 is the g.c.m. required.Or, to find the G.C.m. of 7α*-23α6÷6δ* and 5α’-18α’δ|11αδ’-6δ\Making the first term the divisor, the first term of the quotient would be to avoid, therefore, this fraction^, multiply the second by 7; thus

Multiply by

and since neither 76 nor δ® are divisors of the proposed quantities, take a - 3δ, as a divisor; then

INVOLUTION AND EVOLUTION.

IV, Find the square of—(1).
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14 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(2).

(3).

Find the cube of—(4)
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Ex, 5—8, p. 9.] INVOLUTION and evolution. 15

(5;

(6).

(7)

Find the square root of—(8).  9αW, 64βW, and= 3α*δc, √(64α"δV) = 8a^V>(^,= 24rt*"δ"c*".
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16 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(9).

(10).
(11).

(12).

(13).
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Ex. 14—16, p. 9.] INVOLUTION and evolution. 17

(14).

(15)

(16).
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18 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(17).

(IS).

(19) .

(20) .
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Ex. 21-24, p. 10.] INVOLUTION AND EVOLUTION. 19

(21).

(22).

Find the cube root of—(23) If from the cube of (α + ft)® we take «®, we have
by using this formula, therefore

(24),
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20 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(25) ,

(26)

<27)

(28).

(29) .

(30) .
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Ex. 31—34, p. 10.] INVOLUTION and evolution. 21

(31).  Find the 4th root of16x^ - 96rc≡y + 216x*y* - 216j;/ + 81/, by taking the square root of the square root,
(32).  Find the 4th root of

(33).  Find the square root of

(34).  Find the square root of mW + mV’ + n*r*,when »1
by substituting ∙ we have
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22 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

/. the square root
(35).  Find the 6th root of

(36).  Find the 5th root of32x≡ - 80√ + sθʃɜ - 40x≡ + 10a; - 1,the expansion of
(a + b↑ = a^ + 5a*b + 10α≡6* + 10α¾* + 5αδ* + b∖therefore, after taking away the 5th power of the first root, we have remaining

b (5α* + 10α¾ + 10α¾* + 5ab^ + δ*),and by applying this formula, we obtainV{(2x)^ - ό (2x)‘ + 10 (2ar)≡ - 10 (2a:)’ + 5 (2a:) - 1} = 2« - 1.

FRACTIONS.
V. Find the sum of— 

(1)∙
(2).
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Ex. 3—13, p. 11.] FRACTIONS. 23

(3) .

(4) .
(5) .

(6) .
σ)∙

(8).
(ə).

(10).
(11).
(12).
(13).
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24 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(14).

(lδ).

(16).

(17) .
(18) .

(20).
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I Ex. 21—27, p. 12.] fractions. 25

I (21).

I (22).

I (23).

I (24).

I (23).

1(26).

≡(27).
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2θ SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA, i

(28).
(29) .

(30) .

(31) .

(32) .

(33) .

(34) .
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I Ex. 35—40, p. 13.] fractions. 27

I (35).

(36) .

(37) .

(38) .

1(39).

1(40).

c2
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28 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(41) .

(42) .

¼
(43) .

(44) .

(45) .
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Ex. 46—49, p. 13.] fractions. " 29

(46) .

(47) .

(4S).

(49)
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30 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(50).

(51) ∙

(52)

(53)
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Ex. 54—58, p. 14.] fractions. ` 31

(54).

(55) .

(56) .

(57) .

(58) ,
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32 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(59) .

(60) .

(61).

(62).
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Ex. 63—67, p. 14,J fractions. 33

(63),

(64

(65).

(66).

(67).

C 5
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QI K∩T.T1TT∩WS TV A‰βT5RRA.

(68).

(θθ)∙

(70)

{7i:

•whence by dividing out (α - V}, we have

whence by dividing out (α - b}, we have

The sum of the latter part of the fraction
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Ex. 72—76, p. 15.] fractions. 35add therefore the sums of 70 and 69, and we have the result

(72).  This is the same as 71, except that the numerators of two fractions to be added are multiplied respectively by m and w, or thus, let

(from the preceding fractions)
Reduce to their lowest terms

(73) .

(74) .
(75) .

(76) .
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36 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBEA.

(77) .

(78) .
(79) .

(80) .
(81).
(82).
(83) .

(84) .

(8δ).

(86).
www.rcin.org.pl



Ex. 87—89, p. 16.] ∙ fractions. 37

(87).

Write down under like quantities the products of the divisor and the quotient, with their signs changed, and then their sum + the dividend = 0.
quotient

(88).

quotient
(89).

quotient
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38 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA,

SURDS.
*V. (1)∙

(2).  This is of the form
(3) .(4) .
(ð).
(6).(7) ∙
(8) .
(9).

(10).
(11).
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Ex. 12-18, p. 17.] SURDS. 39

(12).

the quotient
(13).  This is of the form
(14).

(15) .
(16) .
(17) .

(18) .(18). This and 19 are of the form
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40 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(19) .

(20) .

or thus ,

the quotient
VI. (I). Find the value

(2).

(3).
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Ex. 4—19, p. 18.] SURDS. 41

(4) .

(5) .(6) .
(8)∙(9).(iθ).

(11).(12).(13) .(14) .(ið).(iθ).
(17) .
(18) .
(19).
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42 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(20).

(21).
(22).
(23) .

(24) .
(25) .(26) .
(27) .

(28) .
(29) .(30) .
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Ex. 31—40, p. 19.] SURDS. 43

(31) .

(32) .
(33) .
(34) .
(35) .(36) .
(37) .
(38) .

(39) .

(40) .
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44 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(41) .
(42) .
(43) .
(44) .

(45) .
(46) .

(47) .
(48) .

(49) .
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Ex. 50—59, p. 20.] ∙ surds. 45

(50) .
(51) .
(52) .

(53) .
(54) .
(55) .
(56) .

(57) .(58) .

(59) .
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46 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(60).

(61).

(62).

(63) .

(64) .
(65.)
(66).
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Ex. 67-72, p. 21.] surds. 47

(67) .

(68) .

I (69)

I (70)

1(71)

I (72) Find the root of i
Squaring both sides,
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48 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(73) .
(74) .

(7δ)

(76)
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49
I Ex. 77—81, p. 22.] surds.

(77) .

(78) .

(79) .

(80) ∙

181).

D
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5θ SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

but

(82).

(83) .

(84) .(85) .
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I Ex. 86-87, p. 23.] surds.

I (86).

D 2
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52 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(88},

the expression vanishes;

or the positive quantity
(89).

(90).

is the greatest, and is the least.
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Ez. 1—4, p. 23.] SIMPLE equations. 53

(91).

SIMPLE EQUATIONS.
VII. (1).

(2).

(3).

(U∙
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54 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(5) .

(6) .

(7) .
(8) .

(θ).

(10).

(11).
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Ex. 12—17, p. 24.] simple equations. δ5

(12).
(13) .

(14) .

(15) .

(16) .

(17),
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56 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA

(18).

(19) .

(20) .

(21).

(22).

(23). by multiplying by 12 and taking away a bracket, we have
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Ex. 24—28, p. 24.] simple eottattωks. .57

(24).

, (25).

(26).
by transposition and multiplying by 11,

(27)

(28).

d5
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58 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(29).

(30).

(31).

(32).
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E∑. 33—37, p. 25.] simple equations. 59

(33).

(34).

(35).

(36).

(37).
by transposition, multiplying by 25,then 924« + 1008 + 191« x 83 = 1864 x 25;45592 „

X = -— - = 8∙• 5699
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60 SOLUTION’S IN ALGEBRA,

(38).

(39).

(40). by multiplying by 84 and observing that

(41). by multiplying by - 16, then
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Ex, 42—46, p. 25.] simple equations. 61

(42).

(43),

(44).

(45)

(46).
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G2 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51) 
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Ex. 52—56, p. 26.] simple equations. 63whence 4x - 16 = 0, and. ar = 4, also a:’ - 8a: + 12 = a;’ - 8a: + 7, or a: = 0.
(52),

(53)

(54). by multiplying the extremes and means together, we have

(55).

5θ;
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64 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBKA.

(57).
(58) by multiplying the equation by 100, we have

(59). by'multiplying by

(60)∙ by multiplying by 100, then

(61). by multiplying by 100, then
(62).
(63) ·
(64) .
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Ex. 65—71, p. 27.] simple equations. 65

(65) .
(66) .

(67) .

(68) .

(69) ,

(70) ,
(71) ,
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66 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(72)

(73)
(74)

(75) ,

(76) by multiplying by 25α,
by cancelling and multiplying by (9x - 16α) and dividing by 25α, then

(77). by multiplying the equation by 36a,
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Ez, 78—81, p. 27.1 simple equations. 67by cancelling, dividing by 4α, and multiplying by 5x ~ 4α, or 5 (δx - 4α) = 9 (4® - 12α);
(78). observe that

(79). by multiplying by

(80), by changing the signs, to have the expressions uniform, and multiplying by (a - c) (® - a) (® - c),

whence
(81).
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68 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(82).
by multiplying

(83;
by multiplying

(84). by multiplying by

(85).

(86}
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Ex. 87—90, p. 28.] simple equations. θg

by dividing 1st and 3rd terms by a + ά;
by multiplying extremes and means together, we have

(87), by squaring every term, we have

(88), by taking the square roots of each and then

by dividing 1st and 3rd terms

by dividing the 2nd and 4th terms

(89). by squaring both sides, we have
(90). by squaring both sides, we have
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70 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(31).
(92) .
(93) .
(94) .
(95) .
(96) .

(97) .
(98) .

(99) .
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Ex. 100—105, p. 28.] simple equations. 71(lθθɔ

(101)

(102)

(103) .

(104) .

(105) .
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72 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(106). by dividing by

(107).

(108).

(109).
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Ex. 110—114, p. 28.] simple equations. 73(110).

(111).

(112)

(113)

(114)

E
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74 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA. 
{115),

(116).

(117)

(118)

(119)

J20]
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Ex. 121—124, p. 29.] simple equations. 75(121).

whence
(122)

(123)

(124)

e2
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76 SOLUTIONS IN ALOEBBχ∖.

(12δ).

(126),

(127).

(128).
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Ex. 129—133, p. 29.] simple equations. 77 >

(129).

(130).

(131).

(132)

(133),
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78 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(134).

(135)

(136).

(137:
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Ex. 138—141, p. 30.] simple equations.

1138).

(139).

(140:

(141

whence x = - o.
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80 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(142).

(143).

(144),

(14δ).
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Ex. 146—149, p. 30.] simple equations. 81

(146)

(147;

(148).

(149).

e5
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82 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(lδθ).

(lðl)

(152)

(153).
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Ex. 154—157, p. 31.] simple equations. " 83

(154)

(155).

(156)

(157
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gφ SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(158).

(159).

(160)

∖lθl
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Ex. 162—164, p. 31.] simple equations. 85

(162).

(163).

(164)
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ɛg SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(165).

(166).

(167)
by multiplying numerator and denominator by denominator, we have
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Ex. 1—6, p. 32.] QUADRATIC EQUATIONS. 87

QUADRATIC EQUATIONS.

VIII.

(2).(3) .
(4) .
(ð).
(6).
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88 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(ŋ.

(8).
(ə).

(10).
(11) ∙

(12) .

(13) .

(14) .
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Ex. 15—22, p. 32.] quadratio equations. 89

;i5).
[16).

(17) .

(18)

(19)
(20)

(21)
(22}
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90 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)
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Ex. 28—31, p. 32.] quadratic equations. 91

(28).

(29).

(30).

(3i;
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92 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(32)

(33)

(34)

' (35)
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Ex, 36—39, p, 33.] quadratic equations. 93

(36).

(37).

(38)

(3(39)
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94 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(40) .

(41) ,

(42)

(43)
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Ex. 44—47, p. 33.] quadratic equations. 95

(44).

(45)

(46)

(47)
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96 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(48) .

(49) .

(δθ).

(51) ∙

(52) ,
s
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Ex. 5ε—58, p. 33.] quadratic equations. 97(53) .

(54) .

(55) .

(56) .

(57) .

(58) .

V
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98 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(59) .
(60) .

(61).
(62).

(63) .

(64) .

(65) .
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1 Ex. 66—74, p. 33.] quadratic equations. 99(66).
(67) .
(68) .

(69) .

(70) .

(71) .
(72) .
(73) .
(74) .

r2
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100 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(75) .

(76) .

(77) .

(79) ∙

(80) .
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Ex. 81—34, p. 34.] quadratic equations. 101

(81)

(82).

(83) .

(84) .
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1Q2 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(85) .

(86) .

(87).

(θS)∙
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Ex. 89—94, p. 34.] quadratic equations. 103(89) .

(90) .

(91) .

(92) .
(93) .
(94) .
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104 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(95) .

(96) .

(97) .

/ (98).
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Ex. 93—103, p. 33.] quadratic equations. lθð

(99) . ’

(100) .

(101).

(102).

(103)
p5
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106 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(104) .

(105) .

(106) .

(107) .

(108) .
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Ex. 109-112, p. 35.] quadratic equations. ɪθɪ

(109) .

(110) .

(111)

(112)
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108 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(113) .

(114) .

(115) .

(116) .

(l∏).
i
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Ex. 118—121, p. 35.] quadratic equations. 109

(118).

(119) .

(120) .

(121).
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110 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(122).

(123) .

(124) .

(125) .

(126) .
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Ex. 127—130, p. 35.] quadratic equations. Ill

(127) .

(128) .

(129) ,

(130)
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112 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(131) .

(132) .

(133) ,
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Ex. 134—138, p. 36.] quadratic equations. 113

(134) .

(135)

(136)

(137

(138
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114 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(139) .

(140) .

(141) .

(142) .
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Ex, 143—146, p. 36,] quadratic equations, ɪlʒ

(143) ,

(144) .

(145)

(146
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116 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(147) .

(148) .

(149) .

(lδθ).

(151).
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Ex. 152—154, p. 36.] quadratic equations. 117

(152) .

(153) .

(154) .
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118 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(155).

(156)

(157)

(158)
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Ex, 159—161, p. 37.] quadratic equations. 119

(lδ9),

(160)

(161)
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120 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

or let X = Λ2> then the equation reduces to

and the other values may be found from the equation
(162).

(163)
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Ex. 164—167, p. 37.J quadratic equations. 121

(164).

(165).

(166)

(167).
G
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122 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

whence
(168).

(169).

∖170).
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Ex. 171—174, p. 37.] quadratic equations. 123

9

(171) ∙

(172) .

(173) .

(174) .
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124 ‘ SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(175)

(176)

(177)

(178)
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Ex. 179-180, p. 38.] QUADRATIC EQUATIONS. 125

or putting the equation under the form
and multiplying both sides have

whence

by cubing both sides and reducing(179),

(180),
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126 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(181)

(182).

(183:

(184).
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Ex. 185—187, p. 38.] quadratic equations. 127

(185).

(186),

(187)
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128 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(188).

(189).

(190).
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Ex. 191—193, p. 38.] quadratic equations. 129

(191).

(192).

(193).
g5
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130 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(194),

(195).
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Ex. 196—198, p. 39.] quadratic equations. 131

(196).

(197).

(198).
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132 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(199).

whence

whence
200).
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Ex. 201 203, p. 39.] quadratic equations. ɪɜɜ

(201).

(202).

(203).
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134 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(204).

(205)

(206).
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Ex. 207—209, p. 39.] quadratic eouations. 135(207).

(208).

(209).
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136 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

from the first,

(210).
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Ex. 211, p. 39.] QUADRATIC EQUATIONS. ɪɜɪ

(211). a + δ √(x) + X = {δ - (a;)} (2α + a:),

or by this method, let (x + α) = ≡; then the equation becomes

and hence
and .
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138 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(212)
whence

(213)

whence
(214),

and 27
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Ex. 214, p. 39.] QUADRATIC EQUATIONS. 139

and by substituting we have

or thus, by squaring, &c., we have

From
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140 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

EQUATIONS INVOLVING TWO OR MORE 
UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.

IX.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Ex. 5—8, p. 40.] UNKNOWN quantities. 141

(ð)

(θ)

(η

(ɛ:
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142 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(9),

(10).

(11).
and by subtraction,

(12).
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Ex. 13—15, p. 40.] UNKNOWN quantities. 143

(13).

(14)

(lð)
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144 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(16).

(17).

(iθ;
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Ex. 19—21, p. 41.] UNKNOWN quantities. /45

(19).

(20).

(21)k
therefore, by subtraction,
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146 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(22).

(23) .

(24) .

(25)

' (26)
therefore, by subtraction,
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Ex. 27—29, p. 41,] unknown quantities. 147

I27)∙

(28).

(29),
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148 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(30)
•whence, by subtraction,

(31) .

(32) .

(33) ∙
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Ex. 34—38, p. 42,] unknown quantities.(34)

(3δ).
by substitution in (2)

(36).

(37).

(38)
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150 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(39) .

(40) .

(41) .

(42) .

(43) ∙

(44) .
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Ex. 45—49, p. 42.] unknown quantities. 151

45)

(46)

(17:

(48

(4i
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152 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

whence
I δθ).

(51)∙

m

{53).

(54).
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Ex. 55—58, p. 43.] unknown quantities. 153(5δ).

(56) .

(57) .

(58) .

h5
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154 R∩τ,ττττnxs τκ αγπγπώα.

(09}
and subtracting (1)

(60).

from
(θl)∙ from whence ;
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Ex. 62—66, p. 43.] unknown quantities. 155

(62).

(63)

(64)

(65;

(66;
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156 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(67) .

(68) .

(69).
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Ex. 70—72, p. 43.] unknown quantities. 157(70).

by substitution

(71).  :

(72). by subtraction
therefore, by substitution in (1),
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158 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(73) .

(74) .

(75)

(76)

and from (1)3: = ^(-1 + √5), see VIII. (145).
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Ex. 77—81, p. 43.] unknown quantities. 15&

(77).

(78).
(79).

(80).

(81)
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160 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(82).

" (83).

(84).

(85;

(ɛθ)
(87)
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Ex. 88—94, p. 44.] unknown quantities. lθl

(88).
(89) .
(90) .
(əl).
(92) ,
(93) .

(94)
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162 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(95) .

(96) .

(97) .

(98) .
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Ex. 99—102, p, 45.] unknown quantities. 163

(99) .

(100) .

(101),

(102),
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SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.(103) .

(104) .

(lθð).

I
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Ex. 103—109, p. 45.] unknown quantities. 165

(106).

(107:

(108).

(109).
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166 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(110).

(111).

(112).

and X, y, ≡ form an arithmetic series, let then
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Ex. 113, p. 45.] UNKNOWN quantities. 167

(113).

which latter values satisfy the conditions
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168 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(114).

(115).

or X, y, z form an arithmetic series. Let therefore r be the common difference, and y - r, y, and w + r the series,

(iιθ)

(117).
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Ex. 118—120, p. 46.] unknown quantities. 169

(118)

and other values may be found from a; = 9,
(119).

(120)

I
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170<121).

(122)

(123).

(124).
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Ex. 125—129, p. 46.] unknown quantities. 171

(125) .

(126) .

(127) .

(128) .

(129).
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172 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.(130).

(131)

which latter value∙s satisfy the conditions for

(132),

(133
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Ex. 134—137, p. 46.] unknown quantities. 173

(134).

(135).

(136).

(137).
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174 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

and by substitution in (1), we have

(138).

(139;
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Ex. 140—144, p. 47.J unknown quantities. 175

(140).
(141)

(142) .

(143) .

(144) .
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176 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(145).

and from
(146),

... from
(147)

(148).
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Ex. 149-152, p. 47.] UNKNOWN QUANTITIES. 177(149>
therefore, by substitution in (1),

(lðθ).

(i5i;

(152).
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178 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(lδ3).

(154).

(155). from
whence

(156).

(157).
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Ex. 158—161, p. 48.] unknown quantities. 179

(158).
from

from
(159)

(160;

(161
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180 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

and from (

whence

(162).

(163).
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Ex. 164—166, p. 48.] unknown quantities. 181

(164).

(lβδ).

(166).
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182 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(167) .

(168) .

(169).
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Ex. 170—172, p. 48.] unknown quantities. lɛɜ

(170) .

(171) .

(172) .
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184
SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(173).

(174).

therefore, by substitution,

(17δ).
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Ex. 176—179, p. 48.] unknown quantities. 185(176).
by substitution in (1),

(177).

and from xy = 4 other values may be obtained.
(178).

(179:
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186 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(180)

by substitution in (1), 

and by substitution in (3), we have

(181).
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∖

Ex. 182-184, p. 49.] UNKNOWN QUANTITIES. 187

therefore, by substitution in (2),
whence j/ = + 2, and a; = 4, also y = 0, and x = b, and the other values may be obtained from (^).(184).
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188 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(185'

(186).

(187).

by substitution in (2)
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Ex. 188—189, p. 49.] unknown quantities. 189

taking the latter value, we have, from (2),

and from
www.rcin.org.pl



190 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.and other values of x and y may be found from
(190).

(191).

(192)
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Ex. 193—194, p. 49,] unknown quantities. 191

i (193).

(194).
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192 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(19δ).

(196).

(197).
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Ex, 198—200, p. 50.] unknown quantities. 193

(198)

(199) ,

(200) .

κ
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194 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

C201).

(202).

ɪ i ɪ ɪwhence ≈ 3»® and 3»»® = .

(203).
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Ex. 204—207, p. 50.] unknown quantities. 195

from
whence .

(204)

(20δ)

(206).

(207)

κ 2
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196 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(208).

(209).

(210).

(211)
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Ex, 212—215, p. 51.] unknown quantities. 197

(212)

(213)
(214)

(21δ)
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ɪθs SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(216).
by subtraction,

from √{xy} = 6 by substitution,

from
(217)

from (2)
from (1)
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Ex. 218—221, p. 51.] unknown quantities. ɪŋɔ

from the positive value in (√1),
(218).

(219),

(220).
(221).
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200 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

and

(222).

By substitution in (1)
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Ex. 223—225, p. 51.] unknown quantities. 201(223).

(224).

(22o)

κ δ
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202 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

from the latter
(226).
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Ex. 227—228, p. 51.] unknown quantities. 203

(227)

(228). .
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204 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(229).

(230)
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Ex. 231—233, p. 52.] unknown quantities. 205

(231)

(232).

and other values may be found from
, , , 1 ∩∖3∙>

(233).
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206 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(234).

(230).
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Ex. 236, p. 52.] unknown quantities. 207

from the first value

(286).
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208 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(237).

(238)

of which the roots are impossible.
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Ex. 239—240, p. 52.] unknown quantities. 209

(239).

and dividing by {Λ)

and the cubes of these values are
(240).
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210 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(241).

which is an impossible value; therefore substituting in (ɪ) cubed

and taking the cube root
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Ex. 242—243, p, 53.] unknown quantities. 211

(242).

equating (A) and (^) and squaring and arranging

(243).
from (1)
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212 . SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

and

from (2) we find
Then, by (1) and (3),

Taking - in (4) gives
Substituting from

Taking + in (4), other values may be determined.
www.rcin.org.pl



215 
Ex. 246—247, p. 53.] unknown quantities.

(246),

by substitutingwe have y*-t9y=10,
'247)

and
from

from
from the latter value

whence
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214 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(248)

by Substitution in (1),

(249) by addition,

.∙. substituting in (A),

and the corresponding values of x are
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Ex, 250—251, p. 53.] unknown quantities. 215

(250).

whencealso

(251). For 3? write u, and for w* write υ,

and substituting in
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216 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(252).
(253).

and by expansion and addition and subtraction,
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Ex, 254—255, p. 53.] two unknown quantities. 217

(254:
from (1)

■whence

and from

from

(2Sδ).

from
L·
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218 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

then from

by substitution in (√4),

(2δ6).
'257)

from

and multiplying this by (1),
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Ex. 258—259, p. 54.] two unknown quantities. 219

(258). cubing
.∙. from (

■whence
and

and

(259),
fromalso

l2
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220 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

.∙. from
and from

whence
(260).

and
from I

from

(261). from (1) ■

also .∙. from (2)
www.rcin.org.pl



Ex. 262—263, p. 54.] two unknown quantities. 221

and
.. 2

(262). andsee Ex. (23δ).
(263).

andfrom (2)
andfrom
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222 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(264).  30
and

from (2)
and

or

from (1) 30
.∙. from

and by trial

from
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Ex. 1—3, p. 55.] SIMPLE equations. 223

and other values may be found from (JB).
PROBLEMS PRODUCING SIMPLE EQUATIONS.

X. (1). What number is that, from the treble of which if 48 be subtracted, the remainder is 42 ?Let X = the number,90 then 3x - 48 = 42; .·.« = —= 30.o(2) . To determine two numbers, such that their difference maybe δ, and the difference of their squares 75.Let X and a: + 5 be the numbers, then (x + 5)* - x^ = lθɪ + 25 = 75; .∖ x = 5, and the numbers are 10 and 5.(3) . Find a number such that its third part being added to it,the sαm is less than 9 by as much as the number itself is greater than 5. Let X = the number,then 9
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224 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.(4).  What number is that, the double of which exceeds four- fifths of its half by 40 ?Let X = the number,

(δ). Find two consecutive numbers such that the half and fiftɪ. part of the less may together be equal to the sum of the third and fourth parts of the greater.Let X and a; + 1 be the numbers,

.∙. δ and 6 are the numbers.
(6).  To find two numbers with these conditions, viz. that half the first with a third part of the second may make 9, and that a fourth part of the first with a fifth part of the second may make 5. Let X and y be the numbers,

also
whence

(7).  Of 3200Z., Λ has 400Z. more than B, and B has 200/. more than C: find the share of each.
X = S's share; x + 400 = Λ's, x - 200 = Cs;

.∙. 3x + 200 = 3200, and x = 1000/. = share,.4⅛ share = 1400, and C’s share = 800.
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Ex. 8—11, p. 55.] SIMPLE equations. 225(8) . Find two numbers in the proportion of 9 : 7, such that thesquare of their sum shall be equal to the cube of their difierence. Let 9x and 7∙τ be the numbers;.∙. then (16λ)* = (2x)≡, or 256x^ = 8x≡; .∙. x = 32, and the numbers are 288 and 224,(9) . Required the number of which ɪ, ɪ and ɪ together are as
much greater than 233, as ɪ, ɪ and ɪ of it together are less ð o 7 than the same. Let a; = the number.
then, multiply by 12,

(ɪθ). To divide the number 2 into two such parts, that a third of 3 the one part added to a fifth of the other may make -.the other.
is the other.{11). A and S began to play with equal sums; A won 1/. 10s., and then their money was in the proportion of 13 : 7. How much had each when they left off playing ?Let xs. = sum each had,

.∙. A had QI. 10s., B 31. 10s.
L 5
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226 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(12) . The ages of two brothers differ by 20 years, and one is asmuch above 25 as the other is below 25; what are their ages ? Let X = age of younger, and a: + 20 of the elder, then a: + 20 - 25 = 25 - a:; a: = 15, and the elder is 35.(13) . Find a number of which the cube root is ^the square root.uLet X = the number,then a:ɜ = ɪ and a:* × 5* = a^∙, .∙. x = 15625.5 4(14) . Find a fraction which becomes - when unity is added to its5numerator, and ɪ if unity be added to its denominator.
Let - be the fraction,

y

(15) . To find three numbers, such that the sum of the first andsecond shall be 7, the sum of the first and third 8, and the sum of the second and third 9.Let X = the first number; .∙. 7 - a; = second, 8 - a: = third; .∙. 15 - 2a: = 9; .∙. a: = 3, and the numbers are 3, 4, 5.(16) . Divide 64Z. among 3 persons, so that the first may have 3times as much as the second; and the third, one third as much as the first and second together.Let 3a: = sum of the first, x of the second, — of the third, ό
4j* β4 3then 3x + x + ~ = 64Z.; .∖ x ≈ - vʃ- = 12i.,
o lband the sums are 36Z., 12Z., and 16i.
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Ex. 17—20, p. 56.J simple equations. 227(17) . A person, dying, bequeathed his fortune, which was 2800/,,to his son and daughter, in this manner; that for even half-crown the son might have, the daughter was to hav a shilling. What, then, were their two shares ?Let X = number of half-crowns and shillings,— + a: = 2800 × 20s.; .∙. x = = 16000s. = 800/.,2 7and — = 400 × 5 = 2000/. = son’s share.2(18) . A gamester at one sitting lost of his money, and then wonð10s.; at a second, he lost - of the remainder, and then won o3s.; after which he had 3 guineas left. How much money had he at first ?Let X = shillings he had at first,
•IT 4icthen a;-- + 10 = -- + 10 = money he had for second start, 
O Uand I + 10^ + 3 = 63s.,

4xwhence — + 10 = 90s., and x = 100s. = bl.5(19) . Three persons, √4, B, C, make a joint contribution, whichin the whole amounts to 400/.; of which sum B contributes twice as much as A and 20/. more; and C as much as Λ and together. ΛVhat sum did each contribute ?Let X = A^s contribution; .∙. 2x + 20 = B’s, or 3x + 20 = C’s; .∙. 6z + 40 = 400/., and x = 60/.,.B’s = 140/., CTs = 200/.(20) . A person being asked the hour of the day, answered thus:—3If - of the number of hours remaining till midnight be mul- 8tiplied by 4, the product will as much exceed 12 hours, as ɪ of the present hour from noon is below 4. What was the 
hour after noon ®
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228 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

Let the time be x hours past J 2 o’clock at noon,

(21).  Two coaches start at the same time from York and London, a distance of 200 miles: the one from London travels at 9| miles an hour, and that from York at 10|. Where will they meet, and in what time from starting ?Let X = number of hours till they meet,

(22).  A person paid a bill of 100/. with half-guineas and crowns, using in all 202 pieces; how many pieces were there of each sort?Let X = number of half-guineas, y = number of crowns,

(23).  A and B begin to play with equal sums; Λ won 5l., and then three times ∠l's money was equal to eleven times B'^∙ What had each at first ?Let £x. = the money of each,
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Ex. 24—27, p. 56.] simple equations. 229(24).  Says A to B, If you give me 10 guineas of your money, I shall then have twice as much as you will have left. But says B to Λ, Give me 10 of your guineas, and then I shall have three times as many as you. How many had each ?Let X = A's guineas, y = B’s,then X + 10 = 2 {y - 10), also 3 (x - 10) = y + 10; 
y + 40

.∙. x = 2y - —, whence a: = 22 guineas, y = 26 guineas.
(2δ). A messenger starts on an errand at the rate of 4 miles an hour; another is sent an hour and a half after to overtake him; the latter walks at the rate of 4f miles an hour: when will he overtake the former ?Let X ≡ the number of hours,ɜand gain per hour = - mile;β . ɜ 24 ɑ ,.∙. α = o- - = --=8 hours.4 3(26) . A garrison of 500 men was victualled for 48 days; after 15days it was reinforced, and then the provisions were exhausted in 11 days. Required the number of men in the reinforcement.Let X = number of men in reinforcement, then a: × 11 + 26 × 500 = 48 × 500;(48 -26)500

.∙. X = --------ɪɪ--------- = 1000 men.
(27) . A and R together possess 150Z. and C has 50/. more thanD; also A has twice as much as C, and B thrice as much as JD, Required the money of each.Let 2a: = A’s money, 150 - 2a; = B’s,

∏y ɪðθ “ 2a:
X = C s money, ------- ------ = 2> s,othen a; - 50 = ~θ , or x = 60/.,o

A’s = 120/., R’s = 30/., σs = IXs = 10/.
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230 SOLUTIONS IN λLGEBRA.(28) . What number is that, of which the half, the fifth, and theseventh parts are together equal to 59 ?Let X = the number,ʌ X X X .n 5Q × Ί0

(29) . In the election of a Member of Parliament, ɪ of the con
stituency refuse to vote, and of two candidates the one who 19is supported by — of the whole constituency is returned by a majority of 5: find the number for each candidate.

Number of voters = of constituency = ,
19z fl5x 19x∖*'"ΙoΛw-4θ)'≡≡ .∙.≈ = 40O,and the numbers are 190 and 185.

(30) . Required a number from which if 84 be taken, three timesthe remainder will exceed the required number by a fourth of itself. Let X = the number,then 3 (a: - 84) = x + , whence x = 144.
(31) . A person spends 2s. at a tavern: he then borrows as muchmoney as he has left, and spends 2s. at another tavern: borrowing again as much as was left, he spends 2s. at a third tavern; and repeating this, he spends 2s., all he now has, at a fourth tavern: what had he at first ?Let xs. = money he had,

X - 2 = money left;.∙. 2 (a: - 2) - 2 = money left in second case = 2 {(a; - 3)}, or 4 (a; - 3) - 2 = 4a: - 14 = money left in third case, and 2 (4a: - 14) - 2 = 0; .∙. x = 3s. Qd.
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Ex. 32—35, p. 57.] simple equations. 231(32) . The greater of two numbers is equal to four times the less,and the excess of the greater over the less is 24; required the two numbers.
X = one number, 4x ≈ the other;

.∙. 4x - X ≈ 24∙, x = 6, and the other is 32.
(33) . A person pays an income-tax of 7d. in the pound, and apoor-rate exceeding it by 221. 10s., and has 486Z. left: find his income.Let £x. = his income; .∙. his income-tax

(34).  Kequired a number such, that if it be multiplied by 11, and 320 be taken from the product, the tenth part of the remainder will be 20 less than the number itself.Let X = the number.

(35).  There are two kinds of coin, of which a and b pieces respectively are equivalent to IL: how many pieces of each kind must be taken so that c pieces together may be equivalent to 1Z. ?Let X and y be the number of each kind of coin,
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232 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(36) . If A and J5 have between them 1200Z., A and C 1400Z.,
B and C 1500.; how much has each?Let X = A’s τaoneγ, then 1200 - x = j5’s, 1400 - x = C’s, then 2600 -2x = 1500; .∙. x = 550Z. = A’s,

S’s = Q5Ql., C'& = 850/.(37) . A tradesman, after expending 100/. a year, augments theremainder of his property by one third part of it, and at the end of 3 years his original property is doubled: what had he at first ?Let X = money he had, then x - 100 = money left;.∙. a: - 100 + — ɜɪθθ = 4 j = fiɪ'st year’s result,
and ɪθθ^ - 100 + ɑ — = second year’s result,u y4and —- (16a: - 3700) = 2a: = third year’s result,4W t whence x = 1480/.

(38) . A common of 864 acres is to be divided among three landowners, A, JB, C, so that A’s share shall be to B’s as 5 to 11, and that C shall receive as much as A and B together; required the share of each.Let 5x and Ila: be A’s share and B’s respectively,then 16a: = C’s;
* 108.∙. 32a: = 864, and x = = 27;

.∙. A’s share = 135 acres, J?’s = 297 acres, C’s = 432 acres.(39) . Divide 30 into two such parts, that one may be the squareof the other.Let X = one part, then 30 - a: = the other,
J OA » 1 121 J lɪll 5.and 30 - a: = arj .∙. a:’ + a: + - = ——, and a: = -0±-;r = ®» 

4 4 A ∆.∙. 30 - a: = 25 the other part.
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Ex. 40—43, p. 57.] simple equations. 233(40) , A farmer engaged a labourer on condition of paying himIs. 4c/. a day for every day he should work, and of charging him 9i/. for his board every day he should be idle. Now, at the end of a year (313 days) the man was entitled to 19/. 10s. 3J. How many days did he work?Let X = number of days of work, 313 - a; = number of idle days,
4 3then X × - - (313 - x) × - = 390|s.,

whence x ≈ = 300 days of work.
20(41) . Find two numbers, the sum of whose squares is 100, andtheir product 48.Let X and y be the numbers,then x’‘ + y* = 100, and xy = 48;

X* + 2xy ∙∖ = 196, and a? - 2xy + y^ = 4‘,

, X y ≈ 14, and x - y = 2∙, .∖ x = 3, y = Q.(42) . Find two numbers whose product is equal to the differenceof their squares, and the sum of their squares to the difference of their cubes.Let X and y be the numbers,then xy = x? - and x^ + y^ = a:’ - ;.-. a:’ - a;y + = ; .∙. a: = ɪ (1 + ^5} y,

and i(3 ± ji* + j/’ = (2 ± √5) y^ - y^‘,

• ∙ y 2 (1 ± √5) - 2 ’ 4ð(43) , A. general after detaching — of his army to take possession
loð»of a height, and — of the remainder to reconnoitre the 18enemy, had 1280 men left; what was his whole force?

5x ∙Let X = his army; .∙. a: - — = first remainder;
lo
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234 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(44).  Divide 10 into three such parts, that when the first is multiplied by 2, the second by 3, and the third by 4, the three products may be equal.Let X, y, z be the parts,then X + y + z = 10,
2x = 3w = 4s;

(45).  Let 10 be divided into 4 parts, such that when they are respectively divided by 2, 3, 4, and 5, the quotients will he in the same proportion as 6, 7, 8, and 9.Let X, y, z, and ω be the parts,then a: + y + z + w = 10,then

(46).  Find the fraction which, if 1 be added to its numerator, becomes i, but if 1 be added to its denominator, becomes ɪ.3 4Let - be the fraction, then ΞiLl = ɪ but —= ɪ, 
y y y+1 4whence y = 3x + 3 = 4a: - 1; .∙. a: = 4 and y ≈-15.
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Ex. 47—50, p. 58.] simple equations. 235(47).  A person distributed p shillings among n persons, giving 9i/. to some, and 15J. to the rest; how many were there of each ?Let X persons receive 9<Z. each, then n - x receive 15<Z.,then
and(48).  A cask, which held 60 gallons, was filled with a mixture of brandy, wine, and cyder, in this manner, viz. the cyder was 6 gallons more than the brandy, and the wine as much as the cyder and ɪ of the brandy; how much was there of each ?

21 gallons of cyder, 24 of wine.(49) . A cistern is filled in 24 minutes by 3 pipes, one conveying8 gallons more, and another 7 gallons less, than the third, every 3 minutes; the cistern holds 1088 gallons; how much flows through each pipe in a minute ?Let X - gallons per 3 minutes by third pipe, rc ÷ 8, z - 7 gallons by the two others;·”· ~ ɪ- × 24 = 1088, or 3x = 136 - 1; .∙. a: = 45 gallons;.∙. gallons by first pipe = 53, by second = 38 gallons.(50) . A farmer buys a sheep for £P, and sells δ of them at a gainof 5 per cent.: at what price ought he to sell the remainder to gain 10 per cent, on the whole ?Price per sheep price that b sold for =
to gain £10 per cent, on the whole, price =

price for (α - δ) sheep;
.∙. price of each
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236 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(ðl). A general, disposing his army into a square form, finds that he has 284 men more than a perfect square; but increasing the side by 1 man, he then wants 25 men to complete the square; how many men had he under his command ?Let X = side of square,then + 284 = number of army, also (x + 1)* - 25 = army;
.∙. X = 154, and number of men = 155* - 25 = 24000.(52).  A boy at a fair spends his money in oranges; if he had received 5 more for his money, they would have averaged a half-penny each less, if 3 less, a half-penny each more: how much did he spend ?Let X = pence he had, y = number of oranges bought,price of each, also

whence and y = 15, and x = 30J.
(53).  The stock of three traders amounted to 760/.; the shares of the first and second exceeded that of the third by 240/., and the sum of the second and third exceeded the first by 360/.; what was the share of each ?Let X, y, z be their shares;

(54).  A sets out from C to go to D, at the same time that B sets out from D to go to C∙, Λ arrives at D a hours, and J? at C & hoɪɪrs after they meet: in what time did each perform the ■ journey ?Let X = hours till they meet, A = distance of C and Z>, a: + α = hours by √4, x ->fb = hours by B;

A A
,'.-------- , ------- τ = speed of each per hour j

X + a X 0
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Ex. 55—58, p. 58.] simple equations. 237

.∙. dist. by Λ in x hours = by B in δ hours =or a? + bx = ^bx + ab, whence ¢ = + and times = α + √(αδ), and δ + ↑∕{ab').

{0S). A garrison of 1000 men was victualled for 30 days; after10 days it was reinforced, and then the provisions were exhausted in 5 days; required the number of men in the reinforcement.Let X ≈ number of men in reinforcement,
x× 5 + 1000 × ð = 1000 × 20; .∙. x = 3000 men.

(56). What are those two numbers, of which the greater is to the less as their sum is to 20, and as their difference is to 10?Let X and y be the numbers.

(57). To find three numbers in arithmetical progression, of which the first is to the third as 5 to 9, and the sum of all three is 63. Let X - y, X, and x + y be the numbers;

(38). There was a run, during the late panic, on two bankers, 
A and B∙, B stopped payment at the end of three days; in consequence of which the alarm increased, and the daily demand for cash on A being tripled, A failed at the end of two more days; but if A and B had joined their capitals,
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238 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

they might both have stood the run as it was at first, for 7 days, at the end of which time B would have been indebted to A 4000Z. What was the daily demand for cash on Λ's bank at the beginning of the run ?

(59) . What two numbers are those, whose difference, sum andproduct, are to each other as the three numbers 2, S, 5 ?Let X and y be the numbers,then X - y ∙. X + y ∙. xy ∙.∙. 1 ∙. 5fwhence x : y :: 5 ; 1; x = 5y, also 5x + 5y = ^xy ∙, :. y = 2, and x = 10.(60) . A bill of 26Z, δs. was paid with half-guineas and crowns, andtwice the number of half-guineas exceeded three times the number of crowns by 17; how many were there of each?Let X = number of half-guineas, y = number of crowns,also 2x = 3y + 17;
whence y = 21, and a: = 40.

(61).  One-third of a ship belongs to Λ, and one-fifth to B, and 
A'& part is worth 1000Z. more than B's,∖ required the value of the ship. Let X = value of ship,

(62).  A person sets out from A, and travels towards B at the rate of miles an hour; 40 minutes afterwards another sets out from B to meet him, travelling at the rate of miles an hour, and he goes half a mile beyond the middle of the distance before he meets the first traveller; find the distance between A and B.
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Ex. 63—66, p. 59.] simple equations. 239

,63). It is required to divide 252 into three parts, such that one- third of the first, one-fourth of the second, and one-fifth of the third, shall all be equal to one another.Let X, y, and 252 - (x + y) be the parts.
whence a: = 63, y = 84, and the third = 105.(64). Two labourers, A and £, received 51. ∏s. for their wages, 

A having been employed 15, and £ 14 days, and A received for working four days lie. more than £ did for three days; what were their daily wages ?

'65). A person expends half-a-crown in apples and pears, buying his apples at 4, and his pears at 5 a penny; and afterwards accommodates his neighbour with half his apples and one- third of his pears, for 13 pence. How many did he buy of each ?Let X = number of apples, y = number of pears,i+? = 30d..al.oi+Ji = 13,
whence x = 12, y = 60.<^θ). To find a number such that if it be multiplied by 10, and the product be divided by 13, the quotient, increased by the number itself, and by 80, will amount to 1000.Let X = the number,

1then -γ5- + X + 80 = 1000, whence x ≈ 520.13
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240 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.(67).  A person travels a journey at a certain rate; had he travelled . half a mile an hour faster he would have performed the4 .journey in - of the time, hut had he travelled half a mile ðan hour slower, he would have been 2⅜ hours longer on the road; find the distance, and his rate of travelling.Let X = number of miles per hour, and y = the distance,- = number of hours, but 
X

whence a; = 2, and y = 15 miles.(68) . Required a number to which if one-half of itself, one-thirdof that half, and one-fourth of that third, be added, the sum will be 287. Let X = the number,+ = 287, whence x = 168.(69) . A person had two casks, the larger of which he filled withale, and the smaller with cyder. Ale being half-a-crown, and cyder Ils. per gallon, he paid 8Z. 6s.; but had he filled the larger with cyder, and the smaller with ale, he would have paid l∏. 5s. 6<Z.: how many gallons did each hold?Let X = gallons in larger, y = gallons in smaller,then + lly = 166, but llx + = 225|,40 2whence x = 18, y = 11.(70) . A father bequeaths to his three sons 7800Z., in such a mannerthat if the share of the eldest be multiplied by 4, that of the second by 6, and that of the third by 8, the products are all equal; what are their shares ?Let X, y, and z be the shares;
.∙. X + y + z = 7800Z., and 4a; = 6y = 8z;

Qa∙ Λ∙
.∙, X + — + 5 = 7800, whence a: = 3600/., y = 2400/., z = 1800/.
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Ex. 71—74, p. 60.] simple equations. 241(71) . A person rows from Cambridge to Ely (a distance of 20miles) and back again in 10 hours, the stream flowing uniformly in the same direction the whole time; and he finds that he can row 2 miles against the stream in the same time that he rows 3 miles with it; find the rate of the stream, and the time of his going and returning.Let X - hours in going, 10 - x = hours in returning;respective speeds are — and ɪ-θ^θ ,
20 20but — : —------ ::3:2; a; = 4; .∙. 10 - a: = 6 hours,
X IQ - X ’, . 1 /20 20∖ 1 10 ð ʃ.rate of stream = - i — - —1 = ɪɪɪɪɪθ P®’' ɪ^ɑɪɪɪ^*

(72) . The number of a gentleman’s horses is two-fifths of thenumber of his black cattle, and for every four of the latter he has 11 sheep; required the number of each, the number of the sheep exceeding that of the horses by 141.2a;Let X = number of black cattle, — = number of horses,
5

Ila:-ξ- ≈= number of sheep,111· 2ι∙ Q'>∙ 11 ∕y∙then — - = 141, whence a: = 60, - = 24, — = 165.
4 5 5 4(73) . A gamester lost, first, the 6th part, and secondly, the 10thpart of a certain sum of money; he then gained the third part of the same sum: supposing that his gain exceeded his loss by 3/., what was the sum ?Let £x = the sum;

XXX. >.'. o = z + ττς + 3> whence x = 451. <
3 o 10 Α∕^^*(^4). A pedestrian finding that he could walk four times as fest forwards as he could backwards, undertook to walk-⅛^ certain distance fɪ of it backwards^ in a certain time. But'the

M 
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242 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.ground being bad, he found that his rate per hour backwards was ɪ of a mile less than he had supposed, and that to δhave won his wager he must have walked forwards 2 miles an hour faster than he did; what is his rate per hour backwards ?Let 4a: = his rate forwards, and x = his rate backwards, and 4√i = distance,ɪ, SA A SA A ,then — + — = time = -------- -  + —« , whence a? = 1.4x a: 4x + 2 1ɪ-ð
(15}, A. farm was rated at 3s. an acre, and the tenant, on receiving back at his rent-day 10 per cent, of his rent, found that the sum returned amounted to 61. more than the whole rate. The next year the rates were doubled, and he received back 15 per cent, of his rent; but he now found that the sum returned only just paid for the whole rate. What was the rent of the farm, and of how many acres did it consist ?Let X = number of acres, y = £ per acre; :. S,xy = rent,

, xy Sx „ , 3zw Sx10 20 ’ 20 10 ’whence y = 2/,, x = 120 acres; .∖ rent = 240/.(76), Two women, at the distance of 150 miles, set out to meet each other—one goes 3 miles in the time the other goes 7j what part of the distance does each travel ?Let Sx and 7x be the distances,then 10x = 150, and Sx = 45, and lx = 105.
[11), Two persons .4 and S, can perform a piece of work in 16 days. They work together for 4 days, when A being called off, £ is left to finish it, which he does in 36 days more: in what time would each do it separately ?Let A’a daily part = - , .B’s = ɪ ;® y
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Ex. 78—79, p. 60.] simple equations. 243

and the remainder after 4 days
whence y = 48 days, and a: = 24 days.

(78) . A company of 90 persons consists of men, women, andchildren; the men are 4 in number more than the women, and the children exceed the number of men and women by 10. How many men, women, and children are there in the company ?Let X = number of women, a: ⅛ 4 = number of men;.∙. 2a: + 4 + 10 = number of children,and 4a; + 18 = 90; .∙, x = 18, number of men = 22, number of children = SO.(79) . The owner of a balloon calculated that if he filled theenclosure which he had hired for the day for 5Z. with spectators at 2s. each, and two persons ascended with him, 7he should gain - of his outlay. The gas and the weather ðproving bad, he pays but half the price of inflating, and ascends alone from the enclosure a fourth part full, and £oses ɪ of his outlay. He ascends on the next day with 
ό ɜa full balloon, the enclosure filled, and a companion with him. By the whole speculation he gained 10/.: what did it cost him to fill his balloon ?Let 2x ≈ number of persons enclosure will hold,

£y = price paid by each companion, and £z = price of gas.then 4x + 40z/
again, x whence

m2
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244 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

whence
wherefore price of gas.

(80) . A farm of 864 acres is divided between 3 persons. C hasas many acres as A and £ together; and the portions of A and B are in the proportion of ð : 11. How many acres has each ?Let 5x and Ila: be A^s and jB’s share; .∙. 32a: = 864, and a: = 27; the shares are 135, 297, 432 acres.(81) . There is a cistern, into which water is admitted by threecocks, two of which are of exactly the same dimensions: when they are all open, five-twelfths of the cistern is filled in 4 hours j and if one of the equal cocks be stopped, sevenninths of the cistern is filled in 10 hours and 40 minutes. In how many hours would each cock fill the cistern ?Let X = hours by equal cocks, y = hours by the other,
A gallons = cistern;gallons per hour, then

whence
(82) . A labourer is engaged for 48 days on the following conditions ; for every day on which he works he is to receive 2s, and his board, but for every day on which he does not work he is to pay Is. for his board. If at the close of his engagement he receives 21. 2s., on how many days must he I have worked, and on how many has he been idle ?Let X = days he worked; I

.■. 2x ~ (48 - a:) = 42; .∖ x = 30 days’ work. I(83) . A merchant wishing to buy a certain quantity of pimento, Ithe price of which he calculates at the rate of 81. for 5 bags, I transmits to his foreign agent the requisite sum of money. I Before the order arrives, pimento has risen in value, and the I
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Ex. 84-85, p. 61.] simple equations. 245

money IS sufficient only to buy a quantity less by 18 bags than that which the merchant intended. It appears alSo that ðɪ bags more than j of the original quantity will now cost io;. 7s. more than they would have done had the price ot varied; what was the quantity intended to be purchased ?Let δx = number of bags; .∙. £8x money sent.

{S4). A charitable person distributed 51. 14s. amongst some poor women and children, giving to each woman 6a., and to fach ί ħ∙l7θ'' ιθ ɪɪɑɪɪɪɪ^θɪ θʃ ^θɪɪɪθɪɪ to Λθ number of children as 4 : 7; how many were relieved ?Let 4r and 7χ be the respective numbers, then 24x + 14r = 114j .∙. y~ ɪɪ^- ɜ 38 ’and the numbers are 12 women and 21 children.(85).  Some hours after a courier had been sent from A to 7?Γo^oi T⅛ɪtɪ ɪɪɪɪɪθ' *≡t>to overtake him just as he entered ^,∙ to do which he found ɪ" 28 hours less than the first did Now the time in which the first travels 17 miles added and ɪt '^ɪ'ɪbɪɪ ^θɑɑŋ'ɪ ðɛ '"ɪɪθs ɪs ɪɜ ɪɪɑurs40 minutes; how many miles does each go per hour?Let X = miles per hour by A;
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hours. hours by B;

= miles per hour by B,

then
whence x 3 miles per hour for A,

and JB’s speed 7 miles.
(86).  The sum of three numbers is 70; and if the second is divided by the first, the quotient is 2, and the remainder 1; but if the third is divided by the second, the quotient is 3, and the remainder 3: what are the numbers ?Let X, t/, z be the numbers.

.∙. by substitution.

(87).  A and B start to run a race to a certain post and back again. Λ returning meets B 90 yards from the post, and arrives at the starting place 3 minutes before him. If he had returned immediately to meet B, he would have met him at ɪ of the distance between the post and starting 
place: find the length of the course and the duration of the race. Let X = length of course, *P *¼ 90 then a: + 90: a: - 90:: A’s speed: B’s speed, or A’s = -—S’s,

also 2x + 2 ɪ 2τ - :: A’s speed : B’s speed, or A’s = ;
6 6 ɪɪ

94 y QΠ.∙. 11 (x + 90) = 13 (x - 90); .∙. x = - -- - - = 1080 yards,
Z
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A'& whole gain : 180 :: 2160 : 990;

(88).  A and Έ begin trade, A with triple the stock of ΰ. They each gain 50l., which makes their stocks in the proportion of 7 to 3. What were their original stocks ?

(89) . Two loaded waggons were weighed, and their weights werefound to be in the ratio of 4 to 5. Parts of their loads, which were in the proportion of 6 to 7, being taken out, their weights were then found to be in the ratio of 2 to 3; and the sum of their weights was then 10 tons. What were the weights at first ?Let 4x and 5x be their original weights,and 6y and ly the weights taken out, then 4x - 6y : 5x - 7y :: 2 : 3 or a: = 2y and 9x - 13y = 5y = 10; y = 2 tons, x = 4 tons;.∙. original weights were 16 and 20 tons.(90) . Two canal boats are despatched from the same place, thefirst at 6 o’clock in the morning, the other at 4 in the afternoon ; the first goes 4 miles an hour, the second 9. How many hours will the second boat take to overtake the first?Distance gone by first boat in 10 hours = 40 miles;. . 40.∙. second boat overtakes it in — = 8 hours.
0(91) . The upper spokes JB and r of the hind and fore wheels ofa carriage are vertical at starting. After r has made one revolution, its direction is at right angles to the spoke next
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218 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

9before It; and when It has made - of a revolution, r as- 8cending through its second revolution makes the same angle with the horizontal line through the axle as the spoke next before it. Given that the diameter of the fore wheel: difference of the heights of the axles as the number of the spokes in the fore wheel: 2; compare the magnitudes of the wheels, and find the number of spokes in each.Let 4Λ and 4r be the number of spokes, x and y the radii;then 3R - 1 = 4r;
circumference of large wheel

,∙. distance of spokes at circumference ■
by first condition

whence 8r .∙. number of spokes are 12 and 8;of larger wheel: smaller :
The second conditions in the problem are unnecessary for the solution. 1 2 ...(92).  There are two numbers in the proportion of 2 o’’being increased respectively by 6 and ð, are in the propor- 2 1tion of — to —; required the numbers.δ 2 Let X and y be the numbers,, 1 2 „ , , 3mthen a;: j/; 3 ; 4, and x = -ɪ-,

2 u ɪ
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(93).  A gentleman gave away a certain sum in charity to 14 men and 15 women. Had the sum been less by 12s., and only half the number of men relieved, the rest being divided amongst the w’omen, each woman would have received 2s. more than each man did; but if there had been only 8 women, and the rest had been divided amongst the men, each man would have received twice as much as each woman. How much money was given away?Let xs. = sum,j/s. = sum for each man, ss. = sum for each woman.

(94) . The garrison of a town threatened with siege abandoned thetown, and retreated at the rate of 27 miles per day. Two days afterwards a corps was sent in pursuit, with orders to overtake the fugitives in 6 days. How many miles per day must the second party march to accomplish their orders ?Let X = miles per day,then 6a; = 6 × 27 + 54; .∙. a: = 36 miles per day.(95) , A farmer’s rent was 50/. a year, and his annual expenditure(including the assessed taxes, which amounted to | of his 
expenses) was such that he was able to pay his landlord only 30/. The year following his rent was lowered 20 per M 5 
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250 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.cent.; the taxes also were reduced one-half, and agricultural produce increased in value ɪ; in consequence, he was en- 
oabled to pay his rent and former debt, and to lay by ð/. ΛVhat was his expenditure and the value of his produce each year?Let X = his yearly expenditure, y = value of produce,then a: + 30 = i/,second year’s rent = 40Z.,and expenditure and taxes ɪ 

whence x = 60Z., and y = 90/. for first year ;.∙. 120/. is value of produce for second year
(96).  A person engaged to reap a field of corn for 5s. an acre, but leaving 6 acres not reaped, he received 2/. 10s. Of how many acres did the field consist ?Let X = number of acres,then (x - 6) 5 = ðθs.; x = 16 acres.
(Ql). When wheat was 5s. a bushel, and rye 3s., a man wanted to fill his sack with a mixture of rye and wheat, for the money he had in his purse. If he bought 7 bushels of rye, and laid out the rest of his money in wheat, he would want 2 bushels to fill his sack; but if he bought 6 bushels of wheat, and filled his sack with rye, he would have 6s. left. How must he lay out his money, and fill his sack ?Let X = bushel of wheat, y = bushel of rye,then 5x + Sy = his money,
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Ex. 98-89, p. 63.] simple equations. 251(98) . From the* first of two mortars in a battery 36 shells arethrown before the second is ready for firing. Shells are then thrown from both in the proportion of 8 from the first to 7 from the second; the second mortar requiring as much powder for 3 charges as the first does for 4, it is required to determine after how many discharges of the second mortar the quantity of powder consumed by it is equal to the quantity consumed by the first.Let lx = times the second was fired;.∙. 8z + 36 = times the first, then (8x 4 36) 3 = 28x; .∙. x = 27, and lx = 189 times the second was fired.
(99) . Two persons, A and B, start at the same time for a race,which lasted 6 minutes. Now after galloping 4 minutes at the same uniform pace at which each started, the distance between them is of the whole length of the course. They continue to run for 1 minute more at the same speed as at first; and then J3, who is last, quickens the speed of his horse 20 yards a minute, and comes in exactly 2 yards before A, whose horse has run at the same uniform pace throughout. What is the length of the course ? Let X yards = length of course.√4*s speed per minute;

.∙. distance by A in 4'
.∙. distance by B in 4'

.∙. B'^ speed per minute
3 miles
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252 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(100).  A stage coach carries 6 inside, the fare outside is 13s., and one-third of the sum of the outside fares exceeds one-sixth of those inside by 1/. ðs. Ad. An opposition arising, the coachman loses three outside and two inside passengers, and also reduces the inside fare by δa., and halves the outside; and then the whole loss is 7/. 0β. Qd. Find the number of outside places, and the fare inside.Let X = number of outside places, and ys. = inside fare,
then 13a; + 6y = sum of fares, but
again

.∙. X = 10, and y = 18.
(101) . In a sea fight, the number of ships taken was 7 more, andthe number burnt 2 fewer, than the number sunk; 15 escaped, and the fleet consisted of 8 times the number sunk. Of how many did the fleet consist?Let X = number sunk, x -∖-l = number taken,

X -2 = number burnt;.∙. 8z + 5 + 15 = 8x; .∙. a: = 4, and 32 = number in the fleet,
(102) . A gentleman being asked the age of his two sons, answered,that if to the sum of their ages 18 be added, the result will be double the age of the elder; but if 6 be taken from the difference of their ages, the remainder will be equal to the age of the younger. What then were their ages ?Let X = age of elder, and y of the younger,then X + y + 18 = 2x,also X - y ~ Q = y∙,

.∙. y ≈ X - 18 = — ; x= 30, and y = 12.
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(103).  A cistem is filled by three pipes, A, S, C; the pipes A,.B together fill the cistern in 70 minutes; A, C together in 84 minutes; B, C together in 140 minutes. In what time will each pipe fill the cistern, and in what time will it be filled if all three pipes are open ?Let X, y, a be galls, per minute respectively by A, JB and C, then 70 (x + y} = 84 (x + a) = 140 (y + a) = galls, in cask = tn;

whence y = 2a, and x = 4a,

(104) . A entered into a canal speculation with 14 others, and theprofits in this concern amounted in all to 595/. more than 5 times the price of an original share. Seven of his former partners joined him in a scheme for navigating the canal with steam-boats; each venturing a sum less than his former gains by 173/. But the steam-boats blowing up, 
A found he had lost 419/. by them; for the company not only never recovered the money advanced, but lost all they had gained by digging the canal, and 368/. besides. What were the prices of shares in the two concerns originally ? Let £,x = price of original share; .∙. 5a: ⅛ 595/. = first gain, r , , , 5x + 595 , ,,ʌ X - 400each man s second venture = —----------- 173 =------------- ,15 3,, 8 (a; - 400) 8(5x + 595)then + —i---------------- + 368 = 8 × 419,3 15 J* — 400whence x = 700/., and —;------= 100/.(105) . To find four numbers such, that the sum of the first, second,and third shall be 13; the sum of the first, second, and 
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254 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

fourth, 15 ; the sum of the first, third, and fourth, 18; and, lastly, the sum of the second, third, and fourth, 20.Let X, y, 2, ω he the numbers.

(106).  Supposing that 32lbs. of sea water contain lib. of salt how much fresh water must be mixed with these 32 lbs. in order that 32 lbs. of the mixture may contain only 2 oz. of salt, or ɪ of the former quantity ?8
.∙. 256 - 32 lbs. = 224 lbs. of fresh water.(107).  Two clocks are striking the hour together, and are heard to strike 19 times. There is a difference of 2 seconds in their time, and one strikes every 3, the other every 4 seconds. What is the hour they strike; it being observed that, when the clocks strike in the same second, the sounds cannot be distinguished, so as to determine whether one or both strike in that second? and that this is the case with the last stroke of the faster clock ?The clock which is 2 seconds the faster and strikes every 3 seconds, strikes first, and it will in 6 seconds strike the third time and the other will strike its second at the same time. Let it be x o’clock, then when they first strike together, the faster has a; - 3 strikes to strike, and they will strike together every 12 seconds after the first time, and a: - 3 strikes is the number remaining to the faster a; - 3 clock, after they first struck together; therefore —— + 1 will be the number of times they strike together, but 2x - ɪ- + 1^ = 19, whence a: = 11 o’clock.
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Ex. 108—110, p. 64.] simple equations. 255(108).  To divide 48 into 4 such parts that the first increased by 3, the second diminished by 3, the third multiplied by 3, and the fourth divided by 3, may be all equal to each other.Let X, r/, z, ω be the 4 parts; .∙. ar + v + 2÷ω = 48,

(109) . A number is expressed by 3 figures; the sum of the figuresis 13; the figure which expresses the simple units of the number is triple the figure which expresses the hundreds; and if 396 is added to the number, the sum is the number reversed. Required the number.Let 100x + 10y + s be the number, then x + y ÷ z = 13, and z - 3x; .∙. 100x + 10y + 3x + 396 = 300x + 10y + a:;.∙. 200x - 2x = 396, or a; = 2, 2 = 6, y = 5,and the number is 256.
(110) . The gas contractors engage to light a shop with 5 largeand 3 small burners; but having by them only one large burner, supply the deficiency with 5 small ones. The shopkeeper, not finding this light sufficient, procures two more small burners, and at the same time agrees for the lights to burn double the usual time on Saturday nights, for which additional gas he was to pay 1/. Ils. How much did he pay a year altogether ?4 large burners are equal to ð small, let then 5xs, = price of large, 4x = price of small ones per night, and for 1 large and 8 small ones for 52 nights, and 2 small for 52 weeks he pays 31s. extra;
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256 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

.∙. whole sum paid = 5x x 6 x 52 + 32x x 6 x 52 + 31s.= 10 f 64 + 31s. = 5/. 5s.

(111) . A cistern is to be filled with water from three differentcocks; from the first it can be filled in 4 hours, from the second in 10, and from the third in 15. IIow soon would they all together fill it ?• The first fiUs ɪ, the second ɪ , the third ɪ per hour;
.∙. if a; = number of hours x fɪ + -ɪ- + ɪʌ = 1,∖4 10 lb/orx = - = — = 2 hours 24 minutes.25 5

(112) . Λ and 5 are two towns situated on the banks of a riverwhich runs at the rate of 4 miles an hour. A waterman rows from Λ to B and back again, and finds that he is 39 minutes longer on the water than he would have been had there been no stream. The next day he repeats his voyage with another waterman, with whose assistance he can row half as fast again; and they find that they are only 8 minutes longer in performing their voyage than they would have been had there been no stream. Required the rate at which the waterman would row by himself. Let X miles = distance of A and B, and y = miles per hour of rowing,then------ 7 and------ -  = times of going and returning,2/ + 4 y-4 ® ®J»and — = time without stream: y
. « , « 2x 39 13y , , .βxy + 4 y-4 y 60’ 640 ^^

and miles per hour by the two = y + =
2 2 
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Ex. 113—115, p. 65.] simple equations. 257

and the rate = 6 miles per hour.(113).  Three brothers, A, Ji, C, buy a house for 2000/.; C can pay the whole price if JB give him half of his money; S can pay the whole price if Λ give him one-third of his money; , 
A can pay the whole price if C ζiNQ him one-fourth of his. money. How much has each ?Let X, y, and z be the money of each,

(114) . Shew at what periods the hands of a watch will be togetherbetween 7 and 8 o’clock.At 7 o’clock the hour-hand is 35 divisions before the minute-hand, and the minute-hand moves 12 times as fast as the hour-hand; if then the hour-hand be x minute divisions past seven at the time 35
12x = 35 + x; ·’· ® = -ɪɪ = ɜʌ minutes spaces;.∙. the time is 38 ʌ minutes past seven.(115) . A farmer sold a certain number of bushels of barley, andten bushels of wheat, for 7/. 19s. Now each bushel of wheat cost within 3 shillings as much as two bushels of barley. He afterwards sold as many bushels of barley and four more, and fifteen bushels of wheat, and received two shillings per bushel more for his wheat and barley than he did before; when he found that if he had received 1/. 4β. more, he should just have received twice as much
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258 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.as he did before. How many bushels of barley did he sell the first time; and what were the prices per bushel of the wheat and barley ?Let X = bushels of barley sold, and y = price of barley per bushel;
.∙. 2y - 3 = price of wheat per bushel;

again
whence y for barley, Ils. for wheat.and 7 bushels of barley.(116). A farmer laid up a stock of corn, expecting to sell it in six months at three shillings per bushel more than he gave for it. But the price of corn falling one shilling per bushel, he found that by selling it he should lose the price of five bushels. He therefore kept it till the end of the year, and selling it at two shillings per bushel under prime cost, found his loss to be ten shillings less than his expected gain. Required the quantity of corn laid up, and the price per bushel, allowing ό per cent, simple interest.Let X = bushels of corn, ys. = price per bushel, then price at six months’ end = x × {y + 3),
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Ex. 117—118, p. 65.] simple equations. 259{117). Two men, Λ and B, set out from the same place to travel.
Λ goes in 6 clays twice as many miles as B goes in ð days, but does not arrive at the end of his journey till ð days after B has arrived at the end of his, when he finds that he has travelled 259 miles more than B. But had
B gone 2 miles per day more than he did, and Λ stopped 6 days sooner, Λ would then have gone only 37 miles more than B. How many miles did each travel per day, and how many days did they travel ? g_j.Let rate = x miles per day; .'. B's rate = — ,ðand y = number of days of travelling of A, y - 5 oi B,then xy 

whence y =

.∙. A travels 11 days at 35 miles per day, 
B travels 6 days at 21 miles per day.(118).  Bacchus caught Silenus asleep by the side of a full cask, and seized the opportunity of drinking, which he continued for two-thirds of the time that Silenus would have taken to empty the whole cask. After that, Silenus awoke, and drank what Bacchus had left. Had they drank both together, it would have been emptied two hours sooner, and Bacchus w'ould have drank only half what he left Silenus. Required the time in which they would empty the cask separately.Let X = hours in which Bacchus, y = hours in which Silenus could have drank it, a = contents of cask; .∙. - and 

X- are the hourly consumption of each; .'. — = hourlyconsumption of the two;
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260 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

hours by the two,
quantity first drank by Bacchus;

quantity left by Bacchus for Silenus;
quantity consumed in second case by Bacchus;

(and by problem)

whence y = 3, and x = 6 hours.
(119).  A silversmith has three bars composed of silver, copper, and tin, mixed in different proportions. The pound (avoirdupois) of the first bar contains 7 oz. of silver, 3 oz. of copper, and 6 oz. of tin; the pound of the second contains 12 oz. of silver, 3 oz. of copper, and 1 oz. of tin; and the pound of the third contains 4 oz. of silver, 7 oz. of copper, and ð oz, of tin. How much of each of these 3 bars must be taken to form a fourth, the pound weight of which shall contain 8 oz. of silver, 3| oz. of copper, and 4| oz. of tin?Let X be the oz. of the first bar, y of the second,a of the third,then silver in one oz. of first = ⅛, in second = ,16 4

,25in third = - oz., and so for copper and tin;
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from from
■whence

(120).  Two master bricklayers undertake to lay the foundation of a new court, each taking a certain part, and begin at the same time. If they had continued to work together until 4the whole was finished, it would have required only - ofthe time it actually took; and in this case S would do enough to occupy Λ 3 months, and Λ enough to occupy 
jB 12 months, which is 36 yards more than Λ contracted to do. How many yards did the foundation contain ?Let X = A'& work in 1 month,

y = ^’s work in 1 month,8 = whole time they were about it = B'& time, 
V = time Λ worked.Then

from
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262 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

from

from
and whole work 432 yards.

(121) . A labourer engages to work for 3s. 6if. a day and his board,but to allow 9√, for his board each day that he is unemployed. At the end of 24 days he has to receive 3/. 2s. 9t/. How many days did he work ?Let X = days he worked, 24 - a; = days he did not work, then - -^ ɪ-- X = 62®, whence x = 19 days.
(122) , A and B playing at billiards, A bet ð shillings to 4 onevery game, and found that after a certain number of games he had won 10 shillings. Had B won one game more, the number won by him would have been to the number won by A as 3 to 4. How many did each win ?Let X = games won by A, y = games won by JB,then y
(123).  A revenue cutter observes a smuggler q leagues directly to windward; and gives chase, sailing at δ∣ points from the wind, and making tacks of 4 p miles. The smuggler immediately lies off on the other tack at 2| points, making tacks of miles, its rate of sailing being to the cutters
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as 1 : 4 √3. They sail half the above distances before the first tack. In what tack will the smuggler first come within range of the cutter’s guns, which carry r miles ?It is obvious from the conditions of the question, that they both tack at the same time^ and that the smuggler is directly to windward of the cutter in the end of each tack; moreover, in each tack the cutter goes to windward, 2p miles (= cos 60°), and the smuggler p miles
2i∙∣= -ɪ cos 30° I. Hence, from the commencement of the L √(3) Jchase to the end of the first tack, the cutter gains 3

- p miles on the smuggler, and continues to gain the same 2from this to the end of each succeeding tack: and therefore the number of the tack at the end of which the cutter will be within r miles of the smuggler, is the integer

124). Three workmen are employed to dig a ditch of 191 yards in length. Λ can dig 27 yards in 4 days, S 3ό yards in 6 days, and C40 yards in 12 days; in what time could they do it if they worked simultaneously ?Daily work of A
.∙. daily work of all

:. time days, or if a; = number of days.
(125). A besieged garrison had such a quantity of bread, as would, if distributed to each at 10 ounces a day, last 6 weeks; but having lost 1200 men in a sally, the governor was enabled
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to increase the allowance to 12 ounces per day for 8 weeks. Required the number of men at first in the garrison.Let X = number of men in the garrison;

(126). A man who is not aware that his watch gains uniformly, engages to ride from Cambridge to London in 9 hours, and sets his watch by St. Mary’s at the time of starting. Upon looking at his watch after having gone half way, he supposes it necessary to increase his pace in the ratio of 4 : 3 ; in consequence of which he arrives in London a quarter of an hour within the time agreed on. But if the watch had lost at the same rate, and he had looked at it at the 14th milestone, and then regulated his pace accordingly, he would have been in London too late by 7 minutes. Find at what rate he set out, and the distance from Cambridge to London by the road he travelled.Let X = miles per hour,
y = distance in miles between the two places;.∙. = time' in going the first half way.

then second rate ; a::: 4 : 3; .'. second rate
time in second half;

hoursLet his watch gain t!' per hour;.∙. in first half way it gains
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In the second supposition, the time of going 14 miles
and in that time the watch would lose

6 miles,and y = 10x = 60 miles.
(127). A and B travelled on the same road, and at the same rate, from II to I. At the ðθth milestone from Z, Λ overtook a drove of geese, which were proceeding at the rate of 3 miles in 2 hours, and two hours afterwards met a stagewaggon which was moving at the rate of 9 miles in 4 hours. 

H overtook the same drove of geese at the 45th milestone, and met the same stage-waggon exactly 40 minutes before he came to the 31st milestone. Where was Έ when A reached Z ? Let X = miles per hour of A and 7?;since the geese travel 1⅛ mile per hour.there were hours between A and J5 passing them;
.∙. A Ni3& miles in advance of J? .... (1).. 9 .The speed of the waggon is - miles per hour;and when A met it, it was 50 - 2x miles from London; the waggon had travelled, when Ii met it,

and the time between A and j5 meeting it, wasmiles;
hours;and A had, since he met the waggon, travelled

X miles;
N
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.∙. when S met the waggon, they weremiles apart;

the distance of B from London.
(128).  A composition of copper and tin containing 100 cubic inches weighed 505 ounces; how many ounces of each metal did it contain, supposing a cubic inch of copper to weigh 5| ounces, and a cubic inch of tin to weigh 4 J ounces ?Let X = oz. of copper, 505 - x = oz, of tin;

.∙. X ≈ 420 oz. of copper and 85 oz. of tin.(129).  A landlord agrees with his steward to allow him a certain per centage on the rents collected, on condition that he returns half the same per centage on the rents not paid. The first year the steward’s income amounts to 6 per cent on the whole rental; but in the following he finds it necessary, in order to make up the deficiency from his last year’s income, to make a return of rents received 270/. under their actual value. In the third year, though the rents are reduced per cent., the amount of rents not 
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Ex. 129, p. 67.] SIMPLE equations. 267paid is the same as in the second year; the steward’s income ɜis only - of his first year’s income, and to make up the deficiency he doubles the amount of his last year’s fraud. Required the rental of the estate.Let £a = whole rental,
2x = rate per cent, allowed him, y = second year’s receipts.Then since in the second year he declared 270Z, less than he received, he had to pay a per centage on α - i/ + 270, and to receive it on y - 270. Therefore by question,

or Gxy - 810x - ax + 27000 = Ga..................(1).Now in the third year the rental unpaid is still a - y, and 7÷therefore the deficiency ʌvhieh is a must fall on the 7⅜αrent received, and reduce them to y - ; but the steward
declares them to be respectively y - - δ40 and
a - y ~ 040, and therefore, by question.

he ought to have had.
by question.

Take (1) from (2), 810x + ^ax = 27000 ...(4), 
and (2) from (3), 1620.C = 54000 - ............{δ),

a = 36000 - 1080a:.
N 2
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Put this value of a in (4), which then becomes

and a = 36000 - 1080x = 30600Z.(130) . There are two towns, A and S, which are 131 miles distantfrom each other. A coach sets out from A, at 6 o’clock in the morning, and travels at the rate of 4 miles an hour without intermission, in the direct road towards B, At 2 o’clock in the afternoon of the same day a coach sets out from B to go to A, and goes at the rate of 5 miles an hour constantly. Where will they meet ?Let X = hours of A on the road;.∙. 4x = distance travelled by A, x - 8 = hours by B,

{x - 8) 5 - distance by B;.∙. 4x + 5a: - 40 = 131; .∖ a: = 19 hours,or 4 × 19 = 76 miles from A.(131) . √4 lent B a sum of money to be repaid with interest at theend of a year, and received as security Spanish ð per cent bonds to such an amount that their interest was equal to the interest of the debt. At the year’s end B proved insolvent, and Spanish bonds having fallen 40 per cent. 
A found that he had lost 400/. Had they not fallen in value, he would have been enabled to repay himself, and to return to B 250/.; and had he been at liberty to have sold them out when they were at 50 (which was before the interest upon them was payable) he would have lost only 300/. Required the amount of the debt, and its interest, and the price of Spanish bonds at the beginning of the year.Let X = the debt, p the rate of interest,2 = the price of the bonds,then the sum due at the end of the year = x ɑ + ∙
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Ex. 132, p, 67.] SIMPLE equations. 269Now, if A be the whole amount of the bonds advanced,the interest upon them would be — , which must = ;
z 100

Hence from the question we have the three conditions.
I.

π.

III.
From (α) and

.∙, from I
From

Ans. in Book, 1031/. 4s. Should be 1031/. ðs.(132).  √4 sets out to ride from Newmarket to London, at the same time that B and C leave Hockeril and London to ride to Newmarket. A meets B 4 hours before (/overtakes .B; but A on his return from London, meets C 1 hour before he meets .B, on their way back from Newmarket. It was observed that A rode 10 miles an hour, and met B at the same place going and returning. It is required to find the rates of travelling of B and C, and the distance 
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from London to Newmarket; it being given that Hockeril is equally distant from each.Let X ≈ £’s rate, y = C’a rate per hour,and z = distance from Z to LΓ;= time till Λ meets
= time till C overtakes ;

= time till A meets C second time.
= time till A meets J? second time;
≈ distance from N where -4 met £;
= distance till A meets £ second time;

whence a: = 5.From 
.’. whence z

also fromand substituting for z, Ιy^ - = - 200,whence y = 10, z = 30, a: = 5.

(133).  A and £ row between two places, £ in a time during which the minute hand of his watch moves over a certain space: but when the minute hand of A'a watch has 
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E∑. 133, p. 68.] SIMPLE equations. 271described an equal space, he is obliged to relax his speed, 2and for the rest of the distance moves only - as fast as before. When the stream which flows at a given rate (α) is in their favour, the first part of the distance takes Λ 6 times as long as the last, but, w’hen the stream is against him, the two parts are performed in equal times; they are also performed by him in equal times, even if he increase his speed in the ratio of 7 : 5, provided he exchanged watches with £ at starting. Supposing their watches to gain uniformly, find the velocities of A and H.Let X = number of divisions of JS’s watch corresponding to1 unit of time, 
x' =........................................................ A’s ...............................................................

y = true velocity of B by his own exertions, 
y'≈.................................... A ........................................................s = whole distance.

z-—- = time required by B against stream,
—— =........................................... B wdth ................2/ + «------- = divisions of B^s watch going against stream, 2/ - βɪ- =......................................................................... with .................. ;

y^a

= time required by A before change of speed
,.. after ....going with stream,velocity of A beiore change of speedafter . with stream;
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272 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

In a similar manner: against stream we get — ɪɑ^the time √1 requires to perform each part, and y' - a and 2Q (/ ” ®) ɪiɪs two velocities;o
Now when they exchange watches we must put x for x 

Ί 2and .τ' for x, and also - {y' - a} instead of - {y' - «) fθ>^ o othe last velocity, and we get

Divide (α) by {β},

Multiplying {β) by cancelling common fraction,

Put this value in (ð),
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Ex. 1—3, p. 68.] QUADRATIC EQUATIONS. 273

PROBLEMS PRODUCING QUADRATIC EQUATIONS.
ΣI. (1). Find two numbers whose difference is 3, and the sum of their squares 89.Let X and x + 3 be the numbers,then {x + 3)’· + x’ = 89;

and the numbers are ð and 8, or - 8 and 5.
(2).  There are two numbers, whose sum is to their difference as 8 to 1, and the difference of whose squares is 128. What are the numbers ?Let a: and y be the numbers,

then since we have
we have

and

(3).  What number is that which added to its square makes 42 ?Let x be the number;

N 5
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214: SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.(4).  The sum of the squares of the digits composing a number of two places of figures is 25, and the product of the digits is 12; find the number.Let X and y be the digits;

.∙. the number is 34 or 43.(5).  In a court there are two square grass-plots; a side of one of which is 10 yards longer than the side of the other; and their areas are as 25 to 9. What are the lengths of the sides?Let X = side of one; .∙. a; + 10 = side of the other,

.∙. the sides are 15 and 25.(6).  To find two numbers, such that the less may be to the greater as the greater is to 12, and that the sum of their squares may be 45.Let X and y be the numbers.

and the numbers are 3 and 6.■ (7). Find two numbers, such that three times their product isequal to the sum of their squares, and their quotient equal to the difference of their squares.Let X and y be the numbers,
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and by substitution

(8).  A person bought two pieces of linen, which together measured 36 yards. Each of them cost as many shillings per yard, as there were yards in the piece; and their whole prices were in the proportion of 4 to 1. What were the lengths of the pieces ? Let X = yards in one;.∙. 36 - a: = yards in the other;
and 36 - a: = 12 yards length of the other.(9).  What two numbers are those, whose difference is 2, and the difference of their cubes 98 ?Let X = one; .∙. x -2 = the other;

.∙. the numbers are ð and 3.(10).  The sum of three successive biquadrate numbers is 98; find them. Let {x - 1)S x* and {x + 1)* be the numbers, by addition 3x* + 12x* + 2 = 98, whence = 4; .∙. x = + 2, and the numbers are 1, 16, 81.
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(11).  There are two numbers, whose sum is to the less as 5 to 2; and whose difference, multiplied by the difference of their squares, is 135. Required the numbers.Let X and y be the numbers.then also
by substitution

(12) . What two numbers are those, whose sum is 6, and the sumof their cubes 72 ?Let X and 6 - a; be the numbers ;... a:’ + (6 - xγ = 72, or 216 - 108a: + 18a:’ = 72, whence x’ - 6x + 9 = 1, and x=3 + l= 4or2, and the numbers are 4 and 2.(13) . Find two numbers, such that their sum, product, and thedifference of their squares may be all equal.Let X and y be the numbers.
then

by substitution

(14).  There are two numbers, which are in the proportion of 3 to 2; the difference of whose fourth powers is to the sum of their cubes as 26 to 7. Required the numbers.Let 3a: and 2x be the numbers.
and the numbers are 6 and 4.
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Ex. 15—17, p. 69.] quadratic equations. 277J15). Find three numbers, such that if the first be multiplied by the sum of the second and third, the second by the sum of the first and third, and the third by the sum of the first and second, the products shall be 26, 50, and 56.Let X, y, z be the numbers.

(16) . There is a field in the form of a rectangular parallelogram,whose length is to its breadth in the proportion of 6 to 5. A part of this, equal to one-sixth of the whole, being planted, there remain for ploughing 625 square yards. What are the dimensions of the field ?Let βx and 5x be the length and breadth ;.∙. area = 30x*;.∙. 30x* - 5x* = 625, or x = + 5;.∙. the sides are 30 and 25 yards.
(17) . To divide the number 11 into two such parts, that the product of their squares may be 784.
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(18).  The product of two numbers = α, their quotient = δ; required the expressions for the numbers in terms of a, δ.

(19).  What three numbers are those which have their differences equal, their sum 15, and the sum of their cubes 495 ?Let X, y, z be the numbers;

(20).  To divide the number 5 into two such parts, that the sum of their alternate quotients may be lɪ, that is, of the two quotients of each part divided by the other.Let X = one part, δ - x = the other part.

and 1 is the other.
(21).  The sum of the squares of two numbers is 13001, and the difference of their squares is 1449. Required the numbers.Let X and y be the numbers.
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Ex. 22—24, p. 70.] quadratic equations. 27912 3(22).  Find three numbers in the proportion of -, , and ɪ, the2 o ɪsum of whose squares is 724.

and the numbers are 12,16, 18.(23).  What number added to the numerator and denominator of 2the fraction - in succession, will make the resulting fractionin the former case 2| times as great as that in the latter ?Let X = the number.

(24).  To find two numbers, such that the sum of their squares may be 89, and their sum multiplied by the greater may produce 104. Let X and υ be the numbers,
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(25).  A person bought a number of oxen for 112Z.; if he had had two more for the money, each would have cost him 21, 16s. less. Find the number. price of each,

(26).  The sum of two numbers is 16, and the quotient of the greater divided by the less is to the quotient of the less by the greater as 25 is to 9. Find them.Let X = one number; .∙. 16 - x = the other;

is the other number.(27).  A party at a tavern owed 7Z. 4s.; but in consequence of three of them having no money, each of the rest had to pay 4s. more than he otherwise would have done. Required their number.

(28).  What number is that, which being divided by the product of its two digits, the quotient is 5|, but when 9 is subtracted from it, there remains a number having the same digits inverted ? Let 10x + y be the number.
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and the number is 32.(29).  A draper bought a number of pieces of cloth for 33Z. 15«. wlɪieh he sold at 2Z. 8s. a piece, and gained as much as one piece cost him. How many pieces were there ?33^Let X = number of pieces; .". —- = price of each,

(30).  What two fractions are those whose sum is 1, and the greater divided by the less gives the quotient 10?Let X and y be the fractions, then x + y = 1,
(31).  A and £ distribute 1200Z. each among a number of persons; 

A gives to 40 more than £, and JB gives 51. a piece to each more than A. Find the numbers.Let X and a: - 40 be the numbers,and υ - 5 and w the sums given bv each.

.∙. the numbers are 120 and 80.(32).  Divide the number 49 into two such parts, that the quotient of the greater divided by the less may be to the quotient of 4 3the less divided by the greater as - to -.
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Let X and 49 - a: be the parts,
.∙. X = 21 is one number, and 49 - 21 = 28 is the other.(33).  A vintner sold 7 dozen of sherry and 12 dozen of claret for δOZ., and he sold 3 dozen more of sherry for 10/. than of claret for 6/. Find the price of each.Let £x = price of sherry, £y = price of claret;

.∙, the claret is 3/. per dozen and the sherry 2/.(34).  A detachment of soldiers from a regiment being ordered to march on a particular service, each company furnished four times as many men as there were companies in the regiment; but these being found to be insufficient, each company furnished 3 more men; when their number was found to be increased in the ratio of 17 to 16. ∏ow many companies were there in the regiment ?Let X = number of companies,4x* = number of men first furnished.

(3δ). A person bought silk for 240/., and keeping 10 yards he sells the remainder for 20δ∕., thus gaining 2s. a yard upon the prime cost Find the quantity bought.Let X = number of yards bought;cost price, and selling price,
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(36) . A charitable person distributed a certain sum amongst somepoor men and women, the numbers of whom were in the proportion of 4 to 5. Each man received one-third of as many shillings as there were persons relieved; and each woman received twice as many shillings as there were women more than men. Now, the men received all together 18s. more than the women. How many were there of each ? Let 4a: and δx be the numbers respectively of men and women;
.∙. Qx = number relieved,each man received 3xs., each woman 2zs., then 4:X × 3x - 5x × 2x ≈ 18, or a? = 9; x = 3, and there were 12 men and 15 women.(37) . A and B had 100 eggs, for which they received equal sums;had Λ sold as many as JB he would have received 18iZ., and had B sold as many as A he would have only got 8<I. How many had each ?

(38).  What number is that which, being added to its square three times, shall make the sum 70 ?
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(39).  A grazier bought a number of sheep for 75/., and after losing two he sold the rest for 2s. 6iZ. each more than they cost, and gained the prime cost of two sheep. Find the number. price of each,

(40).  Required that number which added to its cube shall make the sum 68.

(41).  Two sides of a rectangular plot of ground are as 1:3; and if the less side be diminished by 1 yard, and the greater be increased by 28 yards, the plot will be doubled. Find the sides.

and the sides are 7 and 21 yards.(42).  A merchant ventured a certain sum upon a specτιlation, and found at the end of a year that he had gained 69/. This being added to his stock, at the end of another year he found he had gained exactly as much per cent, as in the year preceding. Proceeding in the same manner, each year adding to his stock the gain of the year preceding, he found at the beginning of the fifth year that his stock was to 
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the original stock as 81 to 16. What was the sum he '^rst laid out?

(43).  A person bought a number of 50Z. railway shares for 900Z., when they were at a certain discount; and afterwards, when they were at the same premium, sold all but 10 for 550Z. What number did he buy, and what did he give for each ?Let X = number of shares.

(44).  The sum of the squares of two numbers being expressed by a, and the difference of their squares by b, it is required to express the two numbers in terms of a, b.

(45).  The daily receipts on a railway are 17δOZ.: on three of the trains being taken off, the receipts per train increase by 75Z.,
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the total daily receipts remaining the same as before. How many trains now run ?Let X = original number of trains; .∙. —— = receipt per train; 
X

.∙. number remaining = 7 trains.
(46).  A detachment from an army was marching in regular column, with 5 men more in depth than in front: but upon the enemy coming in sight, the front was increased by 845 men; and by this movement the detachment was drawn up in 5 lines. Required the number of men.Let X = men in front, a: + 5 = men in depth,

and number of men 65 × 70 = 4550 men.
(47).  Λ sets out to walk to a town 101 miles distant; and 30 minutes afterwards B is sent after him, overtakes him, and then returns to the place they started from at the same time that Λ reaches the town. If B walk 4 miles an hour, find √4⅛ rate. X 1Let X = A’s speed per hour; .∙. - = distance in - an hour,and 4 - a: = difference of speed,and y = hours before B overtakes √4,

remaining distance
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Ex, 48—50, p. 72.] quadratic equations. 287then since remaining times must be equal,

(48).  A number consisting of two digits, being multiplied by the digit on the left hand, produces 46; but the sum of the digits multiplied by the same digit produces only 10. Required the number.Let 10x + ϋ be the number,
and the number is 23.(49) . If two numbers are to each other as 3 to 4, and the sum oftheir squares is 324900; what are the numbers ?Let 3x and 4a; be the numbers,then 9a:* + 16z’ = 324900, or x≡ = 12996, or ʃ = 114,and the numbers are 342 and 456.(50) . A vintner draws a certain quantity of wine out of a fullvessel that holds 256 gallons; and then filling the vessel with water, draws off the same quantity of liquor as before, and so on, for four draughts, when there were only 81 gallons of pure wine left. How much wine did he draw each time ?Let X = gallons of wine drawn first time: 

and quantity of wine left in
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and quantity left in
and after 4th draw, quantity left in

64 gallons first draw,48, 2nd draw.and 36, the 3rd draw, 27 gallons the 4th draw.(51).  From two towns, C and B, being distant 396 miles, two persons, A and B, setting out at the same time, met each other, after travelling as many days as are equal to the difference of the number of miles they travelled per day, and it appeared that A had travelled 216 miles. How many miles did each travel per day ?Let X = miles per day by A, y = miles by B;

(δ2). The sum of the squares of two numbers is δ, and the first number is to the second as m is to n. What are the numbers ? Let X and y be the numbers.

(53).  There is a number consisting of two digits, which, w en divided by the sum of its digits, gives a quotient greater by 2 than the first digit; but df the digits be reversed, and then divided by a number greater by unity than the 
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Ex. 54—56, p. 72.1 quadratic equations. 289sura of the digits, the quotient is greater by 2 than the preceding quotient. Required the number.Let lθʃ + M be the number,

and X = 2, and y = 4, and the number is 24.(54).  The difference between the hypothenuse and base of a right- angled triangle is 6, and the difference between the hypothenuse and the perpendicular is 3. What are the sides ?Let X = the hypothenuse;

.∙. the sides are 15, 9, 12.(55).  There are two numbers such that the sum of the products of the first by 4, and of the second by 3, is 53, and the difference of their squares is 15. Required the two numbers.Let X and y be the numbers, then 4x + 3y = 53, and x^-y^=i5,

(56).  In a parcel containing 24 coins of silver and copper, each silver coin is worth as many pence as there are copper coins, and each copper coin is worth as many pence as there are silver coins, and the whole is worth 18 shillings. How many are there of each ?Let X = number of silver coins;.∙. 24 - X = number of copper coins.
0
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290 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.(57).  A number consisting of three digits, which are in arithmetical progression, being divided by the sum of its digits, gives a quotient 48; and if 198 be subtracted from it, the digits will be inverted. Required the number.Let X + y, X and x - y be the digits; .∙. their sum = 3a:,

whence ·.’ x = 3y, we have 198τ∕ = 198, or y = 1, and the number is 432.(58).  A horse-dealer pays a certain sum for a horse, which he afterwards sells for 144Z., and gains exactly as much per cent, as the horse cost him. How much did the horse cost?
(59).  A farmer received 7Z. 4s. for certain bushels of wheat, and an equal sum at a price less by Is. 6i/. per bushel for a quantity of barley, which exceeded the quantity of wheat by 16 bushels. How many bushels were there of each?Let X = bushels of wheat, and a: + 16 = bushels of barley, and ys. = price of wheat per bushel;

and X = 32, and 48 = the bushels of barley.(60).  During a scarcity, a person wished to make a mixture of 24 bushels, consisting of wheat, oats, and barley, the quantities of each forming an increasing arithmetical progression. Not being able, however, to procure any barley, he mixed 
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Ex. 61—62, p. 73.] quadratic equations. 291additional quantities of wheat and oats, in proportion of 2 to 3, so as to complete his 24 bushels, when he found the whole quantities of wheat and oats to be in proportion of 5 to 7. How many bushels of each did he originally intend to mix?Let X - y, X, and x + y be the quantities of each;.∙. 3.r = 24, and a: = 8,let 2« and 3z be the quantities of wheat and oats added.then 
but

and the quantities were 6, 8, 10 bushels each of wheat, oats, and barley.(61).  To divide 20 into three parts, such that the continual product of all three may be 270, and that the difference of the first and second may be 2 less than the difference of the second and third.Let x, y, and z be the parts; .

and the parts are 5, 6, 9.62). Two messengers, A and B, being dispatched at the same time to a place 90 miles distant, A rode one mile an hour more than B, and arrived at the end of his journey an hour before him. At what rate did each travel per hour ?Let Xi 1 = A’s rate per hour; ,'.x = B'&, and y = hours by A;

0 2
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ɪ, 90 90 , 1 19 , ,then-------  - --------1; .∙. x = -- + _= 9 miles per hour for £,4* ɪ X J!and 10 miles for √1.(63).  The difference between the first and second of four numbers in geometrical progression is 36, and the difference between the third and fourth is 4, What are the numbers ?Let xy^', X, xy, and xy^ be the numbers, 
whence

(64).  To find three numbers in arithmetical progression, such that the sum of their squares may be 56, and the sum arising by adding together thrice the first, and twice the second, and thrice the third, may amount to 32.

(65).  Bought a number of books, consisting of folios, quartos, and octavos, for 96Z. 12s. Fourteen folios (which was the whole number) cost three times as much as all the quartos; and one quarto cost as many shillings as there were quartos. The number of octavos was 32, and their value was such, that 4 of them cost as much as one quarto. Bequired the value of each, and the number of quartos.Let X = number of quartos; .∙. x’ = cost of quartos in shillings, 3x* = cost of folios, and 8x = cost of octavos;
number of quartos,and 21β. price of each·
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(66).  To find two numbers, such that their product added to their sum may make 47, and their sum taken from the sum of their squares may leave 62.Let X and y be the numbers,

whence x - y = 2, and x = 1 and y = 5.(67).  To find three numbers having equal differences, and such that the square of the least added to the product of the two greater may make 28, but the square of the greatest added to the product of the two less may make 44.Let X - y, X, and x + y he the numbers,

.∙. the numbers are 2, 4, 6.(68).  The paving of two square courtyards cost 205Z., a yard of each costing one-fourth of as many shillings as there were yards in a side of the other; and a side of the greater and less together measure 41 yards. Required the length of a side of each.. Let X = yards in side of one, and 41 - a: = in side of other,
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(69).  Three merchants, A, Ji, C, on comparing their gains, find that among them all they have gained 1444Z., and that -B’s gain added to the square root of A’s made 920Z., but if added to the square root of C’s it made 912Z. What were their several gains ?

.∙. -zi’s gain is 400Z., Ji’s gain 900Z., and C’s gain 144Z.(70).  A person buying a number of apples and pears, amounting together to 80, gave twice as much for the apples as pears ; but had he bought as many apples as he did pears, and as many pears as he did apples, his apples would have cost 10c?,, and his pears 3s. 9d. How many did he buy of each ?Let X = number of apples, and y = price of each,80 - a; = number of pears, and z = price of each.

or a; = 60 number of apples, and 80 - 60 = 20 number of pears.(71).  To find three numbers in arithmetical progression, so that the sum of their squares shall be 93; also if the first be multiplied by 3, the second by 4, and the third by 5, the sum of the products may be 66.Let X - y, X, and x + y be the numbers.
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(72).  The sum of two numbers is 2, and their product is also 2∙ what are they ? Also find two numbers whose sum is a and whose product is δ*.Let X ≈ one number. 2 - x = the other, or 2a: - = 2;
Let X and α - a; be the numbers, and

(73).  A person exchanged a quantity of brandy for a quantity of rum and 11/. 5s., the brandy and rum being each valued at as many shillings per gallon as there were gallons of that liquor; but had the rum been worth as many shillings per gallon as the brandy was, the whole value of the rum and brandy would have been 56/. 5s. How many gallons were there of each ?Let X = gallons of brandy, y = gallons of rum;
.∙. x^ and are their prices;

whence x = 25 gallons of brandy at 25s., and y = 20 gallons of rum at 20s. per gallon.(74).  There are two rectangular vats, the greater of which contains 20 solid feet more than the other; their capacities are in the ratio of 4 to 5, and their bases are squares, a side of each of which is equal to the depth of the other. What are the depths ?
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.∙. y = 4 and a: = 5 are their respective depths.(75). A ship containing 74 sailors, and a certain number of soldiers, besides officers, took a prize. The sailors received each one- third as many pounds as there were soldiers, and the soldiers, received 3/. a-piece less, and 768/. fell to the share of the officers. Had the officers, however, received nothing, the soldiers and sailors might have received half as many pounds per man, as there were soldiers. How many soldiers were there, and how much did each receive ?Let 3x = number of soldiers; x- what each sailor received,and X - 3 what each soldier received;
whence x w'hat each sailor received.and 3x = 36 number of soldiers, and 12-3 = 9/. each.(76). A person employed three workmen, whose daily wages were in arithmetical progression. The number of days they worked was equal to the number of shillings that the second received per day. The whole amount of their wages was seven guineas, and the best workman received 28 shillings more than the worst. What were their daily wages ?Let X - y, X, and x + y be the daily wages of each;

.∙. X = shillings per day.
,∙. their wages were respectively 5, 7, and 9s. per day.(77). The sum of 700/. was divided among four persons, whose shares were in geometrical progression; and the difference between the greatest and least was to the difference between the means as 37 to 12. What were their respective shares?
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be their respective shares,

and the other shares are 108Z., 192Z., and 2o6Z.(78).  A poulterer going to fnarket to buy turkeys, met with four flocks. In the second were 6 more than three times the square root of double the number in the first; the third contained three times as many as the first and second; and the fourth contained 6 more than the square of one-third of the number in the third; and the whole number was 1938. How many were there in each flock?number in second,number in third.number in fourth;

3 × 6 + 6 = 24, number in second, 126 in third, 1770 in fourth.(79).  There are three numbers in geometrical progression, the sum of the first and second of which is 9, and the sum of the first and third is lδ. Required the numbers.Let ary^*, x, and xy be the numbers, then xy^^ + a; = 9,

and the numbers are 3, 6, 12. O5
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(80).  There are four numbers in arithmetical progression: the sum of the squares of the first and second is 34, and the sum of the squares of the third and fourth is 130. Required the numbers.

.∙. the numbers are 3, δ, 7, 9.(81).  There are three numbers, the difference of whose differences is 5, their sum is 44, and continued product 1950. What are the numbers ?Let X, y, z be the numbers,then their differences are x - w, and y - ≡,

(82).  There are three numbers in geometrical progression, whose continued product is 64, and the sum of their cubes is 584. Required the numbers.Let 3∙j∕^*, X, and xy be the numbers;
and the series is 2, 4, 8,(83).  A farmer buys m sheep for &j>, and sells n of them at 5 per cent, profit. How must he sell the remainder so as to gain 10Z. per cent, on the whole ?
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and if £x be the price of each remaining, then
(84).  There are three numbers in geometrical progression, whose sum is 14, and the sum of the first and second is to the sum of the second and third as 1 to 2. Required the numbers.Let Λ∙y^∖ X, and xy be the numbers, then x + y + if) = 14y,

and the numbers are
(85).  Λ and S engaged to reap equal quantities of Λvheat, and Λ began half an hour before R. They stopped at 12 o’clock and rested an hour, observing that just half the work was done. R’s part was finished at 7 o’clock, and ^4’s at a quarter before ten. Supposing them to have laboured uniformly, at what time did each commence?Let X = the hours R laboured before 12 o’clock;and if Λ be the work of each, then

(or A’s hourly work and J5’s hourly work) multiplied by the number of hours before 12 = ɪ work);2
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B started at 5 o’clock, and A at half-past 4 o’clock.(86).  A butcher bought a certain number of calves and sheep, and for each of the former gave as many shillings as there were sheep, and for each of the latter one-fourth as much. Now had he given 4 shillings more for each of the former, and 
2 shillings more for each of the latter, he would have paid 7/. more. But had a sheep cost as much as a calf, he would have expended 56Z. 8s. How many did he buy of each, and what were their prices?Let X = number of calves, y = number of sheep,

.∙. y=- 35 + 59 = 24 sheep at 6s., and a: = 23 calves at 24s. each.(87).  A traveller set out from a certain place, and went 1 mile the first day, 3 the second, 5 the next, and so on, going every day 2 miles more than he had gone the preceding day. Aftei he had been gone three days, a second sets out, and travels 12 miles the first day, 13 the second, and so on. In how many days will the second overtake the first ?If X = the number of days the second travels.his distance,
distance of the first;
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Ex. 88—89, p. 75.] quadratic equations. 301(88).  There are four numbers in geometrical progression, the second of which is less than the fourth by 24; and the sum of the extremes is to the sum of the means as 7 to 3. Required the numbers.

(89).  A farmer at a fair found the price of an ox equal to that of three sheep, and that he could just dispose of 100?., buying twice as many sheep as oxen. But waiting till the evening, when the price of an ox fell 1/., and of a sheep 6s. 8d., he got for 100?. three times as many sheep as oxen, and increased his whole stock by ten more than he would have had in the former case. How many sheep and oxen did he buy, and what was the price of each?Let 3x = price of an ox, y = number of oxen,and 2m = number of sheep;
In the evening, price of an ox and of a sheep
then his whole stock 3y number of oxenI

and y = -δ + 15 = 10 oxen at 51. each, and 30 sheep at I3?. each.
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(90).  A person has two pieces of ground, one of which is in the form of an equilateral triangle, and the other of a rectangular parallelogram, one side of which is equal to a side of the triangle, and the other side is 8 yards less. These he plants with trees, at the distance of two yards from each other on the sides, and finds that there are 11 more on the rectangle than on the triangle. What are the lengths of the sides? Let 2x = side of triangle;2x and 2a: - 8 = sides of rectangle,and since there will be a tree in each corner, there will he a; + 1 in side of each figure, and in the triangle there will be one less in each row from the base;

(91).  There are four numbers in arithmetical progression, whose sum is 28, and their continual product is 585. Required the numbers.

and the series is 1, 5, 9, 13.(92).  When 962 men were drawn up in two solid squares, it was found that the front of one contained 18 more men than the front of the other. What was the number of men in each square?Let X = men in front of one, and a: - 18 in front of other, then a:’ + (a: - 18)* = 962, or x* - 18x = 319;
.∙. X = 9 + 20 = 29; .∙. 29 - 18 = 11;.∙. the numbers were 121 and 841.
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(93).  A gentleman bought a horse for a certain sum, and having re-sold it for 119/., found that he had gained as much per cent, by the transaction as the horse cost him. What was the prime cost of the horse ?Let X = cost of the horse,

(94).  A cask, whose contents is 20 gallons, is filled with brandy a certain quantity of which is then drawn oif into another cask of equal size; this last cask is then filled with water; after which the first cask is filled with the mixture; and it appears, that if 6| gallons of the mixture be drawn off from the first into the second cask, there will be equal quantities of brandy in each. Required the quantity of brandy first drawn off.Let X = the number of gallons first drawn off;.∙. 20 - a: = gallons of water poured into second cask, and if y be quantity of brandy poured back into first cask,
brandy remaining in second cask;quantity of brandy in first cask

then, again, brandy drawn
brandy drawn off

. brandy in each
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(9δ). There are two numbers, such that 3 times the sum of their squares multiplied by the less is equal to 26 times the greater, and twice the diflerence of their squares multiplied by the greater is equal to 15 times the less. Required the two numbers. Let X and y be the numbers.

multiplying

(96). From two towns, which were 168 miles distant, two persons, 
A and B, set out to meet each other; A went 3 miles the first day, 5 the next, 7 the third, and so on; B went 4 miles the first day, 6 the next, and so on. In how many days did they meet ? If X = the number of days.

(97). Three persons divide a certain sum of money amongst them in this manner: Λ takes the nth part of the whole, and
- £; B takes the nth part of the remainder, and and 
n n

C takes the nth part of what then remained, and - £; and 
n then nothing was left. Find the sum.
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Let X = the sum of money,

(99).  A mercer sold a piece of cloth for 24/., and gained as much per cent, as the cloth cost him. What was the price of the cloth ?Let X = price of cloth, then x ; 100 ;: 24 : (100 + x^). whence a? + 100x = 2400, anda; = - 50 + 70 = 20/.(100).  Two detachments of foot being ordered to a station 39 miles distant, the one by marching ɪ mile per hour quicker than 
the other arrives one hour sooner. What was their speed ?Let x = speed per hour of one, and x + -ɪ of the other;

.∙. their speeds are 3 and 3| miles per hour.(101).  What number is that which, being multiplied by the sum of its digits, equals 1012, and if 63 be subtracted from it, its digits will be inverted ?Let X and y be the digits,then we have (10x 4 jz) × (« + y) = 1012,
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(102).  What two numbers are those whose difference being multiplied by the difference of their squares produces 576, and whose sum multiplied by the sum of their squares is 2336 ?Let X and y be the numbers, then (x* - «/’) {x-y') = 576,

(103).  Given the sum of five numbers in arithmetical progression equal to 20, and the sum of their squares 90. What are the numbers ?Let X - 2y, x - y, x, x + y, and x + 2y be the numbers; 
.∙, 5x = 20, and x = 4,

(104).  The sum of three numbers in a geometrical progression is 91, and the sum of their squares is 4459. What are the numbers ? Let a:w'ɪ, x, and xy be the numbers.

and the series is 7, 21, 63.
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Ex. 105—106, p. 77.] quadratic equations. 307(105).  The sum of two numbers is 11, and the sum of their third powers 407. Kequired the numbers.Let X = one number; .∙. 11 - x = the other;

.∙. 4 and 7 are the numbers.
(106).  A body of men are just sufficient to form a hollow equilateral wedge three deep, and if 597 be taken away, the remainder will form a hollow square four deep, the front of which contains one man more than the square root of the number contained in the side of the wedge. What is the number ?Let X be the number in the side of the wedge, then the number of men in a complete wedge would be

and the side of the triangle inside the external will be (x-3)∙, .∙. the side of 4th internal triangle will be (x - 9),and the number of men in this wedge will be
number of men in wedge

men in square when 4 deep
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.∙. 81 is a side of the wedge,and the number of men = 9a: - 36 = 693.
(107).  A vessel which was leaky was furnished with two pumps, which, being worked by Λ and S, Λ took 3 strokes to 2 of B's; but 4 of B's threw out as much water as ð of A's. Now, had they pumped together, they would have emptied the vessel in 3| hours; but B first worked for as long as it would have tak6n Λ to empty the hold alone, then A commenced alone, and cleared the hold in 13| hours from 

B's commencement; but he pumped 100 gallons less than he would have done if they had both pumped together. Required the quantity of water in the hold, and the hourly leakage. Let X = water in hold, y = hourly influx;
≡ = gallons per stroke of A, nz = gallons per hour by A,

By problem

Let υ, = hours in which A would empty it alone;
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time in which Λ would have emptied it alone;
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gallons hourly influx by leakage,
! 1200 gallons of water in hold.

(108).  A dealer bought a number of bushels of wheat, expecting to sell it in 6 months, at a profit of 3s. per bushel; but prices having fallen Is. per bushel, he found he should lose the price of five bushels. He then kept it 12 months and sold it at 2s. per bushel under prime cost, and found that his loss was 10s. less than his expected gain. Now if interest be allowed at 5 per cent., what was the quantity and price of the wheat bought ?Let X = bushels of wheat.5 months’ interest;
his expected gain
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<Ι09). Out of a vessel containing 24 gallons of brandy there were drawn, at three successive times, a number of gallons, forming an ascending arithmetic series, and the difference of the squares of the extremes was equal to 16 times the means; the cask having been filled up with water between each draw, it was found that the last draw was only one- sixth of its original strength. Required the number of gallons of puι∙e brandy drawn each time.Let (x - y), X, and (x + y) be the number of gallons of the mixture drawn each time.
therefore a: - 4 is number of gallons of spirit drawn out first time, and also the quantity of water introduced, and 
X is the number of gallons of the mixture drawn out the next time, 24 - (a: - 4) : 24 : spirit: x∙,spirit drawn out second time =

spirit left in
spirits drawn out third time
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.∙. 16 gallons is the proper result, since 36 gallons is impossible, and the draws are 12, 16, and 20 gallons, and the spirits drawn are 12, 8, and 3 J gallons,(110). P, Q, R represent three candidates at an election. Q polled as many plumpers wanting one, as the split votes betwixt P and R exceeded those betwixt himself and R; and the number of split votes betwixt Q and R was one more than twice the number betwixt Q and P. If P had not voted for himself and R, but for R only, and if 5 others w’ho split betwixt P and Q had voted for Q only, Q would have just beaten P, and would have been 48 below R. The number of voters was 1341, of which o65 gave plumpers. Required the number of plumpers for each candidate, and the final state of the poll.Let X, y, and z be plumpers for P, Q, and R;

.∙. X -∖- y z = 5G5.Let m be the votes split between P and Q,

n those between J* and R, and r those between Q and R;

then by problem
whence x = 4 the number of plumpers for P,
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Ex. 111—112, p. 78.] quadratic equations. 313(111). There is a number consisting of three digits, of which the first is to the second as the second to the third; the number itself is to the sum of its digits as 124 to 7; and if 694 be added to it, the digits will be inverted. Required the number.Let 100x + 10?/ ÷ z be the number,

whence x = 2, z = 8, and y = 4,and the number is 200 -t 40 + 8 = 248.
112). Find two numbers whose product is equal to the difference of their squares, and the difference of their cubes equal to the sum of their squares.Let X, and mx be the numbers, then wz⅛' - «* = mx*,

P
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314 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.(113).  The length of a rectangular field is to its breadth as 6 : 5; one-sixth part of the area being planted, there remains 625 square yards. What are the sides of the field?Let 6λ and 5x be the length and breadth; .∙. area = 30x',
and the sides are 30 and 25.

(114).  Find two numbers such that the product of the greater and the cube of the less may be to the product of the less and the cube of the greater as 4 : 9; and the sum of the cubes of the numbers may be 35.- Let X and w be the numbers, then xy^: ::4:9;

(115).  A ship with a crew of 175 men set sail with a store of water sufficient to last to the end of the voyage. But in 30 days the scurvy made its appearance, and carried off 3 men every day; and at the same time a storm arose, which protracted the voyage 3 weeks. They were, however, just enabled to arrive in port, without any diminution in each man’s daily allowance of water. Eequired the time of the passage, and the number of men alive when the vessel reached the harbour.Let X = expected number of days;.∙. 175x = number of rations of water;
.∙. X + 21 = actual number of days,3 (x + 21 - 30) = {x - 9) 3 = number of deaths,and ɪ - 9 = number of days of scurvy,and rations of water lost
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number of men left = 175 - 49 × 3 = 28. ʌ*(116).  There are three numbers, the difference of whose dɪffe- ∙ rences is 5, their sum is 20, and their continual product 130. Required the numbers.Let X, y, z be the numbers, and x the greatest,then X - y, y - z are differences; ,`. x - y - y z = δ,

(117).  Fire persons undertake to reap a field of 87 acres. The five terms of an arithmetical progression, whose sum is 20, will express the times in which they can severally reap an acre; and they altogether can finish the undertaking in 60 days. In how many days can each separately reap an acre ?
Let X-2y + X - y + X + X + y + X + 2y = 20 ■,

daily work of the whole,

p2
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and the time of each in reaping an acre will be respectively2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 days.(118).  The fore-wheel of a carriage makes 6 revolutions more than the hind-wheel in going 120 yards; but if the periphery of each wheel be increased one yard, it will make only 4 revolutions more than the hind-wheel in the same space. Required the circumference of each.Let X = periphery of fore-wheel, y of hind-wheel;number of revolutions of fore-wheel,
number of hind-wheel;

fl 19). A number of persons purchased a field for 345/. The youngest contributed a certain sum, the next 51. more, the third 51. more than the second, and so on to the oldest. For the greater accommodation of the seniors, the field was divided into two parts, the younger half taking .τ, portion proportional to the sum they had subscribed; and in order that each might have an equal share in this portion, they agreed to equalise their contributions, and each to pay 22/. Required the number of persons and the sums paid by each. Let 2x= number of persons, and y=sum paid by the youngest,
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and the sums paid by each respectively are 12, 17, ... 57/.
(120).  Some bees were sitting on a tree; at one time the squarr root of half their number flew away. Again eight-ninth of the whole flew away the second time; two bees re mained. How many were there?

(121).  The number of deaths in a besieged garrison amounted to 6 daily; and, allowing for this diminution, their stock of provisions was sufficient to last for 8 days. But on the evening of the sixth day 100 men were killed in a sally, and afterwards the mortality increased to 10 daily. Supposing the stock of provisioni? unconsumed at the end of the sixth day to support 6 men for 61 days; it is required to And how long it would support the garrison, and the number of men alive when the provisions were exhausted.Lety = number of men in garrison on the morning of the day, 
X = number of rations;.♦. the issue of rations will be 6 less on the* second day;

rations left at the end of the sixth day
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men left at the end of the sixth day = 222 - 136 = 86,and if a he the number of days the provisions will last, then the rations for the first day are 86, and 10 less dailj for the remaining (a - 1) days;

and men left alive = 86 - 60 = 26 men.
(122).  D sets out from F towards G, and travels 8 miles a day; after he had gone 27 miles, E sets out from G towards F, and goes every day ɪ of the whole journey; and after he 
' had travelled as many days as he goes miles in one day, he met D. What is the distance of the two places ?

miles per day by F = also days by JD-,

distance gone by F on meeting Z>, 
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Ex. 123—124, p. 79.] quadratic equations. 319{123). There are three numbers, the difference of whose differences is 3, their sum is 21, and the sum of the squares of the greatest and least is 137. Required the numbers.Let X, y, z be the numbers, of which x is the greatest;

(124).  Three persons Λ, Έ, and C, went into a gaming-ho'use; the sums which they severally had were in a decreasing geometrical progression. Upon quitting it, they found that the sums which they then had were in a decreasing arithmetical progression; that what B had remaining was to what he had lost in proportion of the sum to the difference of what he and C had at first; and that C had neither won nor lost. If C had won what Λ lost, he would then have had 64/. more than Λ had remaining; also, the whole sum . which they had remaining was to what they had lost as 6 : 7. Required the sums which they had at first.Let xr, X, and a:r'ɪ be their respective sums.
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then, bv arithmetical nro"ression,2^’s remainder
whole sum remaining

whole loss = 32

(125)∙  A cistern can be filled by 3 diiΓerent pipes; by the first in 1⅜ hours, by the second in 3⅜ hours, and by the third in 5 hours; in what time will this cistern be filled when all three pipes are open at once ?Part per hour by first pipe by second by thirdand if x = number of hours.

(126).  There is a number consisting of two digits, which, when divided by the sum of ils digits, gives a quotient greater by 2 than the tens or second digit; but if the digits be inverted, and the resulting number be divided by a number greater by unity than the sum of the digits, the quotient is greater by 2 than the preceding quotient. Find the number.
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(127).  Find four numbers which exceed one another by unity, such that their continued product may be Γ20.

(128).  Two boys set off in opposite directions from the right angle of a triangular field, and ran along the sides without varying their velocities, which were in the ratio of 13 : 11. They met in the middle of the opposite side, and afterwards 30 yards from the point where they started. Iιe- quired the lengths of the sides of the field.Let C be the right, angle and the swifter run along the base from C to Λ, and D the middle point of the hypo- thenuse; then, since their ɛpeeds are as 13 : 11,
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322 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.whence BC^ - 6907JC= - 54000, and BC= 345 ± 255 = 90;
.∙. ΛC= 120, and = 150.(129) . On January 1st, 1799, a certain beggar received from Λ asmany groats as Λ was years old, who repeated a similar donation every January for the seven following years, during the last of which Λ died, his alms to the poor man having in all amounted to 11. 18s. 8t/. Required in what year he W’as born, and his age at his death.Let X = years old of Λ = number of groats the beggar received, then x + l, x + 2,............x + Ί are the succeeding donations;.∙. 8z + 28 = 476 groats; .∙. x = 56 years old;.∙. 1799 - 56 = 1743 when he was one year old;.∙. he was born in 1742, and died at 63 years old.(130) . A person bought 2 cubical stacks of clover for 41/., each ofwhich cost as many shillings per solid yard as there were yards in a side of the other, and the greater stood on 9 square yards more than the less. What was the price of each?Let x yards = side of one, and m + x yards = side of other.
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Ex. 131—132, p. δθ.l quadratic equations. 323(131). A and S were travelling along rectilinear roads, which intersected each other. A had proceeded a yards past the intersection of the roads, when S arrived at it; after an interval of m minutes, A was exactly on the left of B; and 
n minutes afterwards, was on the right of A, and δ yards distant from him. Supposing them never to have varied their speed, at what rate did each travel ?Let OP, OQ be the diverging roads,

Oa = a, A and B the first positions of A and P, and A'B' their second,and X and y their speed respectively per minute; 
.∙. OB ≈ my, BB' = ny, Aa = mx, then ∠4O : OB ;: OB': OA',

(132). From each of two bags, containing a certain number of balls respectively, a person draws out a handful, and finds that the number remaining in the greater is exactly the cube of that remaining in the less, and exactly the square
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324 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.of one handful. He then draws out of the greater until he finds that the number remaining in it is exactly the square of that remaining in the less; and also, that if he now emptied the greater into the less, its original number will be increased by two-thirds. What was the number of the balls in each bag at first?Let X - balls in a handful;
.∙. X* = number left in the greater,

the number left in the less,
number left in greater after second draw,

then the contents were at first

and the contents of the larger were 72 balls, of the smaller 12 balls.(133) . A farmer laid up a stock of corn, expecting to sell it in 6months at 3s. per bushel more than he gave fot it. But the price of corn falling Is. per bushel, he found that by selling it he should lose the cost price of ð bushels; he therefore kept it to the end of the year, and selling it at 2s. per bushel under prime cost, found his loss to be 10s. less than his expected gain. Required the quantity of corn laid up, and the price per bushel, allowing ό per cent, simple interest.See Ex. 108.(134) . There are three towns, A, B, and C, the straight linesjoining which form a right-angled triangle, B being situated at the right-angle, and the distance from A to B being the least of the three. A pedestrian making a circuit of them, at a uniform rate, finds that the lime of his going
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from Λ to B, together with the time of going from B to C, exceeds the time of C to Λ by two hours and 40 minutes. 
A coach, which left Λ 4 hours after the pedestrian, to make the same circuit, overtakes him at the end of the 8th mile from B to C, the rate of the coach being three times that of the pedestrian; and after reaching Λ, and waiting there 6 hours and 40 minutes, it starts again to make the same circuit, and arrives again at Λ, exactly at the same time with the pedestrian, who had rested 4 hours at C. Find the distances of the towns from each other, and the rates of travelling of the pedestrian and coach.

z = miles per hour by traveller, 
3z = miles by coach,

and the rates of travelling are 3 and 9 miles.
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32G SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.(135).  Three boats √4, S, C, start in a race at the same instant; 
S being 20 yards behind A, and C the same distance behind A and 2? set off at an uniform rate, C advancing 1 yard less than A at every stroke. But B took Ί strokes to 6 of A’a or C’s, and increased its speed besides by 3 inches every stroke; so that by the time A had taken 42 strokes, B, though it had lost 16 yards by steering, was only 1 yard behind A. At this time B was observed to fall back, and its velocity decreased twice as fast as it had increased before; whilst C, quickening its stroke at the same instant in the ratio of 6 : 7, and gaining each stroke as much velocity as B lost, at the end of 28 strokes overtook B, which had lost 11 yards more by steering. Find the velocities with which they started, and the number of yards each made per stroke at first.

6 ; 7 :: 42 : 49 = number of B’s strokes corresponding to 
A’s and C’s 42;
but it lost 16 yards by steering. Therefore the actual advance was (a; + 2) 49 - 16 = 49z + 82, and it has gained 19 yards on A-, therefore49x + 82 = 42y + 19,or 7a: = 6τ∕ - 9............................................(α).During this time C has advanced 42 [y - 1); therefore C is now behind B20 + 42y + 19 - 42 (y - 1) = 81 yards.Now C quickens its strokes in the ratio of 6 to 7; that is, takes them as rapidly as B and gains 6 inches every stroke; therefore in 28 strokes C will have advanced
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Ex. 136, p. 81.] QUADRATIC EQUATIONS. 327and B losing 6 inches each stroke will have gone over (the first stroke being equal to the last of the first 49; that is, 

but B loses 11 yards by steering; therefore actual advance of B is 28x + 49 - 11, or 28x + 38 yards.Therefore per question

and the velocities are proportional to the lengths of strokes multiplied by the rapidity with which they are made;.∙. √4⅛ velocity : J?’s velocity : C’s velocity;: 12 × 6 ; 9 × 7 : 11 × 6:; 72 : 63 : 66;: 24 : 21 : 22.(136).  Two persons, A and B, on comparing the distances they had travelled, found that the square of the number of miles which A usually walked per hour exceeded the square of the number which B usually walked by 5; and that if to the square of the product of those numbers there be added the square of the sum of their fourth powers, augmented by the product of the square of the difference of their squares into the square of the product of the numbers themselves, the aggregate amount would be 10345. How many miles did each walk per hour ?
then ® - y = 5..................  (1),
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by substitution

(137).  -4, B, C, D, are four rough diamonds; the value of C in pounds is 52 less than the weight of Λ in carats, and the value of C and D in pounds is equal to the λveight of J? in carats; after being cut, each is found to have lost half its weight. The dust from A and B is worth 85/.; the value of A is to the value of G and D together with the dust from A and 7/ as is the value of B to the value of 
C and D. K diamond weighing one carat when rough is worth 3/. when cut, and ‘11. when uncut; the value is proportional to the square of the weight, and a carat of the dust is worth 1Z. Find the value of D when cut.Let w = value of A,

X = value of B, 
y = value of (7, z = value of D,

m = dust from A after cutting,
« = ,.......................B.....................................Now, by hypothesis,
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Again,

Again,

whence (

.∙. after cutting value of s = 27/.
(138).  There are two sorts of metal, each being a mixture of gold and silver, but in different proportions. Two coins from these metals of the same weight are to each other in value as 11 to 17; but if to the same quantities of silver as before in each mixture double the former quantities of gold had been added, the values of two coins from them of equal weights would have been to each other as 7 to 11. Deter- • mine the proportion of gold to silver in each mixture, the values of equal weights of gold and silver being as 13 to 1.Let X = units of gold,

υ = units of silver:
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and if υ be the value of x units of gold ∙
X units of gold : y units of gold

.∙. value of y units of silver

Equating (1) and (2), we get, by reduction,
Again, by question,

From (4) and (ð), we get, by reduction,
From (6) and (3), we get, by subtraction and dividing off by X,

Substituting (7) in (3), we get
which being reduced to factors becomes

for the first mixture.
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Again, since 

which we have just found’

therefore in the Jirst mixture the proportion of gold to silver is as 1 : 9;in the second mixture as 1 : 4.
Cor. But by the introduction of the other factor it appears that this question admits of two solutions, and that of the second is

X : y :: 19 : 104,and mx : ny :: 36803 : 79976.
(139).  From the towns C and D two travellers Λ and .5, set out to meet each other, A beginning his journey 3 hours sooner than 2?. They meet at the distance of 20 miles from ɪ), and A reaches Ώ one hour before B arrives at C, The next day, B having begun to return at an early hour, meets √4, who had then performed only ɪ of his journey 
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back; and, notwithstanding a subsequent delay of 3 hours, arrives at D soon enough, were it necessary, to go 28 miles farther before A reaches C. Required the distance between the towns, and the rate at which each person travels.Let distance CD = x,rate oι Λ =r,rate of R = r',
Λ is on the road 3r before B starts and they meet at 20 miles from jD; time before A meets B, 

time before B meetsand as these times are equal
and A reaches D one hour before J? arrives at C, on the same grounds; therefore

6x . .Similarly, ∠1 performs — of the journey while .B performs 
y + 28 with a delay of 3 hours; hence

From (1) and (3), we get
From (2]
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Substituting this value in (1), we get
6x- 13r = 245 ........................... (4).Again, substituting this value of r' in (2), we get

X (25 - r) = 4r + 980 ................................{5).Substituting in (5) the value of x from (4), we get, the quadratic in r,
13r'‘ - 5Qr = 2i5;

.∙. r taking the positive sign;
But from (1) and (2),
therefore, rate of Λ is 7 miles and of JB is 9| miles per hour, and the distance from C to D is 56 miles.

(140).  A person sets off to walk from Cambridge to London, at the rate of 3| miles an hour. In 2⅜ hours he is overtaken by the Times, and at 10 minutes before 10 o’clock by the Fly; after resting 2^ hours on the road, he starts again, and meets the Times on its return from London, and half a mile farther, the Fly, at 20 minutes past 5. Supposing the Times and Fly to have started from Cambridge at 6 and half-past 7 o’clock respectively, and from London at 3, determine the distance from Cambridge to London, and the rates at which the coaches travelled.Let X = velocity of Times,2/=........................ Fly.λVhen the Times overtakes him he has been on the road352| hours, and has therefore walked (2J) (3|) = ɪ miles.35Hence the Times has been ` - hours on the road, and as 4a: 35it started at 6, it must then be 6 + , from which de-
4x
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7 35ducting 2i hours leaves - + — for the time at which he 2 4xleft Cambridge. Therefore at 9| hours he has walked
But the Fly which started at 7⅛ hours will have travelled 7«(9| - 7|) y or miles, and the two distances are equal oby the question;

At 20 minutes past 5, or 20 minutes past 17 hours, in order to reckon the hours all from the same epoch, he will have been walking hours,
and therefore will have gone ovet miles, whichadded to the distance gone by the Fly in 2| hours will give the whole distance from Cambridge to London,

1Now the previous - mile will have taken him ɪ = ɪ hours 3⅛ 7to walk; therefore, when he meets the Times it will have been on the road from London 2⅜ - | = 2g^ hours, during 
which it will have gone over 2/,χ miles;
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Ex, 141, p. 82.] QUADRATIC EQUATIONS. 335Substitute this in fα∖ thenwhence x = 8f = velocity of Times,
velocity of Fly,

distance from Cambridge to London.
{141). A. stable-keeper bought 2 horses for 5Ql., and at the end of the year sold one of them for double, and the other for half what he gave for it. The former being well fed and lightly worked, produced for its hire only the half of what it cost him, and consumed in keep as much per cent, on its price as the hire of the other produced on its price, the latter ðbeing kept for - of as many guineas as it sold for pounds. 8The keep of the two amounted to 33Z., and the whole sum that he made by the horses was 9 times his profit on the sale. What did each horse cost ?Let £,x = cost of first, ðθ - x of second, y = keep of first.He sold them for 2x

Profit on sale
hire of second.

hire of first.
Again, y 33 by problem,

whole profit
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(142). From the middle of a town two streets branched off and crossed a river that ran in a straight course, by two bridges, A and B. From their junction a sewer, equally inclined to both streets led to a point in the river at the distance of 6 chains from the bridge A, and a distance from B less by 11 chains than the length of the sewer; the expense of making it amounted to as many pounds per chain, as there w’ere chains in the street leading to A. The sewer, however, being insufficient to carry off the water, an additional drain was made from a point in this street distant 4 chains from the bridge A, which entered the river at the same point with the sewer, and was equally inclined to the river and sewer. Now it was found that a drain down the middle of each street, at the rate of 9/. per chain, ʌvould have cost only 54Z. more than the expense of the sewer. Required the lengths of the streets and the sewer, and the distance of its mouth from the bridge B.

A and B the bridges, A C, CB the streets.
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(143). A, B, and C, were three architects; A and built 4 warehouses, with flat roofs, each a large one and each a small one; the width of the two large ones being the same, and also that of the two small ones. A built his as long and as high as they w’ere broad: but B made the length and height of his small one equal to the breadth of his large one, in such a manner that the difference between the solid content of those built by A and those built by B was 73728 feet. C also built a warehouse upon a square plot of ground which was equal to the difference between the ground plots occupied by those which A built, and found that it would have just stood upon 2688 feet square, if he had added 8 times as many square feet to the ground plot as there were feet in its width. How many feet wide were the several buildings erected by A, B, and C?Let X = height of √4's large one and width of B'& large one, 
y = height of B's large one and length and height of A's small one,then x’and «’are the solid contents of A's, and xw*of J5’s,
Difference of ground plots of ground plot,

Q
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.∙. width of -4’s and -B’s large one = 52 feet, width of √4's small one = 20 feet, width of C’s = √(2304) = 48 feet.(144).  Into a cubical cistern, eight feet deep, and having an unknown leak, water is poured from two pumps worked by two men, Λ and JB. They pump together till the vessel is half filled, when S falls asleep; Λ continues pumping till it is three-fourths filled, and then goes away; B afterwards waking, finds the cistern still half full, and after pumping till it is again three-fourths filled departs also, and meeting with A charges him with leaving his work unfinished. They return together and find the water lɪ inch lower than^when B left. The leak is now discovered and stopped, and by their joint efforts the vessel is filled in half the time in which they had worked together at first. They remark also that 10⅛ hours had elapsed since they first began pumping, and that B had worked I alone twice as long as A had. Supposing that a cubic | foot contains 15| gallons, find the quantity of water thrown I in by each pump. ILet X = gallons per minute by A, y ditto by B, ≡ by leak, | then time of filling one half the cistern at first 1

then time of filling one quarter by A
...B
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then time oftime by both in second case

(145).  A steamboat sets out from London 3 miles behind a wherry; and when at the same distance a-head of it, overtakes a barge floating down the stream, and reaches Gravesend hours afterwards. Having waited, in order to land the passengers, ɪ of the time of coming down, it 
5 ɜstarts to return, and meets the wherry in - hour, the bargeI being then ðɪ miles a-head of the steamboat; and occupiesI the same time in returning to London that the wherry didin coming down from thence. Required the distance between London and Gravesend, and the rate of each vessel, the tide being supposed to run out uniformly the whole time.

q2
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340 ‘SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.Let X = rate of boat, y = rate of wherry, 
m = rate of barge = rate of tide, since time of boat returning = time of wherry going down

speed of boat down
speed up

time of boat down
time till it takes bargeTime between boat passing barge and meeting wherry on return

Distance moved by barge in this time
and the boat has come up the river miles;therefore distance from Gravesend when boat passed barge down the river

Time of wherry going miles
whence fromwhence x = 9 and y = 3; .∙. ot = 3 miles, and speed of boat with tide = 12 miles per hour, and of wherry = 6,
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and distance from London to Gravesend
(146).  A regiment in which there are between 10 and 100 officers and twice as many serjeants, in clearing the streets during a revolution, loses 2 officers; and after storming a barricade, in which 3 more fall and one accidentally joins, is obliged to retreat, and loses other 3. Whilst engaged in clearing the streets, the liability of an officer to fall is half that of a Serjeant or private; but at the barricades as 4 : 3, and in the retreat as 3 : 4. Also, on leaving their barracks, the number, whose left-hand digits are the serjeants and right the officers, is 20 more than 10 times the number of privates; but in coming back (including the officer who joined) it is only 13 more, the number of officers being still greater than 10. Required the state of the regiment at first.

i liability of each officer to fall in the street;
. Serjeant and private;

number of serjeants who fell,
. privates .

the number of officers, of whom 3 fell;liability of each officer to fall.
. Serjeant and private,

serjeants who fell, 
privates 
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342 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

In the retreat one officer has joined; therefore as ð had fallen there are now x~4 and 3 fallen, henceliability of officers to fall;
. Serjeants and privates,

hence number of serjeants who fell.
number of privates who fell.number of officers remaining,

≡ number of serjeants remaining,
= number of privates remaining; therefore by condition of question
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Ex. 147, p. 83.] QUADRATIC EQUATIONS. 343(147). In the first eruption of the Thames into the Tunnel, thewater rose in the vertical shaft 8 times as fast as in the horizontal levels in the second eruption. It was observed also, that if the levels at the second influx had been 110 feet longer, the velocities of the water ascending in them in the first and second eruptions and when thus in creased would have formed an arithmetical progression, the common difference of which was ɪ of the difference of
the velocities with which the water rose in the shaft in the two eruptions (that in the second being the greater); and had the levels been of the same length at the first as at the second eruption, the whole time of filling would have been half as long again. The tunnel consists of two equal levels, terminated by a vertical shaft of twice the breadth of either of them; the sections of the shaft and levels are supposed to be squares, and the height of the shaft above the upper surface of the levels to equal twice ’ its breadth; the time of filling in the first eruption being10 minutes less than in the second. Find the time in the second, and the dimensions of the tunnel.Let X = length of level first time.

y = width = height of level;.∙. 2jz = width = length of shaft,4y = height of shaft above top of level;
ELEVATION.
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344 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

therefore content of levels including lower portion of shaft is(a; + 2y) (2y) (y).Let x' = length of level second time; therefore content of levels with part of shaft as before will be(a/ + 2y} (2y) {y).Let V and √ = volume of water poured in per minute at first and second eruption respectively, then the contents of shaft (upper portion) being lfiʒzɜ, we have
whole time of filling at first eruption,

.. second .
Now the horizontal section of shaftand the horizontal section of levels and shaft together = (x' + 2y) 2y at the second eruption; therefore, per question,

form an arithmetical progression;

And affain, per question.
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Finally, if the tunnel had been as long at the first as at the second eruption, the time of filling would have been

From (D) we get
from (B) we get
Multiply and cancel vv', then
From (C) we have
Multiply by (JB), and therefore
From (J3) and (7)

q5
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which value nut in (A) gives

therefore time of filling second time
(148). There are two vessels, P and Q, containing quantities of fluid in the ratio of 4 : 21, which consist of mixtures of wine and spirits in different proportions: Λ pumps a certain quantity out of P into Q, and then JB pumps out into 3Q ξ of what was left; the strength of the mixture Q is 12then found to he — of its original strength. Now, if when lo

A stopped, P had pumped the same quantity as before out of Q into P, instead of P into Q, the strength of the mixture P would have been exactly a mean proportional between the original strengths of P and Q; and P would have pumped out the same quantity of wine that he did before of spirits. Find the proportions of the wine and spirits in each of the vessels at first; and compare the quantities pumped out by Λ and P, the strength of spirits being supposed 3 times that of wine.Let X and y = wine and spirits in P originally, «'.··!/=................................................Q.............................z = quantity pumped by A, 
sf= .....................................................S.Then, per question.
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then A pumps out of P 
and P pumps out of P 
therefore Q finally contains 
if therefore the strength of wine he taken as units, we have 
original strength 
finalHence, by question, 

whence, and by (1) and (2),
But if P had pumped z' out of Q, he would have poured into P
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The strength of P would now have been

which is to be a mean proportional between P and Q⅛ original strengths. Therefore

and since B would have pumped out the same quantity of wine as he had before of spirits

Now (1) and (4) give

which by (1), (2), and (3) becomes
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which can be put under the form(4z' - ðz) (4736z'≡ + 8020zz' + 3375z≈) = 0,This last equation is verified by making 4z' - 5z = 0, whence z : z' :: 4 : ð;therefore substituting for z' in the foregoing equations, they become

from (iv) we get
therefore by (i) and (ii)
from (iii) we get
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.∙. X : y :: 132 ; 20 :: 33 : 5, 
oxx'∖y'v. 63 ; 735 :: 3 : 35;.∙. wine : spirits in P :; 33 : 5, wine : spirits in Q :: 3 : 35, quantity pumped by Λ : quantity by P ;; 4 ; 5.

INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS AND PROBLEMS.
XII. Find the integral values of the unknown quantities which satisfy the following equations:—

must be a whole number; let then

therefore the first are the only positive integral values of a; and y.
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(5) ∙.

(6) .

(7) .

(8) .

(9),

(10).

(11)
(12)

and there are no positive integral values of x and y.
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352 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.(iɜ:
(14) 
(ið) 
(16) 
(in
(18)·
(19) .
(20) .
(21).
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(22).
(23) .
(24) .

(25) .

(26) .

(27).
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(28)

(29) ,(30)

(31) .(32) .

(33) ,
(34) .

(35) ,
which are the only integral values.
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(37).  Find a number which, being divided by 39 and 56, leaves remainders 16 and 27 respectively.Let N be the number, and x and y the quotients.

(38).  Find the number of solutions of llx + 15?/ -1031 in positive integers.
General Investigation. In turning - into a continuedfraction, let — be the convergent immediately preceding - , 

m 0then
Hence, the general solution of
is seen, by comparing (2) with (3), to be
t being an indeterminate, and a taken for that coeiBcient which is positive when the 2nd side of (1) is + 1.And since, for positive integral values of x, y, we must have
the number of solutions (JV) of (3) in positive integers will be
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where is put for the integral part and,is an integer, it must be diminished by 1, or we mustconsider as a fraction, and reject it, if zero values boexcluded.In the following solutions:
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Or find the least and greatest values of x or y, and we have
.∙. the least value oι x = 1, and the greatest value of y = 68, again,
.∙. the least value of y is 2, and greatest value of a: is 91, also, if

and the series would be
by an arithmetical progression, we have

(39).  If x = 3, y = 5, find the possible number of integral solutions of the equations '3x + 4y = 29, and lx - 2w = 11.

W'hich is easily seen, for if wʃe take y = ð, then x = S,

and the number of solutions is unlimited.(40).  Find two fractions, with 1 and 9 for their denominators,
19whose sum is —; and three fractions, having denominators, . 473, 4, ð, whose sum is — .

υθ
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and the fractions are

(41).  Find the number of integral solutions of 2x + Zy = 35.

(42).  Find the number of integral solutions of 20x ⅛ 15y + Qz = 171.

and there are six positive integral solutions.(43) . See Ex. (37).(44) . In how many different ways can 20/. be paid in half-guineasand half-crowns ?Take the sums in sixpences, and let x be the number of half-guineas, and y the number of half-crowns;.∙. 21a: + 5y = 800;
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(45).  In how many ways can 140Z. be paid in guineas and five- shilling pieces only ?Let X = number of guineas, y = number of crowns;

(46).  A number of men and women contributed to a charity 501.; each man gave 19s., each woman Ils. How many were there of each ?Let X = number of men, y = number of women.

(47),  A person bought sheep and lambs for 8 guineas; the sheep cost 26s. each, the lambs 15s. How many of each did he buy ?Let X = number of sheep, and y = number of lambs,

which is the only solution.
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(48).  A farmer selling live stock consisting of oxen and horses, sold each ox for 8l., each horse for 211., and all the oxen for 97Z. more than all the horses. How many oxen and horses did he sell ?Let X = number of oxen, y = number of horses,

(49).  Required to pay 501. in guineas and three-shilling pieces only.Let X = number of guineas, y = number of three-shilling pieces.
and the problem is therefore impossible.(50).  It is required to find a number such that if it is divided by 11 the remainder is 3, and if by 17 the remainder is 10.Let N = the number, and x and y the quotients,

if y = 19, X = 30, and the number of solutions is infinite, and A"= 146 = 333 = &c.(51).  Find the number of solutions that Ox + 13_y = 2000 will admit of in positive integers.

(52).  Find a number which, being divided by 39, leaves a remainder 16, and by 56 a remainder 24.Let 2V = the number, and x and y the quotients, then 39x + 16 = 50y + 24, then x = y + ɪ ∙
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(53).  Show that the solution of ax + "by = c in positive integers is always possible if a be prime to b, and c > ab - (α + b).Let c - (ab - a - b)=f, and a: + 1 = λ', then y = a - 1 - y',

Hence ɑa: + δy = 0 is solvable in positive integers, if such values of y' can be found from (1), that y = (a - Ϊ) - y' = a positive integer or zero; therefore y' < (α - 1). Now, as in the solution of (38), we find, for the general solution of (1),
where t is an indeterminate, and — the convergent preced
ing ɪ. But it is obvious that one or more of the values 

b
of y' in (2) must be < α; therefore y = {rt-l)-y' = zθro or a positive integer; and therefore ax + by - c is always solvable in positive integers, if a is prime to b, &nA,c>ab-a-b. It must, however, be understood that zero values are not excluded here: thus, if 3a: + 2y = 4, where 4 > 3 × 2 - (3 2), the only solution in positive integers is a: = 0, y = 2.

(54).  Find two numbers such that their sum shall be equal to the sum of their squares.Let X and y be the numbers, and y = mx;

R
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(55).  How many fractions are there having 3 and 4 as denomi
nators, whose sum is 3^ ?

(56).  Find a number which, being divided by 3, 4, 5, successively, 

leaves the remainders 2, 3, 4.

Let N = the number, and a:, y, is the quotients;

(51}. Find three square numbers which form an arithmetic pro- 
2;ression.

and if » = 7, m = 5, and x may be any number, and the 
three terms are 1, 25, 49.

Or let the three terms be a?, y^,
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and the common difference = 2mn - m’).(08). Find a perfect number, or one which is equal to the sum of all the numbers which divide it without remainder.Let x"w be the required number.

and that y τa,2iy be a whole number, let

(59).  Find the least number which, being divided by 17 and 26, shall leave remainders 7 and 13 respectively.Let N be the number, and x and y the quotients.

(60).  Required two square numbers whose difference shall be equal to a given square number (5*).

r2
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(61).  Find the least whole number which, being divided by 28, 19, and 15, shall leave remainders respectively 19, 15, 11.Let ɪ be the number, and x, y, z the quotients, then N = 28a: + 19 = 19z/ ÷ 15 = 15z + 11;

and now we have to find when the values of y in the two series become equal, or

(62),  Find the numbers which, when divided by 2 and 3, leave the remainders 1 and 2 successively.Let N be the number, and x and y the quotients,
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(63).  Find the least number which, being divided by 3, 5, 7, and 2, shall leave for remainders 2, 4, 6, and 0, respectively.Let y be the number, and x, y, a, ω the quotients.

and the equal values of a in these two series are 4;

and to find the corresponding values of y in this equation and (∠4), we have

.∙. the least number is 104.(64).  Find two numbers, such that if the first be multiplied by 17, and the second by 26, the first product shall exceed the second by 7.Let X and y be the numbers, then ∏x - 26y = 7;

and the numbers are
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(65).  In a foundry two kinds of cannon are cast; each of the first sort weighs 16cwt., and each of the second 25 cwt.; and for the second kind there are used 1 cwt. of metal less than for the first. How many are there of each kind ?Let X and y he the numbers,

(66).  Divide the number 1591 into two parts, such that the one may be divisible by 23 and the other by 34.

(67).  Required three numbers, such that if the first is multiplied by 7, the second by 9, and the third by 11, the first product shall be 1 less than the second, and 2 greater than the third. Let X, y, a be the numbers.

(68).  Required three numbers, such that the sum of their products by the numbers 3, 5, 7, respectively, may be 560, and the sum of their products by the numbers 9, 25, 49, respectively, may be 2920.
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(69).  Find a number, 2V^, which, being divided by 11, gives the remainder 3; divided by 19, gives the remainder δ; and divided by 29, gives the remainder 10.

(70).  Find two square numbers whose sum is a square.
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(71).  Find two square numbers whose difference is a square.

(72).  In how many ways can a person pay a bill of 12/. in crowns and guineas ?Let X = number of guineas, and y = number of crowns;

(73).  In how many ways can 80/. be paid in guineas and sovereigns ?Let X = number of guineas, y = number of sovereigns.

(74).  In how many ways can 1000/. be paid in crowns and guineas ? If X be the number of crowns, y the number of guineas,
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(75).  In how many ways can 5007. be paid in guineas and 51. notes ?Let X = number of guineas, y = number of 51. notes,

(76).  A regiment of foot (less than 1000), when put in column with 13 men in front, wanted 9 men to complete the last rank; with 15 men in front, then 14 were wanting; but with 17 men in front, the ranks were complete. What was the strength of the regiment ?Let Wbe the number of men, x, y, z, the number of ranks,

.∙. z = 53, and 901 is the first number that answers the conditions.
(77).  Is it possible to pay 1007. in guineas and moidores (worth 27s.) only ?

and no integral value of n can make m also integral; therefore the problem is impossible.
R 5
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(78).  I owe a person ls., and have nothing about me hut sovereigns, and he nothing hut dollars, worth 4β. 3tZ. each; how must I discharge the debt ?Let X = number of sovereigns, y = number of dollars;

(79).  A man bought 20 birds for 20s., consisting at geese of 4s., quails at 6<Z., and snipes at 3<Z. each. How many had he of each ? Let X, ?z, s be the number of each.

(80).  A jeweller wishes to mix gold of 14, 11, and 9 carats fine, so as to form a composition of 30oz. in weight of 12 carats fine. Find all the ways in which this can be done in whole numbers.Let X, y, z be the ounces respectively of each of the three.

which is impossible.
there are three possible answers.
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Ex. 81—83, p. 88.] indeterminate equations. 371(81).  A person buys 100 ħead of cattle for 100Z., viz. oxen at 10Z.each, cows at 51. each, calves at 21. each, and sheep at 10s. each. How many of each did he buy ?Let X, y, ≡, and ω be the numbers respectively of oxen, cows, calves, and sheep,

(82).  A farmer buys 120 head of cattle, pigs, goats, and sheep, for 400Z. Each pig costs 4Z. 10s., each goat 3Z. δs.; and each sheep 1Z. ðs. How many are there of each kind ?Let a:,y,8 be the numbers respectively of pigs, goats, and sheep;

(83).  A person wishes to buy 20 animals for 20Z., sheep at 31s., pigs at lls., and rabbits at Is. each. In how many ways can he do so?Let X, y, s be the numbers respectively of sheep, pigs, and rabbits;
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and there are only 3 possible ways of making the purchase.(84).  A farmer went to market with 100/. to buy 100 head of geese, sheep, and oxen, at Is. each for the geese, 1/. for the sheep, and ol. for the oxen. How many of each did he buy ?Let X, y, 2 be the whole numbers respectively of geese, sheep, and oxen.

which are the only positive values.(85).  A farmer buys horses and oxen, and gives 31 crowns for each horse, and 20 crowns for each ox, and he finds that the oxen cost him 7 crowns more than the horses. How many of each did he buy?Let X = number of horses, and y = number of oxen.

LOGARITHMIC AND EXPONENTIAL EQUATIONS.
XIII. Find the value of x and y in the following equations:—(1).  12“ = 168.
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(2),
(3) .

(4) .

(5) .

(6) ,
(7) ∙
(8) ,
{9).

-Iiθ)
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(11).

(12).
(13) .
(14) .
(lð).

(16)∙

(17) .

(18) .
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(19) .

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)
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(25) .

(26) .

(27) .

(28) .
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Ex. 29—33. η. 89.1 Exponential eoπations. 377(29)

(30)

(31)
(32)

(33)
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(34) .

(35) .

(36) .

(37) .
RATIO, PROPORTION, AND VARIATION.

XIV, (I). Which is the greater of the two ratios, 15 ; 16, or 16 ; 17j 3 : 5, or 5 : 8, and 19 : 20, or 20 : 21 ?

in the same way 20 : 21 > : 19 : 20.(2).  Compare the ratios 7 : 8 and 10 : 11; 19 ; 25 and 56 : 74.
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Ex. 3—8, p. 90.] RATTO, proportion, and variation. 379(3).  When x: y ;; 2 ; 1, -which is the greater, 2ax; 3δy or 3α; 2δ ?If a: = 2w, 2αa; v. 4,aυ : Zbυ :: 2aiSbi

(4).

(ð).

(6). Which is the greater of the ratios, a + x : a _

{1). Which is the

(8).  If X be small compared with a, show that the ratios of (α + æ)ɜ, (« + x)* are nearly equal respectively to a ± 3χ and o + 4x J and that of
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380 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

nearly, by binomial theorem,
(9).  Find the ratio compounded

Compound ratio
(10).  Find the ratio compounded

The compound ratio
(11).

(12).  If a be the greatest of the four nronortionals a, b,c,d∙, show
If a, b, c, d be proportionals, and a the greatest;

(13).  Prove that a - x `. a + x is > or < + accordingas G : S7 is a ratio of less or greater inequality.
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Ex. 14—18, p. 90.] RATIO, proportion, and variation. 381

14) .

15) .

46),

(17)

(is;
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382 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(19) .

(20) .

(21). Form into proportions the equations
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Ex. 22—26, p. 91.] ratio, proportion, and varlation. 383(22).  If X be to y in the duplicate ratio of a to δ, and α be to & inthe sub-duplicate ratio of a + x to a - y, then

(23).  Find two numbers in the ratio of 3 to 5, such that the difference of their squares : difference of their cubes ::8; 147.Let 3x and δx be the numbers ;
the numbers are 9 and 15.

(24).  Find two numbers in the ratio of 9 : 16, such that when each number is increased by 15, they shall be in the ratio of 2 to 3.

(25).  Find two numbers which are to each other as 3 : 4, and their sum ; sum of their squares :: 7 : 50.Let 3x and 4z be the numbers, then lx ; Qx* + 16x^:: 7 : 50;
.∙. 25z = 50, and x = 2, and the numbers are 6 and 8.

(26'
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384 SOLUTIONS IN algebra.

(27). If X, the first of three magnitudes, x, y, 2, x yz, and y^ <x. xz, then X X 2∖
(28). If s X i≡ when / is constant, and s x/ when i is constant, also 2s =f when i = 1; find the equation between/, s, t.Let s x/ii*; .∙. 5 ≡ mft^, and by problem when i = 1,
(29) . A passenger in a railway train observes that another trainon a parallel line moving in an opposite direction occupies 2" in passing him; but when in the same direction, it occupies 30". Compare the speed of the trains.Let X miles = speed of passenger’s train,

y miles of the other train;
.∙. X + y miles relative speed in opposite direction,

y - X in same direction;
.∙. y - X ; y + x :: 2 : 30;
.∙. X '.y :: 28 : 32 :: 7 : 8.(30) . If y oc ɪ, and when a; = 3, y = 21; find the equation between

X and y.Let y = mx, and when a: = 3, y = 21; .∙. Z7n = 21, and m = 7;
:..y = 'lx.
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Ex. 31—36. υ. 91.] ratio, proportion, and variation. 383

(31) .

(32) .

(33) .

(34) ,

(35) ,

(36) .
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386 .∙ SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(37).

(38).  There are two vessels, Λ and B, each containing a mixture of water and wine, A in the ratio of 2 : 3, B in the ratio of 3 : 7. What quantity must be taken from each in order to form a third mixture which shall contain ð gallons of water and 11 of wine?Let X be the gallons taken from the first and «from the second.

(39).  If two globes of gold, whose radii are a and α', are melted and foπned into one solid globe, what is its radius ?Let X = the required radius, *and since the volume of the globe ∞ (rad)®, let its volume = mx^ = ma^ + wrɑ'ɜ;
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Ex. 1, p. 92.] ARITHMETIC PROGRESSION. 387

(40).  The value of diamonds αc as the square of their weights, and the square of the value of rubies x as the cube of their weights; a diamond of a carats is worth m times a ruby of b carats, and both together are worth £c. Find the values of a diamond and ruby, each weighing x carats.

where p and q are constant quantities; .∙. the value of a diamond of α carats =pa^,

and we have by problem

ARITHMETIC, GEOMETRIC, AND HARMONIC PROGRESSION.XV. In an Arithmetic Progression, if a be the first term, d the common difference, n the number of terms, I the last term, and 5 the sum of n terms; then
Find the sum of the following Arithmetic Series:— (1). 2 + 4 + 6 + &c. to 16 terms.

s2
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388 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(2). 1 + 3 + δ + &c. to 100 terms and n terms.

7 terms and 14 terms.
The common difference
.∙. sum to 7 terms

The common difference
Sum to 8 terms

The common difference is
sum to n terms

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

(ɪ)
(8),
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Ex. 9—13, p. 93.] ARITHMETIC PROGRESSION. 389

(9).

(10).

(11).

(12).

(13).
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390 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(14) .

(15) .
(16) .

(17)

(18)

{19)

The sum of an arithmetic series being 1455, the first term 5’ and the number of terms 30; find the common difference.By substitution -in the formula s

The sum of an arithmetic series is 91, the common difference2, and the last term 19. Find the number of terms. 'Here we have the last term = α + {n-1) 2- 19; .∙. α + 2n = 21,
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Ex. 20—23, p. 93.] arithmetic progression. 391{20). The first term of an arithmetic series is 3⅜, the common difference 1⅜, and the sum 22. Find the number of terms.

(21).  What number of terms of the series 54, 51, 48, &c. must be taken to make 513 ?

(22).  Required the number of terms, when the first term is 7, the common difference 2, and the sum 40.

(23).  Required the number of terms when the sum = 2∙748, the first term Ό34, and the common difference '0004.
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392 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(24).  Find 3 numbers in arithmetic progression whose product = 120, and sum 15.Let X - w, X, and x + y be the numbers;

(25) . Write down the second and seventh terms of the arithmeticseries, whose fifth and ninth terms are 1 and 9.The fifth term = a + 4d = 1,ninth term = a + 8tZ = 9; .∙. d = 2, and α = - 7;.∙. the second term is -6, and the seventh term = -7 + 12 = 5.(26) . If the sum of three numbers in arithmetic progression be 15,and the sum of the squares 93; what are the numbers ?Let X - y, X, and « +1/ be the numbers; .∙. 3x≈ 15, and a: = 5, then (5 - y)* + 5’ + (5 + y)* = 93, 
or 2y* = 93 - Ί5 = 18; .∙. y = + 3, and the series 2, 5, 8.(27) . Find three numbers in arithmetic progression whose sum is24, and their product 480.Let X ~y, X, and x + y be the numbers; .∙. x = 8,and (8 - y} × 8 × (8 + y) = 480; 64 - ?/’ = 60; ,`, y = ± 2,and the series is 6, 8, 10.(28) . The first two terms of an arithmetic series being together= 18, and the next term being 12, how many terms beginning with the first must be taken to make 78?Let 2α + d = 18, and a + 2d = 12, whence α = 8, and d = 2,
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Ex. 29—34, p. 34.] arithmetic progression. 393(29).  The first term is «*- n + 1, the common difference 2; find the sum of n terms.
(30).  Insert 7 arithmetic means betweenIf there be 7 means, there are 9 terms;ninth term
(31) . Insert 4 arithmetic means between 2 and - 18.The number of terms is 6; .’. sixth term = 2 + ðd = - 18 ; 

.∙. d = - 4, and the series is 2, - 2, - 6, - 10, - 14, - 18.(32) . The fifth and ninth terms of an arithmetic series are 13and 25; find the seventh term.The fifth term = α + 4iZ=13, ninth term = a + 8iZ≈ 25;
.∙. 4d = 12, or d = 3; .∙. α = 1;and the seventh term ≡ 1 + 18 = 19.(33) . If the sum of three numbers in arithmetic progression be 30,and the sum of their squares 308, what are the numbers ?Let X - 7/, X, and x + y be the numbers; .∙. x = 10,

(34).  If the sum of n arithmetic means between 1 and 19 is to the sum of the first (« - 2) of them :: 5 : 3; find the series.
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391 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(3δ) into n parts, so that each term shall exceedthe preceding one by a common difference.must be the sum of an arithmetic series of n terms;
common difference,and n the number of terms.if n = 2, the sum of 2 terms 

if n = 4, the sum of 4 terms
and the series is

(36).  Find four numbers in arithmetic progression, such that the product of the extremes shall be 27, and the product of the means 35.

(37).  If four numbers be in arithmetic progression, whose sum is 24 and product 945, what are the numbers?Let X - 3?/, X - y, x ^-y, and x + 3y be the series,
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Ex, 38—39, p. 94.J arithmetic progression. 395

and the series is 3, ð, 7, 9.
(38),  If the n*>i and terms of an arithmetic progression be m and n respectively, find the number of terms v/hose sum isand the last term of the series.

and it X = number of terms, then sum

(39).  The sum of the first n terms of a series in arithmetic proFind the series.
the sum of a series to n terms
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396 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

then the expression
and if n = 2,

.∙. common difference
(40). If a steam engine is observed to pass over 4 feet in the first second, and 88 feet in the sixtieth second of its motion, how far will it travel in the first minute, supposing its motion to be increased each second by a constant quantity ?

(41). term of an arithmetic series isquired the sum of the series
the first term and the common difference

(42). Insert 3 arithmetic means between 1 and 11.The number of terms will be 5;

(43). Insert 9 arithmetic means between 1 and - 1.The eleventh term
and the series is.
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Ex. 44—47, p. 95.] arithmetic progression. 397

(44).  The sums of n terms of two arithmetical progressions are as13 - 7n : 1 + 3«; show that their first terms are as 3 : 2, and their second terms as - 4 : ð.The number of terms are the same in each, but the first terms and common diiference are unknown. Let the series be

(45) . The sum of the first two terms of an arithmetical progressionis 4, and the fifth term is 9; find the series.2α + d = 4, α + 4i/ = 9 i .∙. 2α + 8iZ = 18; .∙. d = 2, and α = 1; the series is 1, 3, 5, &c.(46) . The first two terms of an arithmetical progression beingtogether 18, and the next three terms 12; how many terms must be taken to make 28 ?

(47).  The latter half of 2n terms of an arithmetical series is equal to one-third of the sum of 3» terms of the same series.The latter half of 2n terms
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398 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(48).  The difference between the sums of m and terms of an arithmetical progression : the sum of m + n terms 
;: m - n : m + n.By problem

(49).  Determine the relation between a, b, and c, that they may be respectively the79th, jth, and rth terms of an arithmetic series. The2^th term = x + (p-l)i∕=α, the yth term =a;+ (y-l) d=b,

{bO). If (S', /S", iS"' be the sums of three arithmetic series, 1 be the first term of each, and the respective differences be 1, 2, 3; prove that >S' + S" = 2S'.

(51).  If there be p arithmetical progressions, each beginning from unity, whose common differences are 1, 2, 3 ...p∙, shew that the sum of their nth terms is
Thenth term of the first series second series ......................................... third.jseries  fourth series 

............................................................... pth series
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Ex. 52—53, p. 95.] arithmetic progression. 399.∙. the sum of the wth terms
(52).  If a and b are respectively the first term and common difference of an arithmetic series, the sum of n terms, the sum of (n + 1) terms, &c.; prove that

(53).  If >S'j, (Sj, /S'j... Sp be the sums of p arithmetic progressions continued to n terms, and their first terms be 1, 2, 3, 4
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400 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

&c., and their common differences

(54).  In an arithmetic series if the (;? + g)th term he = /n, and the 
{p - 2')th = n, show that the /ith term = , and the jth

If a he the first term, and δ the common difference.

(55).  <S'j, «S',, S^...S,„ are the sum of i?z arithmetic progressions to n terms, and their first terms are respectively 1, 3, 5, &c., and their common differences 1, 3, 5, 7; shew that
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Ex. 1—2, p. 96.] GEOMETRIC PROGRESSION. 401

ɪvɪ. In a Geometric Progression, if a be the first term, r the common ratio, n the number of terms, and «S' the sum of 
n terms; then
but if r be a proper fraction, and n = infinity, thenFind the sum of the following series:—
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402 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA. ∙

to 12 terms.

sum to 12 terms
to 10 terms and infinity.
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Ex. 7—9, p. 96.] GEOMETRIC PROGRESSION. 403
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404 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

the same to infinity

to 12 terms.

The ratio

sum to 12 terms

and the same to infinity

to n terms and infinity.

The ratio

sum to n terms 

and the same to infinity
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Ex. 13-17, p. 96.] GEOMETRIC PROGRESSION. 405

(13) to infinity.
Sum to infinity

• &c. to infinity.
Sum to infinity

to n terms.
the sum of the series to n terms

to infinity
The series is

to infinity.
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406 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

the sum of the series to infinity
to n terms.

to n terms
to n terms.

The ratio :

sum of series to infinity
(21) . Find 3 geometric means between 2 and 32.If the means be 3, the number of terms = 5;. ∙. the fifth term = 2r^ = 32; .∙. r* = 16, and r = + 2; .∙. the means are 4, 8, 16.1 J 1(22) . Find 3 geometric means between - and 128, and 9 ana ∙

As above the fifth term = ɪ × r* = 128;
.∙. = 256, = 16, and r = + 4;.∙. the means are 2, 8, 32.
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Ex. 23—25, p. 97.] geometric progression. 407

Again, the fifth term
.∙. the means are

(23).  Find a mean proportional between 2 and 18, and *05 and ∙2. If X be the mean proportional,
(24).  Find 3 terms in geometrical progression, whose sum is 14, and the sum of their squares 84.

(25).  Find the «th term and the sum of n terms of the series 1, ð, 13, 29, 61, &c., and 1, 3, 7, 15, 31, &c.The series = 1 + 5 + 13 + &c. to n terms= 4 + 8 + 16 + &c. to n terms- 3 - 3 - 3 - &c. to n terms= 4(2™-!)-3«,and the «th term = 4.2"^* - 3 = 2"^’ - 3,the series = 1, 3, 7, 15 to « terms= 2 + 4 + 8+16 to « terms-1-1-1- 1 to« terms= 2(2"-l) -«,and the «th term = 2.2"^ɪ - 1 = 2™ - 1.
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408 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(26).  If the difference of two numbers is 48, and the arithmetic mean exceed the geometric by 18; what are the numbers ?Let X and y be the numbers;and the arithmetic mean

(27) . If the second term of a geometric series be 4 and the fifth256, find the series.Second term = αr = 4, the fifth term = αr* = 256;.∙. r’ = 64, and r = 4 ; .∙. α = 1;.∙. the series is 1, 4, 16.(28) . If the sum of 3 numbers in a geometric progression be 7,and the sum of their squares 21, what is the series?

(29).  If the product of four numbers in geometric progression be 64, and the sum of their products taken 2 together be 70, what is the series ?If α, ar, ar^, ai^ be the four numbers, αV = 64 ; .∙. αV = 8,
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Ex. 30—32, p. 97.] geometric progression. 4OO

(30).  Insert three geometric means between 1 and ɪ, and between 
100 and II.
Since the number of means is 3, the number of terms is δ;fifth term =

the means are
also the fifth tern

and the means are 40.
(31),  Find a geometric series such that the sum of the first two terras shall be 1| and of the next two 12.Let a, ar, ar*, &c. be the series,

(32).  In a geometrical progression, if the (p + r/)th term = m, and the {p - i)th term = «; then will the_pth term = √(wn),T
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410 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(33). If the j9th and yth terms of a geometrical progression be P
and Q, then will the wth term and the sum of
n terms -

(34). If a, b, and c be the τ>th, yth, and rth terms of a geometrical progression, then will = 1.If m be the first term, and s the ratio, the j>th term = ins'^ɪ = a, jth = wjs*^' = b, rth = ms’"'' = c, then 7« = as'*’’ = = cs'^*",
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Ex. 35—37, p, 98.] geometric progression. 4H

(35). Insert three geometric means between 39 and 3159; also between 37 and 2997.Since the number of means is 3, the number of terms is ð,and the fifth term =and the means arealso the fifth termand the means are
'36). In the geometrical progression showthat the sum of n terms : sumThe ratio

sum to infinity
sum to n terms

by problem
(37). Show that the nth term

and the sum of n terms
The ratio

sum of n terms
Ϊ 2
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412 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

sum to infinity

(38). Show that

the ratio

sum to infinity

(39). Show that to n terms

and to inf.

The ratio =

sum to n terms

sum to infinity
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Ex. 41—43, p. 99.] geometric progression. 413

{41). Show that
The ratio

.∙. sum to infinity
(42).  In a geometrical progression, show that

The last term

(43).  Find the geometrical progression, when the sum of the first and second terms is 9, the sum of the first and third
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414 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

is 15; and show how many termsamount to 18.Let the first + second termwhence r

and the problem is impossible in finite terms, but if
(44),  In any geometrical progression, consisting of an odd number of terms, the sum of the squares of the terms is equal to the sum of all the terms multiplied by the difference of the odd and even terms.Let a + ax + ax^ + &c. + ax*" be the series ;.∙. number of terms = 2n + 1 where n is any integer,then sum of 2n terms 

sum of odd terms 
sum of even terms

difference of sums by reduction.
sum of squares5 sum of series × difference of sum of odd and even terms.
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Ex. 45-48, p. 99.] geometric progression. 4I5

(45).  In any geometrical progression, the sum of the first and last terms is greater than the sum of any other two terms equidistant from the extremes.If a be the first term, and I the last term, and m and n any intermediate terms equidistant from the extremes, and r the ratio, then
(46).  If >S'i, /S*2, /S',, &c., ⅛, be the sums of n geometrical progressions, whose first terms are a, 2α, 3«, &c., na ∙, then ʌvill

(47).  If a, I, c, d, &c., be n quantities in geometrical progression.be in geometrical pro
gression, and the sum of n terms will beLet the ratio = r, then b = ar, c = ar^, d = ar^, and r ≈ ba^'; .∙. the sum to n terms

(48).  If the arithmetic mean between a and b be twice as great as the geometric,
The arithmetic mean the geometric
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416 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(49). If a, b, c, d, e, be in Harmonic Progression, then
and their reciprocals are in arithmetic progression; i. e. ab - ac = ac - be `,

Then form an arithmetic progression,
and

(50). If a and b be the first two terms of an harmonic series, find the «th term.If a and b be the first two terms of an harmonic series, then - , ɪ are the first of an arithmetic series, 
a band ɪ - ɪ- = is the common difference,
b a aband the nth term of the arithmetic series

the nth term of the harmonic series
(51). Insert two harmonic means between 6 and 24, and six 0between 3 and —.

∆0
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Ex. 52—53, p. 100.] harmonic progression. 417
⅛The arithmetic means between are two;.∙. number of terms is 4,and the fourth tern

and the arithmetic series is.∙. the harmonic means are 8 and 12,also if the arithmetic means be 6 betweenthe number of terms is 8 ;the eighth term
and the arithmetic series is

and the harmonic means are
(52). The sum of three consecutive terms in harmonic progression is 1 ʌ, and the first term is 1; find the series.be the arithmetic series,in the harmonic series;

whence bthe arithmetic series is 1, 3, 5, &c.,and the harmonic 1,
(53). If the arithmetic mean between a and b be equal to m times the harmonic,

and if the geometric be equal to m times the harmonic.
τ 5
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The arithmetic mean the harmonic

(54) . Insert two harmonic means between 2 and 4.The arithmetic means between ɪ and 4 are two;2 4.∙. the fourth term = ^+ 3×cZ = ^; .∙. d ≈ - 
and the arithmetic series is ɪ , ɪ, ʌ,2 12 12 412 .∙, the harmonic means are — and 3.

0(55) . Insert four harmonic means between 2 and 12.1 1 The arithmetic means between - and — are 4;.∙. sixth term = ∙^ + 5×<Z = ^; d = ~^,
2 12 12also the arithmetic series is |, ɪ, ~, ɪ, -ɪ;

12 .∙. the harmonic means are —, 3, 4, 6.
0(56) . Insert n harmonic means between a: and y.Since the arithmetic means between ɪ and ~ are «,

X ythe number of terms is n + 21 ∣
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Ex. 57—59, p. 100.] harmonic progression. 419

(57).  The sum of three terms of a harmonic series is lʌ, and the first term is ɪ; find the series, and continue it both ways.
If 2, 2 + &, 2 + 25 be the arithmetic series,

.∙. the arithmetic series is 2, 3, 4, 5,and the harmonic series is 0, 1, ɪ. ɪ. 1, ɪ.2 3 4 0(58) . The first two terms of a harmonic series are a and 5; it isrequired to continue the series.See Ex. 50,ɪ, , . , ɪ. . 1 a + 5 1 2α - i .then the arithmetic series is - , —— , ~, —-—, &c,, 
a ab 0 uband the harmonic series is α, J} &e.

’ 2a-b '0a-2b'(59) . Compare the arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic meansbetween a and 5, and show that the geometric mean is a mean proportional between the arithmetic and harmonic.
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420 SOLUTIONS IN ALGEBRA.

(60).  The arithmetic mean between two numbers exceeds the geometric by 13, and the geometric exceeds the harmonic by 12 ; what are the numbers?The arithmetic mean between x and υ = ,2the geometric = √{xy}, the harmonic = -⅛L
4- n

(61).  If the geometric mean between two quantities x and y be to the harmonics as 1 : n, show that

(62).  Find the relation which must subsist between α, δ, and c, 
ii' that they may be the pth, jth, and rth terms of an harmonicseries.In the arithmetic series they)th term = a: + (p-l)(i = -,................ .................................................... gth term = «+ (g'-l)d = i,

.. .....................∙........................................... rth term = x + {r -1} d = -;
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Ex. 63-65, p. 100.] HARMONIC PROGRESSION. 421

(63).  The geometric mean between x and y : arithmetic mean ;: 4 : 5 ; find the value of xy^^.

(64).  If 6'j, sɜɪ &c· denote the sums of an infinite number of infinite decreasing geometric series, whose first terms are 
a, a*, a^, 8ic. and common ratios r, 2r, 3r; prove that

(6δ). If sɪ, Sg, &c. S„ be the sums of n geometric series, whose first terms are a, 2a, '∙ia...nu, and r the common ratio
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in each; prove that

(66). If /S' represent the sum of an infinite geometric series, whose first term is α, and common ratio r, S.^ the sum of the squares^ /Sj the sum of the cubes &c. of the terms; prove that

PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS.
XVII. If n things be taken r together, the

(1). If ten letters, a, b, c, &c. be combined ό together; how many combinations will they make ? 10 ə 8 7 βThe numbers of combihation ð together = - , ʊ ' ⅛- = 252.® 1.2.3.4.8(In this question there was intaɪɪded to be added, and in
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Ex. 2—3, p. 101.] PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS. 423

how many of the combinations will neither a nor δ occur?) Then if a and b be taken out, there will be left 8 things to combine five together, and the number = ~τ"7~τ4: = ðθ,. 1.2.3.4.5and in these neither (o) nor (ð) occur, and the difference (196) is the number of combinations in which a and b do occur. If the question were, in how many of the combinations do the two letters (α) and (δ) occur together, then the ten things must be divided into two classes, one of eight and the other of two things ; then the two things must enter into every combination, snd as five things are to be in each combination, the eight things must be combined three 8 7 6together, and the number of combinations is y⅛y-r = 56 = eɜ* 
i∙A,0and the number of combinations of 2 things 2 together2.1= -ɪ- = 1 = cΛ therefore the number of combinations in1.2 ’which a and b occur = eɜθ. c/ = 56.

^2). How many different sums may be formed with a guinea, a half-guinea, a crown, a half-crown, a shilling, and a sixpence ?Number of combinations 1 at once = 66 5..................... 2 together = ʌ =15 1∙J∣
......................................................ɜ

•...........................................................
................................................................. 5 6 1.2.3.4.5all together = =1Whole number of combinations = 63

(3).  How many different sums may be formed with the following coins: a farthing, a penny, a sixpence, a shilling, a crown, a half-sovereign, a guinea, and a moidore ?
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The number of coins is 8 ;number of combinations 1 together = 8

.......................................≡ =- 

..............................................................∙ ⅛: --

.................................................................4 ,n1.2 3.48.7.6.5.4 
..................................................................o =-------------- = 561.2.3.4.5 ...............................................................β ≈H∙θ±tl3 . 281.2.3.4.5.6 ............................................................"L  ̂ ~ ® ............................................................8 = = 1.∙. whole number of combinations = 255(4) . At an election where every voter can vote for any number ofcandidates not greater than the number to be elected, there , are 4 candidates and 3 members to be chosen. In how many ways can a man vote ? 4x3x2 Number of combinations of 4 things 3 together = -ɪ——- = 4 1 × Δ × ό

...................................................,....2 =ii_3 „61×2  1 ≈ =4 .∙. number of ways.....................................................................................................= 14(5) . How many days can 5 persons be placed in different positions about a table at dinner ?This is, how many permutations can be made out of 5 things all together ?and the number = 5×4×3×2×1 = 120.(6) . From a company of 50 men, 4 are draughted off every nightto guard; on how many different nights can a different guard be posted, and on how many of these will any particular soldier be engaged?
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The number of combinations of 50 things 4 together ^50×49x⅜8x47^I×2x3x4 ’and if one soldier be left out, we have the combination of 49 taken 4 together
1 × 2 × 3 × 4the number of nights on which any one soldier will be on guard and the difference of these numbers = 18424.(7) . Find all the permutations that can be formed out of theletters of the words (1) Baccalaureus, (2) Mississippi, (3) Hippopotamus. (4) Commencement.Baccalaureus contains 2 c’s, 2 m’s, 3 a’s, and 12 letters, and the number of permutations^^2.11.10...2.1(1.2) (1.2.3) (1.2)In Mississippi there are 4 s’s, 4 i’s, 2^’s, and 11 letters; therefore number of permutations11.10.9.8...2.1≈--------------------------------------= 34650.(1.2.3.4) (1.2.3.4) (1.2)In Hippopotamus there are 3/>’s, 2 o’s, and 12 letters, and the number will be found to be 39916800.In Commencement there are 3 wi’s, 2 w’s, 2 c’s, 3 c’s, and 12 letters, and the number of permutations will be found to be 3326400.(8) . If the number of things : the number of variations, 3 together:: 1 : 20, then the number of things = 6.By problem n : n {n - 1) (n - 2) ;: 1: 20;.∙. n’ - 3» + 2 = 20, n = ∣∙ + ≡ 6.

Δ Δ(9) . If the number of permutations of n things r together : number(r - 1) together :: 10 : 1, and the number of combinations 
r together : number (r - 1) together :; ð ; 3; find n and r,
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By problem

(10) . If the number of variations of n things 3 together : thenumber of variations of (» + 2) things 3 together :: ð : 12; then n = 7.By problem n {n - 1) (« - 2): (n + 2) (n + 1) n :: 5 ; 12, ■whence 7«’ - 51» = - 14 ; .’. » = ± ʃɪ = 7.14 14(11) . If the number of variations of n things 4 together ; the ' 2» .number of variations of — things 4 together :; 13 : 2; othen n = 15.By problem

(12).  If the number of variations of n things 3 together be 12 times as great as the number of variations of things 3 together; ∙what is the number of variations of the same 
n things n together?
and number of permutations of 10 things altogether= 10 × 9 × 8 × 7...2 X 1 = 3628800.
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Ex. 13—17, p. 102.] permutations and combinations. 427(13).  If the number of combinations of n things taken 4 together is to the number taken 2 together :: 15 : 2; then « = 12.

(14).  If the number of permutations of (2n + 1) things {n - 1) together : number of permutations of (2n - 1) things n together :: 3 : ð; then n = 4.By problem (2n +1) 2n(2n- l)...(w + 3) : (2w - 1) (2« - 2)...

(15).  If the number of variations of n things taken 3 together = six times the number of combinations of n things taken 4 together; then n = 7.
(16).  If the number of combinations of n things taken 5 together is to the number taken 3 together ::18:5; then n = 12.

φBy problem

(17).  There is a certain number of things of which taken 8 together the variations are 80, and taken 10 together, 960; how many must be taken away from the original number that the combinations of the remaining things taken 2 together may be 15?If n be the number,then w(n-l)...(n-7) = 80, and n(n- l)...(w- 8)(n-9) = 960;
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and if n things be combined 2 together the number

the number to be subtracted(18).  The number of permutations of n things taken r together : the number of permutations of n things taken r - 1 together :: 42 ; 1; and the corresponding combinations :: 1 : 1; find the values of n and r.

(19) . How often might a common die be thrown, so as to exposefive different faces ?A die has six faces, therefore the only possible number of changes are that∙each face should successively be to the board, which will be six times.
(20) . How many combinations can be made in all of 6 thingstaken 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 together?This question is in reality the same as Ex. 2.
(21) . If the number of combinations of things 2 together is15j w= 18.
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(22).  If the number of combinations of ʒ things 4 together is
3| of the number of combinations of things 3 together; othen » = 12.

(23).  If the number of combinations of w + 1 things 4 together is 9 times the number of combinations of n things 2 together; then « = 11,

ð(24).  If the number of combinations of n things 3 together is — of the number ð together; then w = 12.By probleπ
(25).  How many words of 6 letters may be made out of the 26 letters of the alphabet, with 2 out of the 5 vowels in every word? 5 4 Number of combinations of 5 vowels 2 together = -ɪ- = 10,1∙2 number of variations of 21 consonants 4 together=21.20.19.18, and the number of variations of each of these *with two vowels added = 6.5.4.3.2.1 = 720;.∙. whole number of combinations = 21 × 20 × 19 × 18 × 7200= 1034208000. .
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(26). A person wishes to make up as many different dinner parties as he can out of an acquaintance of 24; how many should he invite at a time ?If r be the required number,number of combinations of 24 men together
(27). Show that the number of different combinations of n things, taken 1, 2, 3...n together, of which p are of one sort, q of another, r of another, &c. = {p + ɪ) {q + 1) (r -∣- 1)...- 1.First, let us consider p things of one sort; the number of ways in which they may be taken is p, viz. 1 thing, or 2 things, or 3 things, ... or p things; and if we include 

no thing as being one way, there will be {p + 1) ways. If now we introduce q things of another sort, in the same manner they may be taken {q + 1) ways, and each of these 
{q + 1) ways being combined w’ith the (j> + ɪ) ways of the former sort makes altogether(F + 1) (S' + 1) ways,including no thing as one w’ay.Now introducing r things of another kind we shall have for the total number of combinations

(p + 1) (¢ + 1) (r + l),but if we reject “no thing” as one way, the number of combinations will be
(p + l)(i + l)(r + l)...-l.

FINIS.

PWNTED BY W, METCΛLVE, GREEN STREET, CAMBRTSGB.
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J. W. COLENSO, D.D., BISHOP OF NATAL.

SIEEEOIYPE EDITIONS, 1ΗOEOΠGHLY EEVISED.
Colenso’s Arithmetics.

A RITIIMETIC designed for the use of SCHOOLS; com- 
prising the FOUR ELEMENTARY Rules, Compound Arith

metic, Reduction, &c. Square and Cubic Measure, Fractions and 
Decimals, Practice, Proportion, Interest, Discount, Profit and Loss, 
and an Appendix on Money, Weight, Space, and Time. New 
Edition, with an additional Chapter on Decimal Coinage. 12mo. 
4s. Qd,

KEY to COLENSO’S ARITHMETIC for SCHOOLS, con
taining SOLUTIONS in full of all the Questions. By S. Maynard. 
12mo. 6s.

COLENSO’S ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC designed for 
the use of National, Adult, and Commercial Schools; consisting 
of a Text- book of Arithmetic, accompanied by a Series of easy and 
amusing Examples, arranged progressively in order of difficulty, 
beginning from the very simplest steps. 18mo. Is. 9d.: or with 
Answers, 2s. 8d.

COLENSO’S ELEMENTARY ARITHMETIC for National 
Schools is divided into Five Parts, which are sold separately 
as follows:—

I. Text-Book, price 9d,
II. Examples, Part I. Simple Arithmetic, price id.

III. Examples, Part II. Compound Arithmetic, price 4d.
IV. Examples, Part III. Eractions, Decimals, Duodecimals, &c.,

price 4d.
V. Answers to the Examples, with Solutions of the more 

difficult Questions, price Is.

Colenso’s Alffe6ras.

fpHE ELEMENTS of ALGEBRA designed for the use of 
ɪ SCHOOLS, Part I. containing the Simpler Parts of the Science, 
suitable for general School purposes, and as n quired for the attain
ment of an ordinary B.A. degree. 12mo. 4s. 6rf,-Key, δs.

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS on COLENSO’S ALGEBRA, 
Part I. With Graduated Exercises in Simple Equations, Classified 
Problems in Simple and Quadratic Equations, Examples of the 
Application of Algebra to Geometrical Constructions, &c. By the 
Rev. John Hunter, M.A., formerly Vice-Principal of the National 
Society’s Training College, Battersea. 12mo. 2s. 6d.
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COLENSO’S ELEMENTS of ALGEBRA designed for the use 
of SCHOOLS, Part II. adapted to suit the wants of more advanced 
Students; containing the higher parts of the subject, with an 
Appendix of more difficult Miscellaneous Examples and Equation 
Papers. 12mo. 6s.—Key, δi.

COLENSO’S MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES and EQUA
TION PAPERS from Parts I. and II. of the Algebra; with the 
Answers. 12mo. 2s. Qd.

COLENSO’S ELEMENTS of ALGEBRA adapted for the use 
of National and Adult Schools ; containing numerous easy 
Examples and Questions under every Rule, with a Selection of 
Miscellaneous Exercises for Practice. 18mo. Is. &d.—Key, 2s. Qd.

COLENSO’S ELEMENTS of ALGEBRA adapted for the use 
of Teachers and Students in the UNIVERSITY ; being a Large- 
Paper Edition of the Algebra, Parts I. and II. as above—the com
plete work. 8vo. 12s. Qd.—Key, 12mo. 7s. Qd.

Colenso’s Trigonometry.

pLANE TRIGONOMETRY, Part I. comprising the 
ɪ Measurement of Lines and Angles, the Numerical Values of the 
Trigonometrical Ratios ; with the Use of Logarithms and the Ex
ponential Theorem. 12mo. 3i. 6<Z. —Key, 3s.

COLENSO’S PLANE TRIGONOMETRY, Part II. com
prising the Summation of Series, the Trigonometrical Solution of 
Equations, and a large Collection of Miscellaneous Problems. 12mo. 
2s. 6d.—Key, ðs.

*** The Keys to the Two Parts of the Trigonometry, together, 
price 8s. &d.

∖ ∖

Colenso’s Euclid.

fPHE ELEMENTS of EUCLID (the parts usually 
ɪ studied in the Universities), from the Text of Dr. Simson; with a 

large Collection of Geometrical Problem∙s for Solution. J8mo. 
4s. &d.; or with a Key to the Problems, 6s. Gd

COLENSO’S GEOMETRICAL PROBLEMS and KEY. 
18mo. 3s. &d.

COLENSO’S GEOMETRICAL PROBLEMS, separately, for 
the use of Schools where other Editions of Euclid may be employed, 
18mo. li.

London : LONGMAN, GREEN, and CO. 14, Ludgate Hill,
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Εnglish Reading-Lesson Books.Bilton’s Infant Primer for School and Home use, 18mo................................................... 8d.— First Reading Book, Lessons in Monosyllables, 18mo..................................... Id.— Second Reading Book, in Words of One and Two syllables, 18rao..........  6d.— Third Reading Book, Boys’ Edition, fcp. 9d. or Two Parts, 6d. each. — Third Reading Boot, Girls’ Edition, fcp. 9d. or Two Parts, 6d. each.— Fourth Reading Book, Boys’ Edition and Girls’ Edition, nearly ready.— Fifth Reading Book, or Poetical Beader, fcp. Is. 8d. or Two Parts, 9d. each. Stevens and Hole’s Grade Lesson-Book Primer, crown 8vo........................................... 3d.— — — First Lessons in Reading, Twenty-four Folio Sheets............. 4s.6d.— — — Complete Reader, for Upper and Middle-Class Schools:1. The Primary Reader............... Is. 6d. I 8. The Exemplar of Style................ 2s. 6d.2. The Intermediate Beader .. 2s. I i. The Senior Class Reader............ Ss.Stevens and Hole’s Grade Lesson Books, in Six Parts, 12mo..................................... 5s. 33,Tlιe First Standard, pp. 96 ........... 6d. I The Fourth Standard, pp. 160 .. 9d.Tlιe Second Standard, pp. 128..,. 9d. The Fifth Standard, pp. 221 .... Is. 3d.The Third Standard, pp. 160........... 9d. I The Sixth Standard, pp. 221 .... Is. 3d.The First Standard maybe had in Two Parts, price Id. each; and Standards IL andIII. in 'Two Parts, price 6d. each. Answers to the Arithmetical Exercises in Standards ɪl. III. and IV. ld., in Standard V. ld., in Standard VI. 3d., or complete, price Is. cloth.Stevens and Hole’s Advanced Lesson Book, 12mo............................................................... 3s.M'Leod’s First Reading-Book, for Families and Schools, 18mo.................................. 8d.— Reading Lessons for Infant Schools, 30 Broadside Sheets .................... 3s.— Second Reading-Book for Families and Schools, 18mo.............................. 8d.— First School-Book to teach Reading and Writing, 18mo............................. 6d.— Second School-Book to teach Spelling and Reading, 18mo......................... 9d.Isbister’s First Steps in Reading and Learning, 12mo...................................................... ls.6d.— Word Builder, or Easy Introduction to Reading, Spelling, &c. 12mo. 6d.The Graduated Series of Reading-Lesson Books, 5 vols. .............................................. 8s. Id.Morell’s Elementary Reading Book or Primer, 18mo...................................................... 2d.Book I....................  8d. I Book V. comprehending ReadingsBook II. pp. 251 ............................ Is. 3d. in the best English Literature,Book III. pp. 312............................ Is. 6d. pp. 196................................................... 2s. 6d.Book IV. pp. 140............................ 2s. IMorell’s Abridged Edition of the Graduated Series of Reading Lesson Books : Book I. (or Primer)pp. 61........... 2d. I Book IV. pp. 181...................................... Is.Book ∏. pp. 96..................................... 6d. Book V. pp. 220 ...................................... Is. Sd.

1 Book ill.pp, 182 ................................. 8d. 1 Book VI. pp. 288 .................................. Is. 6(I.Jones’s Secular Early Lesson-Book, 18mo................................................................................. 6d.— Secular Early Lesson-Book. Part II. Proverbs .............................................. Id.— Advanced Reading-Book; Lessons in English History, 18mo..................... 10d.
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Marcet’s Seasons, or Stories for Young Children, 4 vols.l8mo.............................each 2s.Sullivan’s Literary Class-Book; Readings in English Literature, fcp................... 2s.6(l. ∣Mann’s Lessons in General Knowledge, with woodcuts, fcp.......................................... 3s. 6d. ∣I
Vriiing-Books. IThe Ready Writer, a Course of 18 Graduated Copy Books..................................each 3∣1. ∣An Edition, printed in Pencil ink, of The Ready Writer, Books I. to V[It,, marked severally Books Λ to H, may also he had, price Threepence each Book. ;Combes, Stevens, and Hole’s Complete Writer; a Set of 16 Graduated Copy- ∣Books, on Fine Paper, price 4s. 6d. per Dozen to Teachers.M'Leod’s Graduated Series of Nine Copy-Books .......................................................each 3d.Isbister’s Mercantile Copy-Books, Three Books ...................................................each Is,No, 1. Business Forms, Is. No. IT. Book-keeping, Is. No. III. Book-keeping, Is. Mulhauser’s Writing Books, 2s. per doz., 16s. per 100.

School Poetry Books.Bilton’s Poetical Reader for all Classes of Schools, fcp. Is. 3d. or Two Parts, 9d. each, i M’Leod’s First Poetical Reading Book, fcp............................................................................. 9d.— Second Poetical Reading-Book, fcp.......................................................................... ls.8d.Cook’s First Book of Poetry for Elementary Schools, 18rao.......................................... 9d., Readings in Poetry, from the English Poets, fcp.................................................................. Ss,6d.Twells’s Poetry for Repetition, comprising 200 short pieces, 18mo............................ 2s. 6d.Hughes’s Select Specimens of English Poetry, 12mo......................................................... 3s. 6d. |Playtime with the Poets, Selections for the use of Children, by a Lady, 16mo.. 5s. Taylor’s Selections from Contemporary Poets, 16mo......................................................... .5s.Gray’s Poems, with Notes [British India Classics'}, fcp.................................................... 2s, Pd.Scott’s Lady of the Lake, Cantos I. and 11. (British India Classics'!, fcp............ 2s, 6d.— MarτUion, edited for Schools, by Morris, fcp........................................................ 2s. 6d.Thomson’s Seasons, Spring and Summer, by Morris, fcp.............................................. 2s, fid.
— — Λutamn and Winter, by Morris, fcp............................................... 2s. 6d.

Εnglish Spelling-Books,Graham’s English Spelling-Book, 12mo.................................................................................... Is. 6d.Barford and Tilley’s English Spelling, 16mo.......................................................................... Is. fid.Combes’ and Hines’ Standard Grammatical Spelling Book, 12mo............................. Is. fid.Sewell’s Dictation Exercises, First Series, 18mo. Is. Second Series ................... 2s.fid.Sullivan’s Spelling-Book Superseded, 18mo............................................................................ Is. 4d.— Words Spelled in Two or More Ways, 18mo..................................................... 10d.Davis’s Complete T5nglish Spelling and Dictation Book, 18mo. Is. 6d.; or inTwo Parts. ,Tunior and Senior, price 9d. each.Johnston’s Civil Service Spelling Book, fcp........................................................................... Is. !Robinson’s Wakefield Spelling Book, Parts III. and IV. 12mo............... .................. 2s. 'Mason’s Secular Spelling and Reading Book, 12mo........................................................... Is,
Grammar and the Bnglish Language. iLaurie’s Grammar of Words, 12mo.............................................................................................. Is.Delevante’s English Orthoepy and Orthography, 12mo................................................... 4s. fid. ∣M’Leod’s Explanatory English Grammar for Beginners, 18mo.................................... 9∣l,— English Grammatical Definitions, for Home Study..................................... Id.Bain’s English Grammar, Third Edition, fcp......................................................................... 2s. fid.Graham’s English; or, the Art of Composition Explained, fcp................................... 5s.— English Grammar Practice, fcp................................................................................ 4s. fid.Sullivan’s Manual of Etymology, or First Steps to English, 18mo............................ 10d.— Attempt to Simplify English Grammar, 18mo................................................ Is.Hiley’s Child’s First English Grammar, 18mo....................................................................... Is.Abridgment of Hiley’s English Grammar, 18mo.................................................................. Is. 9d.
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Hiley’s English Grammar and Style, 12mo.............................................................................. Ss. 6d.lliley’s Exercises adapted to his English Grammar, 12mo.............. 2s. 6d. Key 4s. 6d.— Practical English Composition, Part 1.18mo.........................  Is. 6d. Key 2s. 6d.— — — — Part II. 18mo..................................  8s. Key 4s.Rushton’s Rules and Cautions in English Grammar, 12mo.......................................... 3s. 6dBrewer’s English Prosody, 12mo................................................................................................... Is. 6dWadham’s English Versification, crown 8vo......................................................................... 4s..6d.Fleming’s Analysis of the English Language, crown 8vo.............................................. δs.Demaαs' English Literature and Composition, fcp............................................................ 3s. 6d.Isbister’s English Grammar, 12mo. Is. 6d., or in Two Parts, price 9d. each.— First Book of Grammar, Geography, and History, 12mo.  ...................... 6d.The Stepping-Stone to English Grammar, 18mo.......................................... ......................... Is.Smart’s Principles of English Grammar, 12mo..................................................................... 2s. 6d.— Accidence of English Grammar, 12mo...................................................................... Is.Hunter’s Text-BooK of English Grammar, 12mo.................................................................. 2s.6d.— Manual of Sch∞l Letter-Writing, 12mo.............................................................. ls.6d.Graham’s English Style (a Course of Instruction), fcp..................................................... 6s.Marcet’s Willy’s Grammar, for the use of Boys, 18mo...................................................... 2s. 6d.— Mary’s Grammar, intended for the use of Girls, 18mo................................. 3s. 6d.Morell’s Essentials ot English Grammar and Analysis, fcp............................   8d.— Grammar of the English Language, post 8vo. 2s. or with Exercises .. 2s. 6d.— Graduated Exercises, adapted to the Grammar and Analysis, post 8vo. 8d.Morgan’s Key to Morell’s Graduated Exercises, 12mo....................................................  4s.Lowres's Grammar of English Grammars, 12mo.................................................................. 3β.6d.— Companion to English Grammar, 12mo................................................................  2s.tid.Edwards’s History of the English Language, with Specimens, lSmo........................ 9d.— Practical Introduction to English Composition, 12mo............................... Is. 6d.Brewer’s Guide to English Composition, fcp.......................................................................... 5s. 6d.Roget’s Thesaurus ot English Words and Phrases, crown 8vo..................................... 10s. 6d.Arnold’s Manual of English Literature, crown 8vo............................................................. 7s.6d.Isbister’s Gutlines of the English Language, Part 1.12mo.............................................. 6d.Graham’s Book about Words, fcp................................................................................................ 3s. 6d.Farrar’s Chapters on Language, post 8vo.................................................................................. 8s. 6d,Latham’s Handbook ot the English Language, post 8vo................................................. 7s.6d.— Elementary English Grammar, post 8vo............................................................. 4s. 6d.— Maberly’s Smaller English Grammar, fcp.......................................................... 2s. 6d.Mailer’s (Max) Lectures on Language, First and Second Series, 8vo............ each 12s.Clark’s Student’s Handbook of Comparative Grammar, crown 8vo......................... 7s. 6d.Farrar’s Comparative Grammar, Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, Von, I. 8vo.................12s.Prendergast’s Mastery of Languages, 8vo............................................................................... 6s.
Paraphrasing, Parsing, and Analysis.Hunter’s Introduction to Prdcis Writing, I2mo................................................2s. Key Is.Johnston’s Civil Service Prdcis, 12mo........................................................................................ 3s. 6d.Morell’s Analysis of Sentences Explained and Systematised, 12mo...........................  2s.Lowres’s System of English Parsing and Derivation, 18mo........................................... Is.Hunter’s Paraphrasing and Analysis of Sentences, 12mo.........................is. 3d. Key Is. 3d.— Progressive Exercises in English Parsing, 12mo.............................................. 6d.— Bacon’s Advancement of Learning, Annotated Summary of, fcp......... 2s.— Select Plays of Shakspeare, with Explanatory Notes, 12mo. each Play Is.Richard II. and III. I The Tempest. | Othello.Henry Vlll. Merchant of Venice. Macbeth.Julius eæsar. As You Like It. King Lear.Coriolanus. ∣ Hamlet. I Antony and Cleopatra.— Milton’s Paradise Lost, with Notes, Books I. and II.......................... each Is. 6d.— Questions on Paradise Lost, I. and II. and on ilercΛant of Venice.... Is.— Milton’s Comas, i’Aiiepro, and 11 Penteroso, with Notes........................ ls.6d.
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M’Leod’s Goldsmith’s Deserted Village, and Traveller, each Poem, 12mo............. ls.6d.— Cowper’s Task, Book I, the Sofa, with Notes, 12mo..................................... Is. 6d.Davis’s Parsing, Syntax, and Analysis of Sentences, fcp................................................. Is.Hunter’s Johnson’s Rasselas, with Notes, &c. 12mo........................................................... 2s.6d. ɪBromby’s Wordsworth’s Excursion, Book I. with Notes, 12mo............................... Is. 6d. j
Dictionaries; with Manuals of Εtymology. iLatham’s English Dictionary, founded on Dr. Johnson’s, 4 vols. 4to. price £7. I Black’s Student’s Manual of Words derived from the Greek, 18mo......................... 2s.6d. !— Etymological Dictionary’ of Words derived from the Latin, 18mo........... 5s. 6d. |Sullivan’s Dictionary of the English Language, 12mo...................................................... 3s. 6d. ∣— Dictionary of Derivations, or Introduction to Etymology, fcp.............  2s.Graham’s English Synonyms, Classified and Explained, fcp.......................................... 6β.Whately’s English Synonyms, fcp............................................. ................................................ 8s.Smart’s Walker’s Pronouncing Dictionary, 8vo...................................................................12s.— Walker’s Dictionary Epitomised, 16mo................................................................... 6s.Maunder’s Treasury of Knowledge and Library of Reference, fcp........................... 10s. 6d.— Biographical Treasury, reconstructed by W. L. R. Cates, fcp..............10s.6d.— Scientific and Literary Treasury, revised by J. Y. Johnson, fcp. ...10s.6d.

Elocution.Isbister’s Illustrated Public School Speaker and Reader, 12mo.................................. 8s. 6d.— Lessons in Elocution, for Girls, 12mo................................................................... Is. fd.— Outlines of Elocution, for Boys, 12mo.................................................................. Is. 6d.Millard’s Grammar of Elocution, fcp......................................................................................... 2s. 6d.Smart’s Practice of Elocution, 12mo............................................................................................. 4s. 1— Historico-Shakspearian Readings, 12mo.............................................................. 5s. iRowton’s Debater, or Art of Public Speaking, fcp.............................................................. 6s, !Twells’s Poetry for Repetition; 200 short Pieces and Extracts, 18mo..................... 2s. 6d. ∣Hughes’s Select Specimens of English Poetry, 12mo......................................................... 3s. 6d.Bilton’s Repetition and Reading Book, crown 8vo.............................................................. 2s, 6d. ∣Gleig’s School Series,
Il New Series of Elementary School-Books; each Book (in most instances) complete in itself, price 9d. Intended to comprise a complete Course of Elementary Education. Projected and edited by the Rev. G. R. Glbig, M.A. Chaplain-General to Her Majesty’s Forces; assisted by Wat.teb M*Lnon, F.R.G.S., William Hughes, F.R.G.S., The Rev. J. Hunter, M.A., Dr. R. J. Mann, M.R.C.S.E., Prof. R. W. Beowne, M.A., Thomas Tate, F.R.A.S., A. K. ISBisτEE, M.A., W. J. Reynolds, M.A., and other eminent Teachers and Promoters of Education.—The various works which compose Gleig’s Sch∞l Series are nearly all included in the body of the present Catalogue, each in the division to which it belongs.

Arithmetic.Colenso’s Arithmetic designed for the use of Schools, 12mo. ..................................... 4s. 6d.Key to Colenso’s Arithmetic for Schools, by the Rev. J. Hunter, M.A., 12mo. 5s. Colenso’s Shilling Arithmetic for Elementary Schools, 18mo. Is.; with Answers,Is. 6d.— Arithmetic for National, Adult, and Commercial Schools.1. Text-Book. 18mo............................. 6d. |8. Examples, Part II Compound Arifhmetv!,S,d..2. Examples, Part I. Simple Arith- It. Examples, Part ill. Fractions, Decimals,
metic.................................................... 4d. I Duodecimals .............................................. 4d.5. Answers to Examples, with Solutions of the difficult Questions........... Is.Colenso’s Arithmetical Tables, on a Card................................................................................. Id.Lupton’s Arithmetic for Schools and Candidates for Examination, 12mo.2s.6d.or with Answers to the Questions, 8s. 6d.; the Answers separately............... Is.Hunter’s Modern Arithmetic for School Work or Private Study, 12mo. 8s.6d. Key, 5s. Combes and Hines’ Arithmetic Step by Step, 18mo. Is. 9d. or in 2 Parts..., each Is.— Companion Exercise Book to Arithmetic. Oblong 4to. price4s. 6d. per dozen to 'I?eachers.

London: LONGMANS and CO. Paternoster Row.'” ' —"■ — - —————’
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Combes and Hines’ Standard Arithmetical Copy-Books, in Nine Books, 6d. each. Combes and Hines’ Complete Arithmetical Copy-B∞ks. Complete hi Nine Books, on Fine Paper, price 6s. per dozen to Teachers.The Complete Ciphering-Book, being the Nine Complete Arithmetical Copy-Books bound in One Volume. Price 6s. 6d. cloth, or in 3 Parts, 2s, 6d. each. M'Leod’s Manual of Arithmetic, containing 1,750 Questions, 18mo............................ 9d.Hiley’s Recapitulatory Examples in Arithmetic, 12mo.................................................... Is.Moffatt’s Mental Arithmetic, with Key, 12mo....................................................................... Is.6d.Anderson’s Military Arithmetic, 18mo...................................................................................... Is.M'Leod’s Mental Arithmetic, Paet I. Whole Numbers; Past II. Fractions, each Is.— Solutions of Questions in Arithmetic by First Principles, 8vo...................8s. 6d.— Extended Multiplication and Pence Tables, 18mo........................................... 2d.Johnston’s Civil Service Arithmetic, 12mo......................................................8s. 6d. Key 4s.— Civil Service Tots, with Answers, price Is. Tate’s First Principles of Arithmetic, 12mo............................................................................ Is. 6d.Hall’s Treatise on Differential and Integral Calculus, post 8vo.................................... 8s.6d.Fix’s Miscellaneous Examples in Arithmetic, 12mo.......................................................... 2s.6u.Davis’s Complete Book of Arithmetical Examples, 18mo.......................Is. 4d. Key 2s.— Book of Arithmetical Examples and Key, together.......................................... 8s.— Arithmetical Examples. Part 1.18mo. 8d. Key Is. or together................ Is. 4d.— Arithmetical Examples. Part II. 18mo.................................................. 8d. Key Is.— Junior Arithmetic, 12mo.................................................................................................... 6d.— Memory Work of Arithmetic, 12mo............................................................................ 4d.— Grade Arithmetic, Three Parts, 2d. each, sewed; cloth.........................each 4d,Paet I. Standards 1, 2, 3, containing 3,000 Examples in the Four Simple Rules. Paet II. Standards 4, 5, containing 8,000 Examples in the Four Compound Rules. Paet HI. Standard 6, with 1,000 Examples in Invoices, Proportion, and Practice. Davis’s Complete Grade Arithmetic, 8 Parts in One.......................................................... 6d.— Halfpenny Arithmetical Cards, Ten Packets.............................................. each 9d.Stevens and Hole’s Arithmetical Examination Cards, in Eight Sets, each Setconsisting of Twenty-Four Cards. Price Is. per Set.A. Simple Addition and Subtraction. E. Practice and Bills of Parcels.B. Simple Multiplication and Division. F. Vulgar and Decimal Fractions.C. Compound Rules (Money). G. Simple and Compound Proportions.D. Compound Rules (Weights and Mea- H. Interest, Stocks, and Miscellaneoussures). Problems.Isbister’s Arithmetic, 12mo. Is. or with Answers............................................................... Is. 6d.Calder’s Familiar Arithmetic, 12mo. 4s. 6d. or with Answers, 5s. 6d.; theAnswers separately ls., the Questions in Part II. separately............................. Is.Calder’s Smaller Arithmetic for Schools, 18mo................................................................... 2s. 6d.Liddell’s Arithmetic for Schools, 18mo. Is. cloth; or in Two Parts, Sixpenceeach. The Answers separately, price Threepence.Harris’s Exercises in Arithmetic and Mensuration, crown 8vo. 2s. 6d., with Answers, 3s.; the Answers separately ............................................................................ 9d.
Book-keeping.Isbister’s Book-keeping by Single and Double Entry, 18mo........................................... 9d,— Set of Eight Account Books to the above...................................................each f>d.Hunter’s Progressive Exercises in Book-keeping by Double Entry, 12mo............. Is. 6d.— Examination-Questions in B∞k-keeping by Double Entry, 12mo......... 2s. 6d.— Examination-Questions, &c. as above, separate from the Answers.... Is.— Ruled Paper for Forms of Account Books, 5 sorts....................per quire, Is. 6d.
Mensuration.Hunter’s Elements of Mensuration, 18mo............................................................9d. Key 9d.Boucher’s Mensuration, Plane and Solid, 12mo..................................................................... 8s.Nesbit’s Treatise on Practical Mensuration, 12mo...........................................6s. Key 5s.

London : LONGMANS and CO. Paternoster Row.
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Algebra.Colenso’s Algebra, for National and Adult Schools, 18mo......................Is. 6d. Key 2s. 6d.— Algebra, for the use of Sch∞ls, Paet I. limo...................... 4s. 6d. Key 5s.Hunter’s Examination-Questions on Colenso’s Algebra, Paet I. 12mo.................. 2s, 6d.Colenso’s Elements of Algebra, for the use of Schools, Paet II. 12mo. 6s. Key 5s.— Examples and Equation Papers in Algebra, with the Answers, 12mo. 2s.6d.— Elements of Algebra, for Teachers and University Students, 8vo.12s. 6d. Key, 12mo....................................................................................................... 7s. 6d,Tate’s Algebra made Easy, 12mo...................................................................................2s. Key 3s.6d.Ileynolds’s Elementary Algebra for Beginners, 18mo. 9d. Answers, Sd. Full Key Is. Hall’s Elements of Algebra, fcp....................................................................................................... 5s.Thomson’s Elementary Treatise on Algebra, 12mo...........................................5s. Key <s. 6d.IVood’s Elements of Algebra, by Lund, 8vo..............................................................................12s. 6d.Lund’s Companion to Wood’s Algebra, post 8vo.................................................................. 7s.6d.— Key to Wood’s Algebra, for Masters and Tutors, post 8vo.............................7β.6d,— Short and Easy Course of Algebra, crown 8vo........................ 2s. 6d. Key 2s. 6d.
Geometry and Trigonometry.Wright’s Elements of Plane Geometry, crown 8vo.............................................................. 5s.Potts’s Euclid, University Edition, 8vo..................................................................................... 10≡.— — Intermediate Edition, Books I. to IV. 8s. Books I. to III.2s. 6d. Books I. II. Is. 6d. Book I. Is.— Enunciations of Euclid, 12mo......................................................................................... 6d.— Euclid’s Elements, School Edition, 12mo. boards....................4s. 6d. roan 5s.Tate’s Practical Geometry, with 261 Woodcuts, 18mo....................................................... Is,— Geometry, Mensuration, Trigonometry, &c. 12mo................................................ Ss.6d.Davis’s First Six Books of Euclid’s Elements, fcp.............................................................. Is.Isbister’s School Euclid, the First Four Books, 12mo....................................................... 2s. 6d.— College Euclid, Books I. to VI. and Parts of XI. and XII. 12mo........ 4s. 6d.— College and School Examiner in Euclid. 12mo................................................. 9d.— Euclid Copy-Books, Nos. I. and II. oblong 4to. each..............................  6d.— First Steps to Euclid, 12mo......................................................................................... Is. 6d.Tate’s First Three Books of Euclid, 12mo................................................. Is. 6d. 18mo. 9d∙Colenso’s Elements of Euclid, 18mo............... 4s. 6d. or with Key to the Exercises 6β. 6d.— Geometrical Exercises and Key................................................................................ 8s.6<l,— Geometrical Exercises, separately, 18mo............................................................. Is.— Plane Trigonometry, 12mo. Part I.8s.6d.Key 3s.6d. Part I1.2s.6d. Key 5s.Hunter’s Plane Trigonometry, for Beginners, 18mo........................................ Is. Key 9d.Hymers’s Differential Equations and Calculus, 8vo............................................................12s.Johnstone’s Elementary Treatise on Logarithms, 12mo................................................. 8s. 6d.Hunter’s Treatise on Logarithms, 18mo..................................................................Is. Key 9d.Jeans’s Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, 12mo. 7s.6d. or in Two Parts, each 4s.— Problems in Astronomy, &c. or Key to the above, 12mo..................................  6s.Stokes’s Syllabus of Trigonometry, fcp...................................................................................... 3s.

Land Surveying, Drawing, and Practical Mathematics.Smith’s Treatise on Land Surveying, I2mo............................................................................ 5s.Nesbit’s Practical Lana Surveying, 8vo....................................................................................12s.Tate’s Drawing-Book for Little Boys and Girls, 4to............................................................ Is. 6d.Binns’s Orthographic Projection and Isometrical Drawing, 18mo............................ Is.Barnard’s Drawing from Nature, imp. 8vo. 25s.; or royal 8vo. in 3 Parts.. each 7s.6d. Cape’s Course of Mathematics, vol. 2,8vo................................................................................ Bis.— Mathematical Tables, royal 8vo.................................................................. .....................lOs. 6d.Winter’s Mathematical Exercises, post8vo............................................................................. βs. 6d.— Elementary Geometrical Drawing, Part I. post. 8vo. 8s.6d. Part II. 6s.6d.
London; LONGMANS and CO. Paternoster Row.
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Kimber’s Mathematical Course for the University of London, 8vo. 10s.6d. Key 3s, 6d. Hunter’s Easy Introduction to Conic Sections, 12mo..............................8s. 6d. Key 2s.Salmon’s Treatise on Conic Sections, 8vo..................................................................................12s.Wrigley’s Examples in Pure and Mixed Mathematics, 8vo............................................. 8s. 6d.Hamilton’s Elements of Quaternions, 8vo............................................................................... 25s.
Musical Worlis.The Stepping-Stone to Music, 18mo............................................................................................. Is.Maefarren’s Lectures on Harmony, with Specimens and Examples, 8vo..............10s.6d.

Works by John Hullah, Professor of Poeal Music in King's
College, and in Q,ueen's College, London.Wilhem’s Manual of Singing. Parts I. and II. 2s. 6d.; or together .................... 5s.Exercises and Figures contained in Parts I. andII.of Wilhem’s Manual, BooksI. and II......................................................................................................................................... each 8d.Large Sheets, containing the Figures in Part I. of Wilhem’s Manual. Nos. 1 to 8 in a Parcel............................................................................................................................... 6s.Large Sheets, containing the Exercises in Part I. of Wilhem’s Manual. Nos. 9 to 40, in Four Parcels of Eight Nos. each.............................................. per Parcel, 6s.Large Sheets, the Figures in Part II. Nos. 41 to 52 in a Parcel ............................ 9s.Hullah’s Rudiments of Musical Grammar................................................................................ .‰.— Grammar of Musical Harmony, royal 8vo............................................................ 3s.Exercises to Grammar of Musical Harmony........................................................................... Is.Hullah’s Short Treatise on the Stave ........................................................................................ 2s.Hullah’s Grammar of Counterpoint. Part I. super-royal 8vo.....................................2s. 6d.Hullah’s Infant School Songs.......................................................................................................... 64.Hullah’s School Songs for 2 and 3 Voices. 2 Books, 8vo........................................each 6d.Hullah’s Exercises for the Cultivation of the Voice. For Soprano or Tenor...........2s. 6d.Hullah’s Exercises for the Cultivation of the Voice. For Contralto or Bass.......... 2s. 6d.

Political and Historical Geography.Ewald’s Reference-Book of Modern Geography, crown 8vo........................................ 5s.Hiley’s Elementary Geography for Junior Classes, 18mo............................................ Is. 6d.— Progressive Geography, 18mo........................................................................................ 2s.Burbury’s Mary’s Geography, 18mo. 3s. 6d......................................................... Questions Is.Outlines of Geography, by George Hogarth, 18mo............................................................... 164.The Stepping-Stone to Geography, 18mo....................................................................................ɪg.Hughes’s Child’s First Book of Geography, 18mo..............................   '94.— Geography of the British Empire, for beginners, 18mo.............................. 94^— General Geography, for beginners, 18mo............................................................ 94'.Questions on Hughes’s General Geography, for beginners, 18mo.............................. ’ 94.'Descriptive Geography, being Vol. V. of the ‘ Instructor,’ 18mo.................................. 2s.Hughes’s Manual of Geography, with Six coloured maps, fcp...................................... 7.si6dOrin Two Parts:—∙I.Europe,Ss.6d.; II. Asia, Africa, America, Australasia,&c. Is.Hughes’s Manual of British Geography, fcp.......................................................................... 2s.— Geography for India, nearly ready.Ffeeman’s Historical Geography of Europe, nearly ready.Sullivan’s Geography Generalised, fcp......................................................................................... ⅛.— Introduction to Ancient and Modem Geography, 18mo.............................. Is.Hughes’s Geography for Elementary Schools, 18mo.......................................................... Is.Goldsmith’s Grammar of General Geography, fcp.....................................3s. 6d. Key la,'Dowling’s Introduction to Goldsmith’s Geography, 18mo............................................... '94— Questions on the Maps in Goldsmith’s Geography.....................9d. Key 94'
London: LONGMANS and CO, Paternoster Row.
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Maunder* s Treasury of Geography, fcp........................................................................................10s.6d,Butler’s Ancient and Modern Geography, post 8vo............................................................. 7s. 6d.— Sketch of Modern Geography, post 8vo..................................................................... Is.— Sketch of Ancient Geography, post 8vo..................................................................  4s.Cunningham’s Abridgment of Butler’s Geography, fcp.................................................... 2s.M'Leod’s Geography of Palestine or the Holy Land, 12mo...........................................  Is. 6d.— Life and Travels of St. Paul, 12rao........................................................................... 2s.Keith Johnston’s Gazetteer, New Edition, thoroughly revised, 8vo.........................31s, 6d,Edmunds’s Traces of History in the Names of Places, crown 8vo......................... 7s, 6d,
Physical and Mathemaiical Geography.Marcet’s Conversations on Land and Water, fcp.................................................................. 5s,6d,Guyot’s Earth and Man, Fifth Edition, fcp............................................................................. 2s.Maury’s Physical Geography for Schools and General Readers, fcp.......................... 2s, 6d,Hughes’s Outlines of Physical Geography, 12mo,!.........................3s.6d. Questions 6d.Keith’s Treatise on the Use of the Globes, improved by Taylor, Le .Mesurier,and Middleton, 12mo.......................................................................................6s. 6d. Key 2s.6d,

School Aliases and Maps.Butler’s Atlas of Modem Geography, royal 8vo. or royal Ito.................................... lθs, 6d,— Junior Modern Atlas, comprising 12 Maps, royal 8vo.................................................4s, 6d.— Atlas of Ancient Geography, royal 8vo.....................................................................12s,— Junior Ancient Atlas, comprising 12 Maps, royal 8vo............................................ 4s. 6d,— General Atlas, Modern and Ancient, royal 4,to......................................................22s.— Geographical Copy-Books, Ancient and Modern, 4s, each Collection, orthe Two together.............................................................................................................. 7s, 6d,M’Leod’s complete Middle-Class Atlas, of 29 Maps, tto.................................................... 5s.— Hand-Atlas of General Geography, 18mo............................................................. 2s, 6d.— Class Atlas of Physical Geography, 18mo........................................................... 2s, 6d,Bowman’s Questions of the above Atlas, 18rao...................................................................... Is,M'Leod’s Physical Atlas of Great Britain and Ireland, 4to.............................................. 6d,— Pupil’s Atlas of Modern Geography, 4to............................................................ 2s, 6d.— School Atlas of Scripture Geography, royal 8vo................................................7s.Brewer’s Atlas of History and Geography, royal 8vo..........................................................1.5s.Hughes’s Sch∞l Atlas of Bible Lands, fcp.............................................................................. Is. 6d.
Geology and Mineralogy.Haughton’s Manual of Geology, fcp.............................................................................................. 7s.6d.Phillips’s Guide to Geology, with Plates and Diagrams, fcp.......................................... s.— Treatise on Geology, with Vignettes and Woodcuts, 2 vols. fcp...........7s.Apjohn’s Manual of the Metalloids, with 38 Woodcuts, fcp........................................... 7s. 6d.

Natural History and Botany.The Stepping-Stone to Natural History, 18mo...................................................................... 2s.6d.Or, in Two Parts- 1, Jfαmmα‰, Is. JI. Birds, BepiiZes, and Fishet, Is.Owen’s Natural History for Beginners, 18mo. Two Parts, 9d. each, or 1 vol. .. 2s. Tate’s Natural History of Familiar Things, 18mo. .......................................................... Is.Maunder’s Treasury of Natural History, fcp......................................................................... 10s.6d.Greene’s Manual of Corals and Sea Jellies (C(xlenterata∖ fcp......................................Ss.— Manual of Sponges and Animalcul® (Broiozoαl, fcp .................................... 2s.Yeo’s Student’s Manual of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, nearly ready.The Elements of Botany for Farnilies and Schools, fcp.................................................... 2s. 6d.Lindley and Moore’s Treasury of Botany, 2 Parts, fcp................................................... 20s.,Lessons on the Universe, &c., being Vol. III. of the * Instructor,’ 18mo................2s,
London: LONGMANS and CO. Paternoster Row,
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Swainson’a Habits and Iijstincts of Animals, fcp............................................................. 3s.6d,Wood’s Bible Animals, 8vo..............................................................................................................21s.— Homes without Hands, δro............................................................................................ 21s.
Chemistry., Miller’s Elements of Chemistry, 8 vols. 8vo.............................................................................60s.I Part 1,—Chemical Physics, Fourtli Edition, 15s.I Part II.—Inorganic Chemistry, Fourth Edition, 21s.i Part III.—Organic Chemistry, Third Edition, 24s.i Tate’s Outlines of Experimental Chemistry, lδmo............................................................... 9d,! Odling’s Manual of Chemistry, Part I. δvo.............................................................................. 9s.— Course of Practical Chemistry, for Medical Students, crown δvo..........7s.6d.— Outlines of Chemistry, crown δvo...........................................................................  7s. 6d.— Lectures on Carbon, crown δvo........................... ...................................................... 4s. 6d.i Natural Philosophy and Natural Science.5 Ganot’s Physics, translated by Prof. E. Atkinson, post δvo........................................ 15s.' Arnott’s Elements of Physics or Natural Philosophy, δvo............................................. 21s,i Marcet’s Conversations on Natural Philosophy, fcp.......................................................... 10s. 6d.Tate’s Little Philosopher, Chemistry, Mechanics, and Physics, 18mo...................... 3s. 6d.j — Light and Heat, for the use of beginners, lδmo....................................................... 9d.— Hydrostatics, Hydraulics, and Pneumatics, 18mo................................................. 9d,— Electricity, explained for the use of beginners, 18mo........................................... 9d.— Magnetism, Voltaic Electricity, and Electro-Dynamics, 18mo......... . ........... 9d.Downing’s Practical Hydraulics for Students in Engineering, δvo.......................... 8s,Quarterly Journal of Science, with Illustrations, 5«. each No.

Mechanics and Mechanism.I Tate’s Exercises on Mechanics and Natural Philosophy, 12mo....................2s. Key 8s. 6d.— Mechanics and the Steam-Enghie, for beginners, 18mo..................................... 9d,I — Elements of Mechanism, with many Diagrams, 12mo....................................... 8s.6d.Kater and Lardner’s Treatise on Mechanics, fcp.................................................................. 8s, 6d.Twisden’s Introduction to Practical Mechanics, crown δvo...........................................10s,6d.
Εngineering and Architecture.Bourne’s Treatise on (he Steam Engine, 4to............................................................................42s.— Catechism of the Steam Engine, fcp....................................................................... 6s.— Recent Improvements in the Steam Engine, fcp............................................ 6s.— Handbook of the Steam Engine, fcp........................................................................ 9s.Main and Brown’s Marine Steam Engine, 8vo......................................................................12s.βd.— — Indicator and Dynamometer, δvo......................................................... 4s.6d.— — Questions on the Steam Engine, δvo.................................................. 5s. 6d.Fairbairn’s Useful Information for Engineers. First, Second, and Third Series,with many Plates and Woodcuts, 3 vols. crown δvo................... each ɪθs. 6d.— Treatise on Mills and .Millwork, 2 vols. 8vo................................................... 32s.Mitchell’s Stepping-Stone to Architecture, 18mo. Woodcuts ..................................... Is.Moseley’s Mechanical Principles of Engineering and Architecture, 8vo............... 24s.Gwilt’s Encyclop≈dia of Architecture, δvo.............................................................................52s. 6d.

Popular Astronomy and Navigation.The Stepping-Stone to Astronomy, 18mo.................................................................................. Is.Tate’s Astronomy and the Use of the Globes, for beginners, lδmo............................ 9d.Herschel’s Treatise on Astronomy, fcp....................................................................................... 3s.6d.— Outlines of Astronomy, Tenth Edition, 8vo................................................... 18s.Webb’s Celestial Objects for Common 'Telescopes, lGmo................................................ 7s, Cd,
London: LONGMANS and CO. Paternoster Row.____ __ ____________________________________________ . ___________________________________ __
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Evers’s Nav⅛ation and Great Circle Sailing, 18mo............................................................. Is. !Merrifield and Evers’s Navigation and Nautical Astronomy, 8vo.................................14s. JProctor’s Twelve Maps of the Stars, royal 4to........................................................................ 7s. ∣Plate I.1o/ ■ f Six Northern Maps ; Plate III.1 f Six Northern Maps ;Plate II.I*'®®nSix Southern Maps; Plate IV.) ɪ Six Southern Maps ;Containing the Stars, their Names, Containing the Stars and Milky-Way ∣I Letters, &c., the Constellation Fi∙ only, on a black background.I gures, &c., Meridians, Declination i' Parallels, &c. !i Proctor’s Handbook of the Stars, square fcp, 8vo................................................................ 5s. ii — Constellation-Seasons. 13 quarto Plates................................................Γ^.... 5s. '— Sun-Views of the Earth, in it coloured Plates.................................................. 6s.— Two Charts of the Solar System .................................................................... each 6<1.I '— Chart of the Zodiac, coloured.................................................................................. Is. ;— Chart of Mars, with 18 Views of the Planet........................................................ Is. j! Jeans’s Handbook for the Stars, royal 8vo................................................................................  4s. 6d.
I — Navigation and Nautical Astronomy, Paet I. Praciic<iZ, 12mo........................... 5s. I
I — — — Paet II. Theoretical, royal8vo.. 7s. 6d. ‘' Boyd’s Manual for Naval Cadets, Third Edition, post 8vo............................................. 12s.6d. ;
' Animal Physiology and the Preservation of Health.j The House I Live In; Structure and Functions of the Human Body, 18mo.... 2s. 6d.I Bray’s Physiology for Sch∞ls ..................................................................................................... Is.
i — Diagrams for Class Teaching ........................................................................per pair 6s. fid.' Howard’s Gymnasts and Gymnastics, crown 8vo................................................................10s. Cd.1 Marshall’s Outlines of Physiology, Human and Comparative, 2 vols. cr. 8vo.. .32s.
I Domestic Εconomy and General Knowledge.! Sterne’s Questions on Generalities, Two Series, each 2s. Keys.........................each Is.I Lessons on Houses, &c. being Vol. II. of the ‘Instructor,’ 18mo........................... 2β.
I Instructions in Household Matters for Girls leaving School, fcp................................ Is. 6d.! The Stepping-Stone to Knowledge, 18ino.................................................................................. Is.! Second Series of the Stepping-Stone to General Knowledge, 18mo............................ Is.j Burbury’s Mary’s Every Day Bookof Useful Knowledge,18mo.3s.6d. Questions, Is.
i Chronology and Historical Genealogy.∖ Book of the Calendar, being Vol. IV. of the‘Instructor,’ 18mo................................. 2s.
j Conybeare’s School Chronology, or Great Dates of History, square 12mo.............. Is. iI Howlett’s Metrical Chronology, Sixth Edition, post8vo................................................. 7s. '! Woodward’s Chronological and Historical Encyclopædia..................................[/n the press.Slater’s Se∣ιtentice e'hronoloffieæ, the Original Work, 12mo........................................... Ss. fid.— — — improved by M. Sewell, 12mo............................... 3s, Cd. jj Fitzgerald’s Kings of Europe, nearly ready. jCrook’s Events of England in lthyme, square 16mo.......................................................... Is. ;i Long’s Chart of English History and Handbook, nearly ready,

I Mythology and Antiquities.Cox’s Manual of Mythology, in Question and Answer, fcp............................................. 3s,t — Mythology of the Aryan Nations, 2 vols, 8vo. nearly ready.— Tales of Ancient Greece, crown 8vo................................................................................ fis. Cd,Dyer’s History of the City of Rome, with 2 Maps, 8vo...................................................... 1.5s.Becker’s βallus: Roman Scenes of the Time of Augustus, post 8vo......................... 7s. Cd.
— Charicles: Illustrating the Private Life of the Ancient Greeks............... 7s. Cd.Rich’s Illustrated Dictionary of Roman and Greek Antiquities, post 8vo.............. 12s, 6d.

Biography.Gleig’s Book of Biography, 18mo..................................................................................................... 9d.The Stepping-Stone to Biography, 18mo..................................................................................... Is.
London ∙. LONGMANS and CO. Paternoster Row.
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Maunder’s Bioκraphieal Treasury, re-written by W. L. R. Cates, fcp.................... 10s. 6d.Cates’s Dictionary of General Biography, 8vo........................................................................21s, ∣Von Baumer's Life and System of Festalozzi, 8vo.............................................................. 5s. j

British Ηistory. IGunn and Turner’s History of England for Giris’Schools ............................[i« ihe prett. ,Turner’s Analysis of English and French History, fcp..................................................... 2s. βd.Outlines ot the History of England, 18mo.................................................................................. Is.The Stepping-Stone to English History, 18mo.;................................................................... Is, 'Lupton’s English History, Second Edition, revised, crown 8vo................................... 7s.Cd. 'Gleig’s School History of England, abridged, 12mo............................................................. 6s. '— First Book of History—England, 18mo. 2β. or 2’parts.............................each 9d.— British Colonies, or Second Book of History, 18mo............................................. Pd.— British India, or Third Book of History, 18mo...................................................... 9d.Historical Questions on the above Three Histories, 18mo.............................................. 9d.Littlewood’s Essentials of English History, fcp.................................................................... Ss.Bartle’s Synopsis of English History, Revised Edition, fcp........................................... 3s,fid.Perry’s Guide to Scottish History, 18mo................................................................................. 3s. βd.Cusack’s Student’s Manual of the History of Ireland, nearly ready.

General History.Stafford’s Compendium of Universal History, fcp............................................................... 4s,Elements of Modem History, being Vol. VI1. of the ‘ Instructor,’]8mo... 2s, Elements of Ancient History, being Vol. VI. of the ‘Jnstmctor,’ 18mo........... 2s.Tales, &c. from History, being Vol. I. of the ‘ Instractor,’ 18mo.............................. 2s.Strickland’s Tales and Stories from History, fcp............................................................... 3s. 6d.Gurney’s Chapters from French History, fcp........................................................................ 6s. βd. jOutlines of the History of France, Third Edition, 18mo.................................................. ls,Sd. IThe Stepping-Stone to French History, 18mo......................................................................... Is. !Crowe’s History of France, to the Accession of Napoleon III. 5 Vols. 8vo.. .£i 15s. 6d, I Beesly’s Notes on Macaulay’s Essay on the War of the Succession in Spain, fcp. Is. Maunder’s Historical Treasury, with Index, fcp...................................................................10s.fid.Mangnall’s Historical and Miscellaneous Questions, 12mo.............................................. Is. 6d.Corner’s Questions on the History of Europe, 12mo........................................................... δs.Steinmetz’s History of Modern Europe, crown 8vo.......................................................... 5s. fid.Turner’s Analysis of the History of Germany, fcp.............................................................. 8s. fid. ∣Taylor’s Student’s Manual of the History of India, nearly ready. :Marshman’s History of India, to close of Ld. Dalhousie’sAdministration, 8 v.22s. fid. Sewell’s Ancient History of Egypt, Assyria, and Babylonia, fcp.................................fis.Outlines of Grecian History, lsmo................................................................................................. Is.The Stepping-Stone to Ancient Grecian History, 18mo..................................................... Is.Browne’s History of Ancient Greece, for beginners, 18mo.............................................. 9d.Sewell’s First History of Greece, fcp............................................................................................. 8s. fid.Schmitz’s History of Ancient Greece, Sixth Edition, fcp................................................. 7s. fid,Cox’s Histories of Ancient Greece and Ancient Rome, drawn from Original ■Authorities, and designed chiefly for the use of Colleges..................... [f« preparation.Cox’s Tale of the Great Persian War, from Berodotu», fcp............................................ 8β. fid.Taylor’s Student’s Manual of Ancient History, crown 8vo............................................. 7s.fid. ∣— Student’s Manual of Modern History, crown 8vo.......................................■... 7s.fid. iTurner’s Analysis of the History of Greece, fcp..................................................................... 2s. IThirlwall’s History of Ancient Greece, 8 vols. fcp................................................................28s. !Miiller’s Literature of Ancient Greece, trans, by Lewis & Donaldson, 3 v. 8vo. 21s. Sewell’s Child’s First History of Rome, fcp............................................................................. 2s. fid.Parkhurst’s Questions on Sewell’s Child’s First History of Rome............................ Is.Outlines of Ancient Roman History, 18mo............................................................................... 10d.The Stepping-Stone to Ancient Roman History, 18mo..................................................... Is. |
London : LONGMANS and CO. Paternoster Row.
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Turner’s Analysis of Ancient Roman History, fcp............................................................... 2s.Browne’s History of Ancient Rome, for beginners, 18mo................................................ 9d.Merivale’s History of the Romans under the Empire, 8 vols. post 8vo................. 48s.— Fall of the Roman Republic, 12mo........................................................................ 7s. 6d.Ihne’s Roman History, Vols, I. and JI. 8vo......................................................... [_Nearly ready.

Scrij)ture History, Moral and Heligious Works.Hole’s National Moral Lesson Books, in Three Parts : —
I I. The Duties Men owe to Themselves, 2 vols. fcp. nearly ready. i
I ɪl. The Duties Men owe to One Another, in the press.III. The Duties Men owe to God, in preparation.Combes and Hines’ Scripture Facts, Chronologically Arranged, 18mo, Is. 4d., ∣or in Two Parts, [Old Testament Facts and Λ⅛!cJ, 9d. each.The Stepping-Stone to Bible Knowledge, 18mo..................................................................... Is.I Outlines of Sacred History, 16mo...................................... ............................................................ 2s. 6d.i Gleig’s Sacred History, or Fourth Book of History, 18mo. 2s. or 2 Parts each.. 9d.; Valpy’s Latin Epitome of Sacred History, 18mo.................................................................. 2s.I Zornlin’s Bible Narrative Chronologically Arranged, 12mo........................................... 5s.EUi∞tfs Critical and Grammatical Commentary on St. Paul’s Epistles, 8vo.
I Galatians, 8s. 6d.; Ephesians, 8s. 6d.; The Pastoral Epistles, lOs. 6d.; i! Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon, lOs. 6d.; Thessalonians, 7s. 6d. ‘Conybeare and Howaon’s Life and Epistles of St. Paul, 2 vole, crown 8vo............12β.Potts’s Paley’s Evidences and Zfoj∙iB PακWM<B, 8vo.............................................................10s.6d, 'Browne’s Exposition of the Thirty-Nine Articles, 8vo.......................................................16s.Gorle’s Examination Questions on the above, fcp................................................................. 8s, 6d. :Ayre’s Treasury of Bible Knowledge, fcp..................................................................................10s.6d. IRiddle’s Manual of Scripture History, fcp................................................................................ 4s. !— Outlines of Scripture History, cp.............................................................................. 2s. 6d. iHome’s Introduction to the Scriptures, i vols. 8vo............................................................42s.— Compendious Introduction to the Bible, post 8vo.............................................. 6β.Kalisch’s Commentary on the Old Testament; with a New Translation. Vol. iI. Genesis, 8vo. 18s. or adapted for the General Reader, 12s. Vol. lɪ. Exodus, 15s. or adapted for the General Reader, 12s Vol. III. Part I. Leviticus to Cliapter X. 15s. or adapted for the General Reaner, 8s. jDavidson’s Introduction to the New Testament, 2 vols.8vo...................................£1 10s.Cook’s Acts of the Apostles, with a Commentary, &o. 8vo....................∖.......................12β.6d.Bowen’s Key to the Acts of the Apostles, fcp........................................................................ Is. (id.! Whately’s Introductory Lessons on Christian Evidences, 18mo.................................. 6d. j! Barclay’s Edition of VVhately’s Lessons on Christian Evidences, fcp. 3s. 18mo. 6d.; Sewell’s Night Lessons from Scripture, 32mo......................................................................... 3β,— Self-Examination before Confirmation, 32mo....................................................... Is. 6d.— Readings for a Month Preparatory to Confirmation, fcp................................ 4s. i— Preparation for the Holy Communion, 32mo....................................................... 8s, '— Readings for Every Day in Lent, from Jeremy Taylor, fcp......................... 5β.Hume’s Moral Essays, by Green and Grose, 2 vols. 8vo. nearly ready., — Treatise on Human Nature, by Green and Grose, 2 vols. 8vo. neorfj< ready.' Barye’s Exposition of the Church Catechism, 12mo........................................................ Is. od.` Cooper’s Salient Points of Scripture History, the Pentateuch, 18mo..................... 9α.i — Historical Books of the Old Testament, 18mo................................................... Is.! Littlewood’s Essentials of New Testament History, «eorfy ready. '

] Mental and Moral Philosophy,
1 Lewes’s History of Philosophy from Thales to Comte, 2 vols, 8vo.............................SOs.
i Whately’s Lessons on Reasoning, fcp.......................................................................................... ls.6d.Mill’s Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind, 2 vols. 8vo..........................28s.j — System of Logic, Ratiocinative and Inductive, 2 vols. 8vo................................ 25s.( Killick’s Student’s Handbook of Mill’s System of Logic, crown 8vo...................... Ss, 6d. :
j London: LONGMANS and CO. Paternoster Row. |
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General Lists of School-Books 13j Stebbing’s Analysis of Mill’s System of Logic, 12mo.....................................................    3s. 6d,] Thomson’s Outline of the Necessary Laws of Thought, post 8vo..................      5s. 6d.I Bacon’s Essays, with Annotations by Archbishop Whately, 8vo........................................lOs. 6d.i Markby’s Bacon’s Essays, with References and Notes, fcp................................................... Is. 6d.Whately’s Elements of Logic, 8vo. 10s. 6d. crown 8vo............................................................... 4s. 6d.I — Elements of Rhetoric, 8vo. 10s. 6d. crown 8vo................................................ 4s. 6d.! Bain’s Rhetoric and English Composition, crown 8vo...................................................... 4s.— Mental and Moral Science, Second Edition, crown 8vo.................................... 10s. 6d.[ Morell’s Handbook of Logic, for Schools and Teachers, fcp........................................... 2s.j — Introduction to Mental Pliilosophy, 8vo.................................................................12s.Fichte’s Contributions to Mental Philosophy, by Morell, fcp....................................... 5s.• MoreU’s Elements of Psychology, Parti, post8vo............................................................ 7s. 8d,I Civil Law and Political Science.I Marcet’s Conversations on Different Kinds of Governments, 18mo....................... 2β.i Sandars’s Institutes of Justinian, 8vo..........................................................................................15s,
! Principles of Teaching, 8pc.Sewell’s Principles of Education, 2 vols. fcp........................................................................... 12s. 6d.! Johnston’s Ladies’College and School Examiner, fcp............................ ls.6d. Key 2s.6d.
j Robinson’s Manual of Method and Organisation, fcp........................................................ 8s,6d.; Gill’s Text-Book of School Education, Method, and Management, fcp....................3s.j Quick’s Essays on Educational Reformers, post 8vo........................................................ 7s. 6d.; Sullivan’s Papers on Education and School-Keeping, 12mo........................................... 8s.Potts’s Liber Canlabrigienβis, Part I. fcp................................................................................. 4s.6d.— Account of Cambridge Scholarships and Exhibitions, fcp............................ Is. 6d.Lake’s Book of Oral Object Lessons on Common Things, 18mo................................... ls.6d.Johnston’s Civil Service Guide, crown 8vo............................................................................. 3≡∙ θɑ-M’Leod’s Middle Class Examiner, 18mo.................................................................................. ɪs.The Greek Language.Donaldson’s eræeæ Grammaticεe Rudimenta, Editio Tertia, fcp..............,............. 2s. 6d.Parry’s Elementary Greek Grammar, 12mo........................................................................... 3s. 6d.Farrar’s Brief (ɪreek Syntax and Accidence, 12mo.............................................................. 4β. 6d.I — Greek Grammar Rules for Harrow Sch∞l, 12mo............................................. ls.6d,Kennedy’s Greek Grammar, Sixth Edition, 12mo............................................................... Is. βd.— Greek Verse Materials, or palæstra Musarum, 12mo................................ 5s. 6d.Preston’s Greek Verse Composition, crown 8vo.................................................................. 4s, 6d.Miller’s Elementary Greek Syntax, post 8vo........................................................................... 4s.Collie’s Pontes Classici, No. 11. Greek, 12mo.......................................................................... 8s.6d,— Praxis Græca, in Three Parts, 12mo..........................................................................Ils. 6d.
j Part I. Etymology, 12mo.............2s. 6d. | Part II. Syntax, 12mo.............. 6s,Part III. Greek Accentuation, Exercises, and Examination Papers, 12mo........ 8s.Collis’s Greek Verse-Book : Praxis Iambica, 12mo............................................................. 4s. 6d.
j Walford’s Progressive Exercises in Greek lambic Verse, 12mo................................... 2s.6d.Donaldson’s New Cralylus, Third Edition, 8vo.....................................................................21β,Edwards’s First Greek Reader, with English Notes, fcp................................................. 4s.Wilkins’s Manual of Greek Prose Composition, crown 8vo................ 7s. 6d. Key 2s.βd.— Exercises in Greek Prose Composition, crown 8vo............4s. 6d. Key 2s. 6d.i — Progressive ɪɪreek Delectus, lsmo.........................................................4s. Key 2s. 6d.Major’s Elementary Praxis of Greek Composition, 12ino................................................ 2s. 6d.Wilkins’s Progressive Greek Anthology, 12mo......................................................... .............5s.Valpy’s Greek Delectus, improved by the Rev. Dr. White, 12mo.............Is. Key 2s. 6d.Hall’s Principal Roots of the Greek Tongue, 12mo.............................................................⅛5s.Yonge’s Larger English-Greek Lexicon, 4to............................................................................21s.— English-Greek Lexicon, abridged for Schools, square 12mo........................ 8s.6d.Liddell and Scott’s Largeι Greek-English LexicOii, crown 4to..................................... 86s.— — — Greek-English Lexicon, abridged for Sch∞ls, square 12mo, 7s.6d.

London : LONGMANS and CO, Paternoster Row.
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Robineon’e Greek and English Lexicon of the New Testament, 8vo.......................10s. 6d.Webster and Wilkinson’s Greek Testament, with English Notes, 2 vole. 8vo... 44s.Vol. I. the Gospels and Acts, 20s. | Vol. II. the Epistles and the Apocalypse,24s. Bloomfield’s College and School Greek Testament, fcp..................................................... 7s, 6d,Wilkins’s Scriptores Attici, Excerpts with English Notes, crown 8vo....................7s.t>d.— Olynthiacs of Demosthenes, with English Notes, crown 8vo....................4s. Rd.— Speeches in Thucydides translated...........................................................[In tħepres>.Zeller’s Socrates and the Socratic Schools, by the Rev. 0. J. Reichel, crown 8vo. 8s. 6d.— Aristotle and the Elder Peripatetics, translated by J. A. Symonds, M.A. Grant’s Ethics of Aristotle, with Essays and Notes, 2 vole. 8vo..................................2Ss,Williams’s Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle translated, 8vo.......................................^'Congreve’s Politics of Aristotle, with English Notes, 8vo...............................................Anthon’s Homer’s Iliad, Books I. to III. edited by the Rev. Dr. Major, 12mo... Pindar’s Odes, &c., revised and explained by Donaldson, 8vo......................................Major’s Alcestii, Hecuba, Medea, Oreetei, and Ptuxniβs<B of Euripides, witlEnglish Notes, post 8vo. 24β.; the Plays separately.......................................... eaclSophoclis Tragcedi≡ Sujierstites, recensuit Gulielmus Linwood, M.A. 8vo.........Eight Comedies of Aristophanes, translated by L. H, Rudd, M.A. 8vo.................Sophoclis (Edipus Rex, CEdiput Coloneu», and Antigone, by Brasse, 5s. each
Philoctetes, by Burges, 5s. Ajax and Electra, by Valpy..................................eaclExcerpta eɪ Herodoto, with English Notes, by J. K. Major, D.D. fcp....................Ishister’s Xenophon’s Anabasis, Books I. to III. with Notes, 12mo..........................White’s Xenophon’s Expedition of Cyrus, with English Notes, 12rao......................Sheppard and Evans’s Notes on Thucydides, New Edition, nearly ready. Hickle’s Xenophon’s Memorabilia of Socrates, post 8vo...................................................— — Anabasis, Books I. and II. fcp. 8vo..............................................Parry’s Reges et Heroes, from Herodotus, with Notes, crown 8vo...........................The Tjatin Language,The Public School Latin Primer, 12mo....................................................................................— — — — Grammar, by the same Editor, 12mo.................... [In th

Subsidia Primaria, Steps to Latin ; Companion Exercise Books to the Publu
School Latin Primer. By the same Editor. Part I. 2s. 6d. Part II...............Key to the Exercises in Subsidia Primaria, Parts I. and II. price 5s. suppliecto 1nsteuctobs only on application to the Publishers. Kennedy’s Classical or Higher Latin Grammar, 8vo..................................... ʌ.. [In tlSketch of the History of Grammar, 12mo................................................................................Kennedy’s Child’s Latin Primer, or First Latin Lessons, 12mo.................................The Child’s Latin Accidence, extracted from the above, 12mo....................................White’s First Latin Parsing-B∞k, 12mo.................................................................................— First Latin Exercise-Book, 12mo............................................... 2s. 6d, Ke3Collis’s Praxis Latina Primaria, 12mo......................................................................................Wilkins’s Progressive Latin Delectus, 12mo.........................................................................— Easy Latin Prose Exercises, Fourth Edition, crown 8vo. 2s.6d. Key2s.6d. I White and Biddle’s Large Latin-English Dictionary, 2 vols. 4to................................ 42s. 'White’s College Latin-English Dictionary (Intermediate Size), medium 8vo... 18s.— Junior Student’s Complete English-Latin and Latin-English Die- ∣tionary, square 12mo..................................................................................................... I2s.* Separately ɪ'ɪ'θ Latin-English Dictionary, price 7β. Gd.I The English-Latin Dictionary, price as. 6d. Riddle’s Complete Latin-English and English- Latin Dictionary, 8vo.......................21s.Separately J ɪfθ Dictionary. 7s.l ine Latin-English Dictionary, 15s.Riddle’s Young Scholar’s l-at.-Eng and Eng.-Lat. Dictionary, square 12mo. .. 10s. 6d, Λ Separately ∏''θ Latm-English Dictionary. 6s. ∣t The English-Latin Dictionary, 5s. IRiddle and Arnold’s English-Latin Lexicon, 8vo.................................................................21s. |— — — Abridged by Ebden, square post 8vo........................ 7s. 6d.
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Kennedy’s Elementary Latin Grammar, 12mo............................................................... 3s. 6d.— First Latin Reading-Book, or Trinocinium Latinum, 12mo..........  . 2s.— Second Latin Reading-Book, or palæstra Latina, 12mo..........................5s.Collis’s Chief Tenses of Latin and Greek Irregular Verbs, Svo. each Collection Is. Sheppard and Turner’s Aids to Classical Study, 12mo..........................................as. Key Gs.Moody’s New Eton Latin Grammar, 12mo. 2s. 6d. The Accidence separately .. Is. Collis’s Pontes Classici Latini. Sixth Edition. 12mo................................................... 3s. 6d.Collis’s Praxis Latina, Two Parts, 12rao....................................... ....................................... 5s. 6d.Part I. for Beginners ............................ 2s.Cd. 1 Part II. for Advanced Students .. 8s.Hall’s Principal Routs and Derivatives of the Latin Language, 12mo...................  Is, 6d.White’s New Virgil Reader, nea,rly reaΛy.Major’s Latin Exercises for King’s College School, fcp.................................................... 2s. 6d,— Passages from the Spectator, for Translation into Latin, 12mo.............. Ss. 6d.Walford’s Progressive Exercises in Latin Prose, 12mo................................................... 2s. 6d.Bradley’s Latin Prose Exercises, 12mo............................................  3s. 6d. Key δs.— Continuous Lessons in Latin Prose, 12mo.......................................fts. Key 5s. 6d.Beverley’s Exercises in Latin Prose Composition, crown 8vo.......... 2s, 6d. Key 5s.I Wilkins’s Manual of Latin Prose Composition, crown 8vo................. 5s. 6d. Key 2s.6Ι.— Latin Prose Exercises, crown 8vo...................................................ts.6d. Key 5s.Edwards’s Exercises in Latin Accidence, 12mo.................................................................. Is, 6d.— Progressive Exercises in Latin Lyrics, 12mo.................................................. Ss.Wilkins’s Notes for Latin Lyrics (in use in Harrow, &c.) 12mo.................................. 4s. 6d.— Latin Anthology, for the Junior Classes, 12ino............................................... 4s. 6d.Valpy’s Latin Delectus, improved by the Rev. Dr. White, 12mo................................ 2s.ttd.Vonge’s Latin Gradus, post 8vo. 9s., or with Appendix ...................................................12s.Rapier’s Introduction to Composition of Latin Verse 12mo................... 3s. 6d. Key 2s. 6d,Walford’s Progressive Exercises in Latin Elegiac Verse, I2mo, . .2s. 6d. Key as.— _ _ Second Series, 12ino............................................. 2s. 6d.— Card of Latin Prosody................................................................................................. Is.Vonge’s Odes and Epodes of Horace, School Edition, 12mo................................................. 4s, 6d.— Satires and Epistles of Horace, School Edition, 12mo..................................... 5s.— Library Edition of the Works of Horace, 8vo....................................................... 21s.— Eton Pocket Edition of the Works of Horace, 16mo............................................... 4s. Cd.i Girdlestone and Osborne's Horace, 12mo.................................................................................. 7s, Cd.• Coningtou’s √Eneid of Virgil, translated into English Verse, crown 8vo................... 9s.Kenny’s Virgil’s Alnei(l, Books I. II. III. and V. 18mo..............................each Book Is.Anthon’s √Eιιeid of Virgil. Edited by Dr. Major, fcp. .................................................... 5s.Pycroft’s Virgil, with English Notes, 12mo. 7s. Cd. without Notes ........................ 3s. Cd.I Bradley’s Troy Taken, the Second Book of Virgil’s Alneid, fcp................................. 2s. Cd.Parry’s Origines Romani», from Livy, with English Notes, crown8vo................... 4s,I Parry’s Ciceronis Epistolarum Delectus, post 8vo............................................................. Cs,, White’s Cicero’s Cato Maior and Lielius, I2mo.......    3s, Cd.i Yonge’s Ciceronis Epistote, with English Notes, nearly ready.I Bradley’s Cornelius Nepos, improved by the Rev. Dr. White, 12mo.................... Ss. Cd.J — Ovid’s Metamorphoses, improved by White, 12mo ............................... 4s. Cd.I , — Select Fables of phædrus, improved by the Rev. Dr. White, 12mo. .. 2s. Cd.— Eutropius, improved by the Rev. Dr. White, 12mo..................................... 2s. Cd.I Isbister’s Ciesar, Books I.—VII. 12mo. 4s. or with Reading Lessons.................. 4s. Cd.I — Cæsar’a Commentaries, Books 1,—V. 12mo........................................ Ss. Cd.i — First Book of θæsar's Gallic War, 12mo............................................ Is. Cd.Kenny’s eæsar's Commentaries, Book 1.18mo. Is. Books II. and III................. Is.; Church and Brodribb’s Pliny’s Letters, with English Notes, nearly ready.The Trench Language.The Stepping-Stone to French Pronunciation, 18mo.......................................................... Is.Prendergast’s Mastery Series, French, Third Edition, 12mo..................................... Is. Cd.
London: LONGMANS and CO. Paternoster Row.
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Sti6venard’s Rulesand Exercises on the French Language. Part I. crown 8vo... 3s. 6d, Albit6s* How to Speak French, Eighth Edition, fcp.......................................................... 5s. 6d.— Instantaneous French Exercises. New Edition, f?p.....................2s. Key 2s.— French Pronounced, Self-Helps, price Owb Shilliγγg.Belin’s French and English Idioms, 12mo.............................................................................. 2s. 6d.Ventouillac’s French Poetry, with English Notes,I8mo.................................................. 2s.■ Contanseau’s Practical French and English Dictionary, post8vo............................ 10s.6d.j Part I. French-English, 5s. 6d. Part II. English-French, 5s. 6d.
i — Pocket French and English Dictionary, square 18mo......................... 8s. 6d.• — Premi6res Lectures, 12mo............................................................... .. ................... 2s. 6d.i — First Step in French, 12mo.................................................................................... 2s. 6d.— French Grammar, 12mo......................................................................................... 5s.Key to'the Exercises in Contanseau’s ‘ First Step’ and ‘French Grammar,’12mo. 8s. Contanseau’s Guide to French Translation, 12mo.....................................8s. 6d. Key 8s.6d,— Prosateurβ et Po6tes Franςais, 12mo............................................................... 6s.6d.— Prdcis de la Litt⅛rature Franςaise, 12mo....................................................... 5s.— Al)r⅛g6 de I’Histoire de France, 12mo.............................................................. 5s.6d,Sewell’s Contes Faciles, from Modem French Writers, crown 8vo.............................8s. 6d.— Extraits Choisis des Auteurs Modernes, crown 8vo......................................... 5s.Stifivenard’s Lectures Fraιιςaises from Modem Authors, 12mo................................. Is. 6d.Meissner’s Pal(B»tra Gallica, or Philology of the French Language, 12mo......... Is. 6d.

German, Spanish, and Hebrew.Just’s German Grammar, 12mo...................................................................................................... Is. 6d.— German Reading Book, 12mo........................................................................................... 8s. 6d.Bemays’ German Grammar, fcp.................................................................................................... 3s. 6d.— German Exercises, fcp................................................................................................... 8s. 6d.— German Reader, fcp................................................................................................ 5s.Wintzer’s First German Book for Beginners, fcp................................................................. 8s. 6d.Fischer-Fischart’s Elementary German Grammar, fcp................................................... 2s. 6d.Prendergast’s Handbook to the Mastery Series................................................................... Is. 6d.— Mastery Series, German.................................................................................... Is. 6d.— Manual of Spanish, 12mo................................................................................... Is. 6d,— Manual of Hebrew, 12mo................................................................... [,Nearly ready.Blackley and Friedlander’s Practical German and English Dictionary, post 8vo. 7s. 6d. Goethe’s Iphigenie auf Tauris, English Notes by Oppen, fcp....................................... 2s.— Egmont, with English Notes by Oppen, fcp........................................................ 2s, 6d.Lessing’s Minna von Barnhelm, Eiiglish Notes by Oppen, fcp.................................... 2s. 6d.— Nathan der Weise, English Notes by Oppen, fcp...........................[_Nearly ready.Schiller’s Wilhelm Tell, with English Notes by Oppen, fcp.......................................... 2s.6d.Kalisch’s Hebrew Grammar, with Exercises. Part 1.8vo........... 12s. 6d. Key 5s.— — — Part II. 8vo..............................................................................12s. 6d.
Hindustani and Sanskrit.M ailer’s (Max) First Book of the Hitopadesa. Royal 8vo. 7s. 6d. or Sanskrit

1 Text only.................................................................................................................... Ss. 6d.
I — Second, Third, and Fourth Books of the Hitopadesa. Royal 8vo.i 7s. 6d. Sanskrit Text only ............................................................................... 3s. 6d.] — Sanskrit Grammar for Beginners, in Devangari and RomanLetters throughout. Royal 8vo......................................... ................. 15s,I Benfey’s Sanskrit-English Dictionary, the Sanskrit Words printed both in thei Original Devangari and in Roman Letters, 8vo......................................................... 52s. 6d.Jt⅛- The School Books, Atlases, Maps, &c. comprised in these General Lists, are more fully described, under the present classification, in Messrs. Longmans and Co.’s Catalogue of School-Books, 4to. pp 90, which may be had gratis or will be forwarded free of postage on application.__________________________________________ ∙~<⅛ London: LONGMANS and CO. Paternoster Bow. ʌɔ

Sngttiswoode <b Co., Printers, New-sireetSquare, London.
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